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1X.-THE NORMAN ELEMENT IN THE SPOKEN 
AND WRITTEN ENGLISH OF THE ~ ~ T I I ,  ~STH, 
AND 1 4 ~ ~  CENTURIES, AND I N  OUR PRO- 
VINCIAL DIALECTS.’ By JOSEPH PAYNE, Esq. 

PART I.-GENERAL PRINCIPLES. PRONUNCIATION OF EARLY 

THE inquiry I propoae to institute has not hitherto 
received much attention from our philologists. They have 
generally been contented with pointing out the obvious 
resemblance between some of our common words and their 
modem French equivalents, and have apparently forgotten 
that when the introduction of the Normans into England 
introduced their language also, that language was not, 
strictly speaking, French. I t  was, in fact, a dialect, derived 
equally with others from a common source, and holding equal 
rank with its collateral sister-dialects. The designation com- 
mon to them all was the Langue d’Oil. Circumstances, mainly 
historical, at length gave one of these the pre-eminence, 
and it was developed into the French language ; but in the 
12th and 13th centuries, while the simultaneous competition 
was going on, no one could have positively predicted which 
would take 6he lead. There was, at least, a chance for the 
Norman, which, as Falloto remarke, was the earliest formed, 
waa characterized by great simplicity and energy, and waa 
first distinguished by its literary productions. 

The langue d’Oil-the French spoken in those days north of 
La Rochelle-is comprehended by Fallot and Burguy3 under 
three dialects-lst., the Burgundian, that of the east and 
centre or heart of France, bounded in a general way by, and 
including, the Ile de France, Burgundy, Lorraine, and part of 
Anjou ; 2nd., the Picardim, that of the north-east, including 

It is important to BB that the aper here printed di5ers in many respects 
from that which WEE readLore the lwiety. 

a “Becherchea BUT lea formes grammaticales de la langue franqaise et de sea 
dialectea an riiie dele." Par Gustave Fallot. Paris, 1839. 

J ‘‘ Grammaire de la langue #Oil, ou Grammaire dea dialectes franqais am xiie 
et xiue QBolea. Deuxieme edition.” In 3 vob., one of which is a very valuable 
Gloesar~. Berlin, 1869. 
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Picardy, Artois, Flandre, Hainault, Namur, the Walloon 
district of Li$ge, and part of Brabant; 3rd.) the Norman, 
extending over Normandy, Brittany, Maine, part of Poitou, 
and of Anjou, and the C h a n d  Islands. Of these three dia- 
lects, the Burgundian waa accepted about the middle of the 
14th century as the French language ; the Picardian and 
Norman accordingly descended to the rank of patois-a 
position which, after many and great changes, they still hold.’ 

It is important here to insist on the distinction which is 
very clearly stated by Littrt5, in the Introduction to his noble 
French Dictionary, between a dialect and a patois-a dis- 
tinction which we have not yet adopted in English. As 
long as a language is in process of formation, certain physical 
and historical circumstances render the speaking and writing 
of it in different localities characteristic, and mark off their 
areaa from each o t h e r 4 0  that while the language of the 
entire country is fundamentally the same, there are various 
local peculiarities of pronunciation, vocabulary, and idiom. 
These constitute the various dialects. As soon, however, 
aa one of these provincial dialects takes the lead, it usually 
subordinates to its own many of the peculiarities of the 
others, and forms out of the whole the standard language. 
Its literature, too, becomes the standard of taste. The other 
dialects lose their literary character-if they had any-alto- 
gether, and those features which remain unabsorbed in the 
common language constitute the patois of special districts? 
Until, however, the question of precedence is settled, the 
leading dialects have equal rank. In  this sense, Burgundian, 
Picardian, and Norman are aeparate and individual existences, 
founded, indeed, on a common h i s ,  but having special fea- 
tures which ought not to be confounded. Thie distinction 
did not escape the acute observation of our renowned Roger 
Bacon, who, in his @US i K q k  (w quoted by MM. Dumdril, 

of Fallot and Burguy I have ‘ven above 
their c l d c n t i o n ,  but that of l i t tr6  M perha to be) pre.ferre%l His is a 
fourfold division-(l.) Eaatm, Burgandian; W‘catern, Norman; (9.) 
Northnvr, F’icard ; (4.) Parieiun, that of the h e  de France an well 88 that of the 
OdCannais and Toarangesis. Thin laat wan the “ French of Paris,” which became 
“ French.” 

plus de culture 
litkinire, sert sedernent aux aaage% de la vie commuue.”-i&d. 

1 In deference to the authori 

* “L’on d66nera le patois un dialecte qui n’ayant 

24 
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in their (( Dictionnaire du Patois normand ”), speaks of the 
‘‘lingua gallicana ( i e .  the French language in general) qua? 
apud Gallicos (meaning probably the inhabitants of the fle 
de France), et Picardos, et Normannos et Burgundos, mul- 
tiplici variatur idiomate.” “ E t  quod,” he goes on to say, 
“ proprie dicitur in idiomate Picardonun horrescit apud 
Burgundos, imo apud Gallicos viciniorea.” This, though 
written in the 13th century, is as clear and explicit aa 
though Fallot or Burguy had written it, and shows be- 
yond question that the distinction between the dialects waa 
well understood and maintained at the period which we have 
to consider. 

W e  may now proceed to notice that in these times Nor- 
mans and Frenchmen, as well aa the Norman and French 
languages, were considered as terms not only quite distinct 
from, but even aa opposed to, each other. Wace, in the 12th 
centu y, speaks of (( Norman (pl.) e Franceis,” and Benoit de 
Sainte Maure, about the same time, says : ‘( Toz tems voudrent 
Francheiz Normanz desheriter ; ” and in a Latin poem, with 
French lines intermingled, published by Wright (“ Political 
Songs,” Camden Society) and attributed to Henry 111.’~ reign, 
we fkd: 

Sic ex veate vestem formant 
Engleis, Tyeb (Germans), Franceis, Normant (pl).-p. 63. 

Whether the Norman, which had advanced side by side with 
the other dialects, and had even, in some respects, won a 
higher reputation than theirs in the 11th and 12th centu- 
ries by its literature,-for the “Vie de Saint Alexis ” and the 
famous ‘( Chanson de Roland ” of the l l th ,  and the ‘( Quatre 
livrea des Rois” of the 12th century, all bear the Norman 
impress upon them,-began to be. conscious of any inferi- 
ority to the French before the Norman Conquest, we cannot 
confidently say, but it is clear that the so-called Anglo- 
Norman writers of the 13th century were accustomed to 
apologize for their incompetence to write in the “French 
of Paris.” Lucea de Gast tells us that be knows little about 
French (“non mie pour ce que ie sache grantment francois”), 
inasmuch as his “ langue ’’ and (( parleure ” belong rather 
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“ a  la maniere dengleterre que a cele de france, comme cis 
qui fu en engleterre nez.” William of Waddington, again, 
confesses that his French is abominable, but pleads never- 
theless : 

De le francein vile ne dcl rimer 
Ne me deit nuls hom blamer ; 
Ear en englettre fn ne 
E nom, e ordine, e aleve. 

Lastly, we find Gower, about the middle of the 14th century, 
writing in excuse for his French : 

Et si jeo nai de francois la faconde. 
Pardonetz moi qe jeo de ceo forsvoie. 
Jeo sui englok, si quier par tiele voie 
Estre excuse. 

Baladcs, Pauli’s edition of Gower, Introduction, p. xxviii. 

The decadence once commenced went rapidly on, and accord- 
ingly we find special English localities early notorious for 
bad French. Mapes writes in the 12th century: “Cum 
vitiose quis ill& (it?. Gallic& linguti) loquitur, dicirnus cum 
loqui Gallicum Merlebergze.” It was not only Marlborough 
French, however, that had an indifferent reputation. Lang- 
land, in his r‘ Vision of William concerning Piers the Plow- 
man” (Passus V. Skeat’s ed. Crowley Text), introduces 
l1 Coveitise,” wilfully confounding the meanings of ‘‘ riflynge” 
and g1 restitution,’’ and accounting thus for his ignorance : 

For I lernede nevere rede on boke ; 
And I can no frenche, in feith, 
But of the ferthest ende of Norfolke. 

Whether this Norfolk French waa no French at  all, as some 
think, or a particularly corrupt jargon, we have no means of 
ascertaining. The third instance that may be cited is that 
of the famous ‘( mole of Stratford-atte-Bowe,” the language 
taught in which was evidently something very different from 
1c the Frenssh of Parys,” though whether the difference con- 
sisted in a corruption of the idiom;or of the pronunciation, 
is by no means clear. It is, however, sufficiently obvious 
that the Norman of England, exposed to a variety of 
influences, from which that of the Continent was exempt, 
gradually changed its character. I t  is only necessary here to 
observe that it was for the most part this altered or cor- 
rupted Norman which ultimately beoame an integral pait 
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of the English language; and further to remark, that the 
changes it underwent were generally of the same kind aa 
those which a similar cause-contact with the Teutonic Ian- 
guage and s p i r i t h a d  already brought about in the north- 
east of France and weat of Belgium, where the Artesian, 
Flemish and Walloon patois prevailed. 

Not only, then, have we to show that of the dialects of 
France, the Norman, far more than any other, formed the 
principal element in the fusion of French with English, 
but that it was Norman modsed to some extent by pecu- 
liar local circumstances which differentiated it from the 
Norman of the Continent. Into the large field of inquiry 
thus opened, I venture with much diffidence. To explore 
it fully would require an intimate acquaintanoe with con- 
temporary Norman and English texta of the 12th, 13th, 
and 14th centuries, and ale0 with Norman and English 
patois, as actually existing and by assumption, preserving 
still, however dieguised, archaic worde and idioms. I can 
only claim the merit of a first adventurer, with no authorita- 
tive guide to follow, whose errors and shortcomings may, 
however, at leaet show those who succeed him what to avoid 
in order to make their own researches accurate and fruitful.l 
Such an inquiry aa ia here proposed could hardly have 
been instituted until now. I t  is only in comparatively 
recent times that the texts which furnish the baois of such 
investigations have been made public, and the principle 
generally recognized, that, in order to understand the de- 
velopment of our language, we must go back to the days 
when it was first formed, and the native energy, with a sure 
instinct, laid hold of and appropriated to ita own purpose that 
Romance element which constituted and must ever constitute 
ao important a feature of our English tongue. Fifty years ago 
scarcely anything certain was known of the " old French," 
with which alone we have to deal when we inquire into the 

Recherchy WT la 
fusion du fianco-normand et de l'anglo-saxon, par J. P. H. Thommerel. Paris, 
1841. It  haa, however, supplied ma with very little information. The anthor'e 
acquaintance with Norman texts, and also with the En lish language, was cridently 
very limited. Some of his examplea have proved usekl. 

1 Since this wan written, my attention has been dkected to 
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derivation of English words “from the French.” The 
labours, however, of MM. Roquefort, Michel, Le Roux de 
Lincy, Pa& Parie, Jubinal, DumQril, MontaigIon, Littrk, 
and many others in France; and of Warton, Madden, 
Halliwell, Wright, the Roxburghe, Igurtee~, Cemden, Percy, 
and, beyond all others, the Early English Text, Societies 
in England, have done much to furnish the materials on 
which all euch investigations must be founded. Still, to de- 
termine the relation between early French and early English 
somet,hing waa wanting, and that haa been supplied mainly 
by the intereating researches of Fallot and Burguy, who have 
shown the necessity of recognizing the dialecta to which I 
have referred aa the foundation of all true knowledge of the 
langue d’Orl. For the want of this recognition alI previous 
inquirk into the original formation of the French language 
had been sttended with comparatively little success. On the 
other hand, until this more exact knowledge of the leading 
dialectic characteristics of old French waa attained, references 
to that language, as the origin of the Romance element in our 
own, could not be otherwiee than vague and unsstisfactory.‘ 

As in addition to Fallot and Burguy for the ancient dialects, we shall have 
to refer to varions loenariea for patois, I beg to subjoin a list of those which I 
have chiefly mnenlte% i 

1. Dictionnaire du Patob normand, par MM. Ed6Ieatand et Alfred Dum6ril. 
Caen, 1849. 

2. Dictionnaire du Patois du Pays de Bray [arrondimment de Neufchitel], par 
I’dbbB J. E. Deeorde. Rouen, 1852. 

3. G~osSaire du Patois normand, par M. Louis Du Boie; augment6 des deux 
tiera et  publie par M. Julien Travers. Caen, 1866. 

4. Petit Dictionnaire du Patois normand en usage dan~ I’arrondissement de 
Pout-Audemer, par L. F. Vawier. Roueo, 1862. 

6. Dictionnaire Rouchi fran a& par G. A. J. HCcart. Valenciennes, 1834. 
6. GloeSaire da Patois p i F 2  par I’Abbt! Jules Corblet. Paris, 1851. 
7. Remarques 8ur le Patois, par E. W i e r .  Z)ouai, 1866. 
8. Dictionnaire Btymologique du Patois poitevin, par Gabriel Lkvrier. Niort, 

9. Glossaire dn Poiton, de la Saintonge et del’Aunis, par L. Fame. Niort, 1868. 
10. Notice. dn Patois vend6en, par RevelliBre-L6peaur. Niort et Pans, 1869. 
11. Vocabulaire du dialecte et du patois de la province de Bowpgue, pm 

Mignard. Parin et Dijon, 1870. 
12. Glossaire dea Id16mea Populairen do N o d  et du centre de la France, par 

3. Bsumgarten, 1870. Thk work b now in COUISC of 
publication. 

13. Dictionnaire franco-normaod, on mueil dea mots partiouliera au dialecte de 
Guernsey. Par Geargm Metivier. Logdon, 1870. 

Referenee has also been made to Oberl1d8 “hi Bur le Patois lorrain” (Stran- 
boar , 1776), to August Fuohs’a “Andeutun en ilber die wichti ten romanischen 
Munfarten ’* (Berlin, 1840), and especially to %chnakenburg’a ( 4  gbleau apnoptique 
et comparatif dee idi8mea populaires ou patois de la France ” (Berlin, 1840). 

1867. 

Tome 1, Limaieon 1. 
I t  ia to contain between thirty and forty thoueena phi8 words. 
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Hence we find all our lexicographers referring English words, 
which are now five or six hundred yeara old, to modern 
French forms. Thus they derive glory from gloire, glorious 
from gZor,’eux, courtesy from courtobie, honour from honneur, etc. 
These words are, indeed, old French, as old as the English 
words in question, but they are not the special dialectic forme 
from which the ’English words were derived. If  we sub- 
stitute for gloire, gloriew, ete., the proper Norman words 
&vie ,  glorius or glorious, curtegie or eortesie, honor or honour, 
we see whence and how the English worda derived their an- 
cient and modern forms. It may, perhaps, be as well to 
illustrate this point by a few examples, showing the ancient 
dialectic forms. In the Norman-French poem, ‘ I  Vie de Saint 
Alexis,’’ of the 11th century,‘ we have ‘ I  Prest est la glorie 
qued il li volt duner ;” and in Les quatre livres des Rois ” 
of the 12th, “chaere de glorie le fait aveir;” but in the 
Sermons de Saint Bernard ” of the same date, we find “ la 

glore de ton creator ;” and in the ‘ I  Roman de la Rose ” of the 
13th century, gloire, not glorie, is constantly employed. I n  
a similar way we trace ivorie, nmo&, oictorie, aa written in 
our old English, not to the standard French forms ivoire, 
mentoire, victoire, but to the Norman forms i v h ,  memorie, 
uictorie, as fount in Charlemagne” (Michel’s ed. p. 15) : 
‘ I  Cascun tient en sa buche un corn de ivorie blanc ;” in the 
‘ I  Life of Edward the Confessor ” (Luard’s ed.) : en Sainte 
memorie e honur;” and in “ Political Songs” (Camden Society, 
p. 125) : ‘ I  Mes par sa mort, le cuens Montfort conquist la 
rn-ctorie.” The standard French form, ah, it may be re- 
marked, are frequently found in Norman texte. Thus the 
title of the second work, just quoted, is “La estoire de mint 
Bdward le rei ;” but, on the other hand, the special Nor- 
man forms are not, it is believed, ever found in the texts 
of the other dialects.8 

Then as to the termination -0u8 in glorious, it can easily be 

I Given in Karl Bar$ch*s admirable d‘ehrestomathie de I’ancieO franpin.” 
Leipig, 1866. 

a Even Yr. W e d g w d ,  who frequently, but by no means uniformly, quotea 
dialectic words to illustrate his subject, tells us that r t q  eomea from hktowe and 
ivory from ieoirc. Crhwy, memory, and victory he doea not notice. 
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shown that it was a characteristic of the Norman dialect, and 
that in ita earliest form it wm -08 or -us. In  the ‘ I  Chanson 
de Roland,” a Norman text of the 11th century, we 
have-‘‘ L a k z  les ai en le doloros camp.)’ ‘( Pur orgoillos 
veintre e esmaier.” “Hoi te cumant a1 gbn‘us celeste.” 
In “ Charlemagne” (12th century), &Zoms, glorius, hidus, 
joius, are found. In  the next century, -om, adopted pro- 
bably at first to define the pronunciation by distinguishing 
the long tonic from the short atonic u, wm the rule rather 
than the exception in Anglo-Norman texts. In  Specimens 
of Lyric Poetry compod in England in the reign of Edward 
I.” (Percy Society, Wright’s ed.) we meet with hidous (“moult 
serra hidom quant jugera,” etc., p. 86) and joyous (“molt fu 
joyom barrun,” etc., p. 98); and in the “ Political Songs,” glori- 
ousement for glorieusement. In  hon-Norman texts of the 12th 
and 13th centuries we find the form orguelleus, gloriex, and 
glorieus, hidew, joieus, coragew, honteus, etc. : but the termi- 
nation -ew is comparatively rare, and -eux rarer, 80 that 
there can be no doubt that the Anglo-Norman words irous, 
coveitom or cuoea’tus, desirous, gracious, hidous, grevotcs, pitous, 
etc., all accented on the last syllable, were the immediate 
source of the corresponding English words.‘ 

It wil l  now be advisable, taking Fallot and Burguy for 
our chief guides, to show what were the main characteristics 
of the Norman of the 12th) 13th) and 14th centuries, as distin- 
guished from the other contemporary dialects. The Norman 
area, it will be remembered, (see p. 2)) extended far beyond 
the limits of the province 80 called, and it may here be re- 
marked that such limits were from their nature liable to con- 
tinual shifting. Hence we find that Norman dialectic in- 
fluences pervaded, even in the 13th century, the ile de France, 
and Picardy, while, on the other hand, these, and especially 
the latter, introduced into the Norman features not origin- 
ally belonging to it. To Norman influence is due the substi- 

1 The old Norman termination -ow, thus preserved in English, though loet in 
Normandy itself, being now superseded by the ordinary -tux, -ewe, in still heard 
in Poitou, LB it wlls in the 14th century. The Poitevin peasant of the neigh- 
bourhood of Poitiers is omoi(roux or h t o u z ,  furiouz, or huroux (Patois Songs in 
4‘ GloSaaire du Poitou ”), veq much as he was at the period of the great battle. 
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tution of reine, veine, peine, peser, prsieer, for the Burgun- 
dian forms roine, mine, poine, poker, poker, as well as the 
general adoption of the Norman sound of oi = (ee) for that 
of -oi= (ue) in the imperfect tense of the verb, as in meit for 
acoit. On the other hand, Burgundian influence made diph- 
thongs of what were simple vowels in Norman, as aimer 
for a m ;  and Picardian changed Norman c into ch and ch 
into c or k, as fachon for faceon, vacque €or vache, etc. These 
features, originally derived from without, became at laat 
chaimteristics of the dialect itself; and hence I have ven- 
tured to consider that whatever Norman had become at the 
moment of its contact and incorporation with English, is 
essentially Norman to us, though it might have been Bur- 
gundian or Picardian to Normans themselves. 

The most marked general feature of the original Norman 
dialect was what Fallot designates as “dcherease”-dryness 
or bareness. This quality, which we might, perhaps, rather 
call “simplicity,” manifested itself in the preference of single 
vowels to diphthongs, and of single to double consonante, as, 
for instance, j u r  for jour, f i e  for faire, beh for belle, bone for 
bonne, qwrr for cueur, honor or honur for honneolr, amor or 
amur for amoul; w a g e  or curage for courage, cel for ciel, ben 
for bien, cum for unnme, etc. 

The p i s 1  characteristics, then, of the Norman dialect of 
the 12th and 13th centuries, taken in its widest extent of 
area, were as follows :- 

I.-The Norman dialect employed simple e, in place of 
the ie, k, ai, and oi  of the other dialects. 

Thus, (1) Norman e = i e  in eel (ciel), ben (bien), chef 
(chief), manere (maniere), matere (matiere), p e d  or pe (pied), 
pere (pierre). 

(2)  Norman e = ei in vm*tet, t;m*te (veriteit,l veritei), 
a t e  (esteit, p. part. of eatre),’ mestrie (meistrie, maistrie), aver 
(aveir, avoir). 

(3) Norman e = ai in p a  (pais) f e t  (fait), fere (faire), 
Et dist kil die osrircit 
8i corn la chow avoit wtrit (6t6). 

Dolopatha, w. 11277, 8. 
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lesser (labeer), plesir (plsieir), mes (mais) rerun (raison), 
cler (clair). 

(4) Norman e = oi in w (voir), crere (croire), pes (pois), 
feb le  (floible, foible). 

II.--This " simple e " was commonly interchangeable 
within the Norman dialectic area with the characteristic Nor- 
man diphthong ei, which, therefore, was also employed fre- 
quently for the ai and ai of the other dialects. In later, or 
Anglo-Norman, ai generally superseded ei. 

Thus, (1) Norman ei or e=ai in meseise, mesese (mesaise), 
p&, pes, pees (pais, paix), feire, f i e  (faire), fei t  f e t  (fait), 
reisun, resun (raison), cleir, cler (clair), I?&, h e r  (laisser), 
meistre, mestre (maistre), de&, des (dais), meisun, rnesu~ 
(maieon)pkin, p h a  (plain), conrei, conre (conrai), efrei, eJre 
efreier (effraier) . 

(2) Norman ei or e=ai in rei, re (roi), f&, fei, f e  (foi), 
mrteisie, curt& (cortoisie), hy le i s  (Englois) f i e i t  (fahit), 
beire, here (boire), meis (mois), f&, f e s ,  fees (fois), peison, 
pesoun, pesson (pisson), heir, eir, her (hoir), Eei, ley, le 
(loi), deit (doit), treis, trei tres, (trois), feire, fere (foire), 
peine, pene (pine), neir, ner (noir), aveir, aver (avoir), creire, 
crere (croire), leisir lesir, (loisir), preiere, preere (proiere), red 
(roid). 

(3) In  later, or Anglo-Norman, as seen in Langtoft's 
Chronicle, most of the forms in ei appear as ai, as ray, fay ,  
baire, EngZriS, praiere, fays, faire, r&m, hisser, curtaysie, 
maistre, dait, trais, plain, paine, nair, aiser, etc., thus leading 
directly to the forms which ultimately became English. 

In the present patois of Normandy 
and Poitou, we h d  similarly &it, a% (doigt), endreit, (endroit) 
peire (poire), freid (froid), mei, me (moi), tei, te (to;), 
beire, bire (boire, to drinu, a r  a drink), deit (doit), mere 
(croire),je crei, j e  cre (crois), sdr (mir), vdchi (voici), vSZui 
(voilrl), veir, ueyre, were (voir), and in Jersey, and Guernsey 
vel, d e  (voir), truis (trois), pouvere (pouvoir), qw i  (quoi), 
fd (foi), z;kzin, (voisin), v&e (mi), veie (voie), etc. 

III.-Simple u=o was generally used in early Xorman for 
the 0, ow, and often for the eo, oe, oi, eu, ue, ui, of the 

(4)  Nomnan patois. 
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other dialects. I n  later, or Anglo-Norman, the long or tonic 
un=on, ur=or and us=os generally became oun, our, om. 

(1) Thui, Norman u=o in gule (gole, mod. gueule), nun, mn 
(nom), mun (mon), munt (mont), fun t  (font), uncle (oncle), 
curt& (cortois). 

(2) Norman u=ou in culur (colour, mod. couleur), dolur 
dolour (doleur), truaer (trouver), rule (route), vzld (vow), 

1 (3) Norman u=eu or rM in hure (hem), $ur, f i r  (fleur), 
sul (aenlj, hidus (hidens), glorius (gloneux), urent (eurent), 
Zur (leur),fu (feu), put (peut). 

(4) Norman u=oe, eo in uwe (oevre, eom, mod. aeuvre), 
pupb (poeple, pueple, mod. peuple), us (oes). 

(5)  Norman u=oi, ui, iu in pusant (poiasant, puissant), 
nut (noit, nuit), f ru t  (fruit), brut (bruit), cruz (cruis, crois), 
dus (doi, dui), f u s m  (foison), angusse (angoieae), buche 
(boiche, bouche), Zuer (loier, louer), pus (pub), pzlsnez ( p u b  
nez), lute (luite, mod. lutte), lu (liu mod. lieu). 

(6) Many of the forme given as 66 of the other dialects ” 
gradually came also into uae in Norman texts, interchange- 
ably with those containing simple u. Hence in the 13th 
century bruit, fruit,  nuit, pwt, cruis, crois, poeple, tuit 
(mod. tout), are found alongside of the simple forms h u t ,  
jut, nut, put, cruz, pup&, tut, etc., though the sound, as 
will be shown presently, was probably the same. 

(7) Towards the close of the 13th century, and especially 
in the 14th, the simple tonic u waa geqerally represented in 
Norman and Anglo-Norman by ou, especially before n, r, and 
s. Thus we find honour, noun, religioun, chunoun, pamllouu, 
j h r ,  mound, baroun, c o h r ,  valour, s a m r ,  socour, hidous, 
glmious, etc., very commonly for honur, nun, flur, etc., before 
or concurrently with the adoption of many of theae words in 
English. 
IT. As tonic un and ur came to be defined in later Norman 

by oun and our, 80 in a et iU later stage, and especially in 
Anglo-Norman, an became very generally fixed or defined 
a8 aun. 

Thus mfant became mfaunt ; grant, graunt ; ante, aunte; 

u (ou)., 
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aaant, avaunt ; c h d ,  chaunt ; hunt, haunt ; chance, chaunce ; 
lance, launce; comander, comaunder; sans, saw, sauns, saunz; 
chambre, chaumbre, etc., where the u, being inorganic, re- 
presents, aa will be shown further on, probably nothing more 
than a link or glide between the sound of a and n. In 
Langtoft’s Chronicle, which is a marked specimen of Anglo- 
Norman, we find words ending in -aunce, in seta or “ tirades,” 
rhyming together, sixteen at a time, aa vengaunce, Fraunce, 
parluunce, ahtaume, ordinatme, etc. 

V.-In later, and to a slight extent in early, Norman, it 
became a usage-perhapa derived in the first instance from 
Picard influence-to employ ch for the ce, c (soft), 8, 88, 

sc, x, z, of  the French of Paris.‘ 
(1). Thus, Norman ch=ce, c (Eoft), 8, etc., in chertain, chelui, 

merchi, chinture, chent, comencher, aperchut, fachon, garchon, 
chinq, machon, grucher, mucher, for the corresponding certain, 
celui, merci, ceinture, faceon, macun, g m e r ,  m w e r ,  etc. 

Though not extensively prevalent in 
Norman texts, this wage has been and is a very noticeable 
feature in Norman patois. In “Chansons normandes du xv8 
si6cle ” (Caen, 1866) we find commeneher, panche (panse, Eng. 
paunch), etc. ; also in the “ Muse normande ” (Rouen, 1624,) 
we meet with chervelle, chimetitre, chent, fachon, puchelle, 
mucAer (museer), etc. ; and in the actual patois, pidche, gar- 
chon, lechon, cauches (chaueaea), plache, plackr ,  a g w h  
(aiguiser), bochu (bossu), lachet (lacet),fiehelle, atticher, bercher, 
cha ($a), chinq, cheinture, m h h  ( t i  cette heure), Coutanche 
(Coutance) chime, chire, in Jersey, f a i c b n ,  chinq, chent, etc., 
and in Poitou, aflaicher (affaiseer), recAter (rester), Zaicher 
(laiseer). The Rouchi patois, spoken in the district of which 
Valenciennea is the centre, haa douche, chire, chidre, ches, etc. 
It may also be noticed that ch=(tsh), aa in English, is very 

This tendency ia apparent even in the earlieat French. Thus blancc, francc, 
fresce, the original feminines of bhane, franc, frcs(c), became blanchc, frunchc, 
freache (fraiche). Boucc also and form became bowhe and for& (fourche). Our 
Bard,  moreover, k a dialectic form (found also in Norman literature) of Xarr, 
and the ch in F r m h  is, perhqm, also dialectic. 

Et chi est la h dou roumanch ; 
Soit pais et salw 88 ercoutans. 

(2). N o m n  patois. 

In the 13th century we find- 

Villiam, the Cbk of Normandy (TVrighfs Anglo-Norman Literature, p. 432.) 
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frequently heard in Norman patois, thus: tchien, etchelle, 
etohineux, e t c h ,  t c h n a  (cela), etc. This is ale0 the constant 
usage of the Walloon patois--"Ch suivi d'une voyelle ~8 

prononce tch." (Grandgagnage, Dictionnaire 6tymologique 
de la Langue wallonne (Introduction, p. iii). 

TI.-Another characteristic feature, more obvioualy due to 
Picard or Flemish influence, yet f d y  eatabbhed in the Nor- 
man of the 12th and 13th centuriea, is the adoption of hard 
c = & p  for Burgundian cis, and sometimes of hard g for 
soft g =j = (dzh). 

Thua (1) Norman hard c=ch in d e r  (acheter), co8e 
(chose), cacher (chasser), cambre (chambre), capel (chapel, 
mod. chapeau), car (char), candelle (chandelle), escaufer 
(eschadfer, mod. 6chadfer), castel (chastel, mod. ChAteau), 
cantel (chantel). 

(2) Norman k=ch in Karles (Charlea), kaste (chaste). 
(3) Norman p = c h  in quesne (chesne, mod. chbne), poqw' 

(poche), poquelte (pochette). 
(4) Norman hard $=soft g or j in gardin (jardin), gambe 

(jambe), gai (geai), garret (jarret), g o b  (job, mod. jouir), 
gaiole (jaiole, mod. @le),garbe (gerbe). 

(5)  N m a n  patois.-Here we find cache (chasse), canchon 
(chanson), acuter, aqwter (acheter), candelle (chandelle), 
c u h g e r  (0.Fr. chalanger), cat (chat), rejquer (reficher), 
camp (champ), caqueter (cacheter), oacqw (vache), quemise 
(chemise), attaquai (attacher), querrue (charrue), Z i q k e  
(lecherie), gardin (jardin), gambe (jambe), gambm (jambon), 
gartier (jarretihre), caud, in Jersey (chaud), and in Guernsey, 
caines (chaines), mire (chaire). 

VI1.- A feature extensively but not exclusively Norman is 
the changing of initial and tmmetimee medial el, em, en, er, 
ee, into al, am, an, ar, as? It is also to be noticed that in 
making this dialectic change m or n frequently di~appears.~ 

It is curions to note the change of i to e and then to a, in a sort of seriee, 88 
developed in the formation of some French words. Thas Zingwe, b g w ,  kngw ; 
silva, ulw, sake (cf. salvage); sine, am, sun sans) ; rim, renc, ranc (rang) ; 
pign'tia, perwe, pareme ; inimicscs, enmi, a m i  (6. Fr.); cingulum, sargla, mug&; 
witrum, m e ,  varre (patois) ; viridir, vm&, varh,  cart, (patois) ; b i n ,  hen, brcrn 
(Eng. bran.) ; airnu, scc, aoc (hence English sack, a dry wine), etc. 

* This observation, which does not seem to have been made before, will be 
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Thus (1) Norman a&el in Aleanore (Eleanore), halme 
(helme), sabe (selve, forest). 

(2) Norman am, an=ern, en in amaladir (enmaladir), 
aamplir (aemplir), amender (mender), eamise (chemise), f ame  
(femc, femme), sambler (sembler), tamer (temer, to f ear) ,  
ancantur (enchanteor), a n m i  (enemi), anfremettre (entre- 
metre), lnanacer (menacer), ampiere (empire), ameraude 
(emeraude), pandre (pendre), pansif (pensif), rangier (ren- 
ger), rung (renc), tams (terns, mod. temps), vandre (vendre), 
juntis (gentile, gentis). 

er’ in aparcmoir (apercevoir), sarquel, 
sarcu, sarcou (chercu, mod. cercueil), arseir (er mir, mod. 
hier soir), purece (perece, mod. paresse), argot (ergot), sarge 
(serge). 

(4) Norman as=es in aspandre (espandre), mcuter, as- 
coutir (escouter, mod. kcouter), aasai (eesai), astat (estat), as- 
sart (essart). 

(5)  Norman a=em, en in abeZir= [ambelir2] =embelir, af- 
.fourcher = [anfourcher] = enfourcher, adurer = [andurer]= 
endurer? a francitir [anfranchir] = enfranchir, achaison = 
[anchaison] = enchaison, encheson ; atiser = [antiser] = 
entiser, enticer ; alacer = [anlacer] = enlacer ; alarger = 
[anlarger] senlarger ; aruger = [anrager] = enrager ; Ban’ 
= [Hanri] = Henri. 

( 6 )  Norman and otAerpatois.--This tendency of  old French 
or Norman has been preserved in the patois, especially of the 
east and north-east. Hence we find in Norman patois af- 

fondrer (effondrer), a f ray  (effrei, effroi), aculer (Qculer), 
afrontd (eflkontb), amalcldir (enmaladir), ampres (empr$s), 
anemi (ennemi), arsei, arser (er soir), bran (bron), caniaotte 
(chenevotte), argot (ergot), s a m n  (sermon), sangleau (cen- 
gleau), etc. In the Poitevin, a sub-dialect of Norman, the 

found to throw light on many French and wme English words, not hitherto 
explained. Of the latter asaart, amay, apayre, assay, afraid, wombre, natonish, 
etc., may be mentioned in pwing. 

(3) Norman ar 

1 Par for per in prfoire, parfoit, etc., ia common to all the dialects. 
1 The theoretic transitional forms are enclosed in brackets. 
J This law of change has escaped the observation of Diez and Burguy, who 

both derive ndurer from obdurore “avec changement de la pr66xe.” It is, no 
doubt, merely a dialectic variation of sndurm. 
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usage ie even more common, aa tarrible (terrible), pardre 
(perdre) , parsonne (personne), ourdure (verdure), carbe 
(verb), mar (mer), amar (amer), a j r e  (effii), piurre 
(pierre), arbe (herbe), argarder (regarder), assayer (eaaayer), 
etc. 
Again, Moliere in ‘‘La Mdkdecin malgrd lui,” intducee 

servants from the country, generally Normans, eaying-chr- 
cher, libartk, parmission, sarimonie, sardeur, aparp ,  varre, 
parsonnee, etc. ; and Cyrano de Bergerac, a contemporary of 
Noli&re, also puts into the mouths of countrymen acoutez, 
hyvar, marcy, harbee, varmine, pardre, port, etc., thus giving 
abundant evidence of the usage in French patois.’ 

Lastly, to illustrate the occasional elimination of m or n a8 
accompanying the conversion of e into a, we have in Norman 
patoia ajamberz [anjamber] =enjamber, arager= [anrager] = 
enrager, atamer= [antamer] =entamer, moire, in Jersey, = 
[ancoire] =encore, adret = [andret or androit] = endroit, 
nfourcher = [anfourcher] = enfourcher, aclus = [anclue] = 
enclue, enclos. 

We fre- 
quently find traces of it in the Walloon patois, thue: abr& 
(embrasser), aboisener (theoretic emboissonner) , abCZf (embelir), 
abroki (embrocher), adurer (endurer), agaiozlkr (enjaler), 
a s k =  [ensener] Zenseigner, etc.8 

VIII. Lastly, the transposition of lettere in certain com- 
binations is a noticeable feature of the Norman dialect.3 

Hence we find pernum, pernent, berbis, bregere, prmder&, 
furment, October, €or prenons, praent ,  brebb, bergere, 
prendre, frument, Octobre. It is posaible too that this ten- 
dency, which generated Malthide for Mathilde, led to the 
curious form NichoZe, which everywhere represents the Eng- 

Nor is this usage confined to the Norman area. 

1 It M hardly possible that our own provincial pmnnneiation8 name, ncrwant 
or narrant, vnrmin, ewgu, nor*, ar&w dous), arrant, parmn, harbe, 
mnrey, etc., are not traditional, antdue to%orman influence. To the same 
murce may be traced marve2, mnruel&us, and cbrk, and, perhaps, the ten- 
dency to e v e  to er and m the sound of or and an in Derby, Berknhire, Hervey, 
Hertford, Bernard, Grendle, etc. * “ La veritable tradaction wdonne du I?. en eat 2,” and thin becomes a before a 
consonant. (Grundpagnage, i. pp. 2.) 

J Burguy (u. 194) noticea the transposition of r in er, an fiequent in Nonnan 
text.. 
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lish Lincoln in Anglo-Norman. Supposing the initial I 
(Marie de France writes IncoZne), and final ne to be ignored, 
we have incol, which would easily become Nicols or Nichole. 

There is also reason to believe in a virtual, where there 
was no apparent, transposition. Thus the Norman words 
MEPerearie, &e, testimonie, seem to have been pronounced 
88 adoersaire, mcrmoire, &8f~mOiM, though when they became 
English words they were probably pronounced as written. 

N m a n  and 0 t h  patois. Here we have, argarder, agarder 
= regarder, menu, ammu = revenu, also ertrouver, erligion, 
ermrce,  e r c h e r  = regevoir, etplitchi (Jersey) = rdpliquer, 
ertchulli (Jersey) = reculer, berloques, bertelles, and the 
curious instance of no, nou = on, paralleled by do = od 
=Lat. apud. I n  Picardy we also find ercanger =rechanger, 
mjker = reficher, emir = revenir, erchon, elchon = leqon, 
ed = de, eddnns = dedans, edpis = depis, depuis, ej = je, 
epser = peaer, peursent = prksent, etc, 

Having thw attained, by reference to Norman texts of the 
12th and 13th centuries, and to traces of it in modern patois, 
some notion of the main pecnliaritiea of the Norman dialect, 
we are prepared to examine the r d t a  of ita contact and 
incorporation with Early Englieh. This further investigation 
naturally reaolves itself into two p a r t s - l e t  , the connection 
of Norman with early-spoken English, and, 2nd, its con- 
nection with early-written English. The present paper will 
be confined to the former. 

NORMAN AND EARLY ENGLISH  PRONUNCIATION.^ 
The general proposition which wil l  be maintained in this 

paper is, that in the 12th) 13th) and 14th centuries the phonetic 
e1ernent.a of the Norman-French dialect and of the English 
language were €or the most part identical-that k, that the 

1 In punning thin inquiry, to which I have been gradually led by circnmatances, 
on a basls independent of that adopted hy Mr. Ellis, yet c o n h i n g  to a considerable 
extent hi conclnsions, I beg to d reate emphatically the idea of competing with 
his mdtifarioas learnin and go depth and accuracy of his research. His 
Treatise on Early Engbk Pmnnnciation will be found w exhaustive of the aub- 
ject, that all will acknowled e that there i n o t h  else in the h Bge 
either equal or m u d  to it. l%e theory which I have rlgumed is w d x r e n t  
kom Mr. Ellis’s. that it does not n e c a d y - e x c e p t  in a few important pointa- 
interfere with hm. 
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same symbols were associated by both Normans and English- 
men with nearly, if not quite, the same sounds. If, then, the 
logical conclusion of such a theory be admitted, and English- 
men of the period in question pronounced Norman very nearly 
aa Normans pronounced English, it must be evident that an in- 
vestigation into either Norman or Early English pronunciation 
can hardly fail to throw light on the other. It is somewhat 
surprising that the learned native inquirers into the history of 
the French language have wholly neglected 80 promising a 
field of research ; and, on the other hand, that histories of our 
own language have been repeatedly written without anything 
more than the slightest reference to a phenomenon perhaps 
unexampled in ethnology-the complete amalgamation of 
two languages of different origin, and presenting at the time 
of their amalgamation so many organic points of difference.‘ 
The changes, especially in pronunciation, which each has 
passed through subsequently have produced in the 19th cen- 
tury results so different, that we do not easily acquiesce in the 
notion that six hundred years ago the English Bishop Grow- 
teate, a Sdfolk man, and the Norman Marie de France of the 
same date, would, if they had met-and they perhaps did 
meet-have had nothing very flagrant to correct in each 
other’s pronunciation of Norman or English.$ Supposing, 

1 h p k r e ,  indeed (Histoire de la formation de la langue hngoise, p. 397)., makes 
the B~~UIIU assertion that “La prononciation an l a b  actuelle s’exphpue en 
grande partie par I’ancienne prononciation norman& e t  de son c8t6, I’exphque,” 
-a statement directly contradicted b the results of Yr. Ellii’s inveshgnhona, 
and logically opposed to GBnin and 2ittre.a declaration that 1‘ E n  general, dang 
les son8 fondamentaux, la prononciation ( f r a n e e )  d‘aujourd‘hui rhproduit la 

rononciation d’autrefois <’ for, if both are tme, modern English and modern 
French should be pronounced alike-a manifest reductio ad absurdum. Le Hericher 
(Bimtoire et fflossaire du Nonnand, a2 rrlnglais et & la c2angu.e frangawe i. 23) 
also makes the l e a  extravagant assertion, “ Qumd la prononciation normande 
n’existera plus, on p o r n  la retrouver, presque toute entiere, dans la prononcia- 
tion anglaise.” 

2 It may he worth while to illu.9trate this point, en paasant, by instances 
of Norman and En lish words rhyming together m the 13th century or beginning 
of the 14th. The %orman words are printed in italic& 

A. Name fame, solas was, rak ale. 
B. lbinihs be, be m l r e ,  gref lef, here manere, wente renlc. 

I, Y. Fyn (end) 8- lefdi Mar*, hi (they) m‘, lif rtrif. 
0. More restore, aros porposc, roa thos, m w  son& 
U. Adun brun, dun priatn, rpwe hue, mnc tune. 

AI, AY. Taile bataik, away fay, chamberlayn f ap ,  pay clay. 
EX, BY. Gebie pleie, prcie seie (say), weye ualsys, atyns s e p e  (to say). 
AX, EX. Fair heir, seide betrade. 

ou. Adoun rarmoun, v a h r  four, bonrcjour, oute route. 
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of the great majorits of the writars who have treated the 
general subject.’ It8 probability wi l l  be confirmed by the 
subsequent investigation which is based upon it. 

It ie assumed, then, (1) that the Norman pronunciation in- 
troduced into Enghnd mainly coincided with that of the Latin, 
ae traditionally handed down; (2) that the Norman words 
transferred into Englieh retained their native eound ; and (3) 
that this Norman pronunciation agreed for the most part, 
where the symbols were the same, with that prevailing at 
the same time, on independent grounds, in pure English. 
Reference is generally to be understood, whether always ex- 
pr& or not, ae made to the Norman and English of the 
13th century, at which time the process of amalgamation 
between the two lauguagea was probably in most active 
operation. A few features only of especial significance ap- 
pear to have distinguished the 14th from the 13th centu y? 
No attempt will be made in the following pages to distin- 

guish between long and ehort vowels, except in the case 
of u, where the distinction is important. It is the quality 
Tather than the quantity of the sounds which will be mainly 
considered, and this quality will, in the absence of contem- 
porary critical authoritiea, be for the moat part deduced from 
a comparison of rhymee. 

NORMAN AND ENGLISH a=(aa) or (83). 

I n  “Political Songs” (Camden Society) these rhymes 
of the 13th century show the identity of the Latin and 
French a- 

Sic ex veate reatem fnmant 
Engleis, T em (Germane) Pranceis, NmLnwJ (plural) (p. 63) ; 
sic manteius fit apelb 
Ci pit li  drap, e la pel la @. 64) ; 

1 See amongst others the opinion of Yr. Ellis (Early English Pron., p. 246). 
He yka, however, with nome doubt of long u, which had, he thinlrs, at the 
end o the 13th century, tbe sound of the modern French u= (yy). 

a In order to avoid ambiguity, Yr. Ellis’s valuable palawtype will be employed 
to indicate sounde, and will be, for the a t e  of distinctna, inclosed in brackets. 
The -bob that will be most re aired are the followin& In this system, a in 
father is (sa), in man (at), in hail (MI, in mare (eel ; 6 rn me is (ii), in met (el, 
unaccented taa in ‘‘ the-man” (8 ; i in time in (ai), in it ( ~ 7  ; o in ore is (oo), in On 
(3) ; u in brute is (ua), pull [u), in but (a), in use p). The di hthong a i  in 
aye is (ai), ou in house IS (an) ; oy in bo (31). The rench u in fl&e is (yy), eu 
i n  jeune is oe The consonants have tieir usual aymbols. Ch in chest ia bh), 
i in jest in (&ti, and fig is (n). Th e  e m n t  is denoted by a turned period. $lnu 
malungin(mee tq). 
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and in “Early English Poems” (Philological Society’s ed., 
pp. 124-126, and 12&130), in two songs entitled “Deo 
Gracim,” we find the word gracias rhyming with the Nor- 
man s o b ,  eas (also written cam and case), and trcspas (also 
written trespace), aa well as with plas (aleo written place), 
apna, graas, faas ( a h  written grace and face), etc. 

Then we have these same words rhyming with English 
gras and m a ,  which also rhyme with Latin caritaa. Xore- 
over, Walter de Biblaworth’s “ Treatise” of the 13th century 
(Wright’s Vocabularies) shows UB English nittegale rhyming 
with Norman sale.‘ These instances, added to those cdlected 
from Chaucer by Mr. Ellis (E. E. Prom pp. 259, 260), 
abundantly prbve that Norman and English a=(aa) or (a?). 

NORMAN AND ENGLISE e=(ee) OT (e). 
In “ Political Songs,” Latin and French medial and final 

e are found rhyming in 
Bruma tandem rcccrtsnfc, 
Toat unt BIV la chape mtc (grafted) ; 

Plerique capucium @. 63). 

and in (‘ E. E. Poems ” (p. 127) Latin est, Nor. best (beast), 
Eng. Zede and hesk, are rhymes, as also mp (Eng.) and caritate, 
hent (Eng.) and j u g m n t  (Nor.), In (( Political Songs ” 
@. 1921, moreover, the, free, oylte, haute, se, and be, all rhyme 
together. Mr. Ellis, too (E. E. Pron., pp. 261-2), gives 
numerous instances from Chaucer confirming, with those just 
adduced, the assumption that Norman and English e= (ee) 
or (e).B 

NOBMAN AND ENGLISH i=(ii) or (ii). 
“Specimens of Lyric Poetry composed in England in the 

1 Ou la runsinole, the fiitteph, 

Another inetanee is quoted by Emt Martin in the notes to his edition (pub. 
in 1869) of William the clerk of Normandy’s “Le besaut Den.” The paage, 
attributed to GuiUaum Guicrrf, is not complimentary to OUT ancestors : 

Anglois ni de hire  a guereoi 
A granz 8emz p l a h  de gal als 
Sevent la guise bonne et muk, etc. 

Meat chaunte ke vayre en uok (p. 163). 

(i.c., the E mlish, who know how, well and ill, to drink to drunkenness, with 
great tank& full of good ale, etc.) cfwruoi, accordin to Burguy, is a oomal 
equivalent of uewm’2, but some make it = g l e e  much, md uoif thirst. 
2 Vion  (16th cant.) hss b&iu rhyming with Lat. prolcr (ed. Jannet, p. 109). 
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reign of Edward the First ” (Percy Society) furnish UB with- 
Scnpsi hmc carmina in tabulia .’ 
Mon ostel est en mi la vile de Paris; 
Ma I mgge namore, so we1 me is; 
p f  dep  for love of hire, duel hit p (p. 65) ; 1 

where we see Latin, Norman, and English rhyming together. 
Naria, too, is found rhyming with p&; and in “Political 
Songs” (p. 253) cyre (Nor.) rhymes with $re (Eng.), dire 
(Nor.) and shire (Eng.). Again in “Kyng Blisaunder” 
(Weber’s ed. p. 8) we find- 

And so he learned, jeo vow dy, 
Ay to acquelle his enenye.‘ 

The above instances only confirm Mr. Ellis’s elaborate dis- 
cussion of this point (pp. 2’70-297), and show that Norman 
and English i=(ii) or (i i) .  

NORMAN AND ENGLISH o=(oo) and (uu). 
No instance of direct rhyme between Latin and Norman o 

has been met with,2 but the English rhyme 8Ch00, principw, 
quoted by Mr. Ellis, and i-do, tho, fo, and eo (Lat.), 
(E. E. Poems, p. 127), appear to show that they would, 
if met with, have illustrated the general proposition. At the 
same time, however, it ie also extremely probable that long o 
was very frequently not (00) but (hu). Norman texts of the 
12th and 13th centuries present many instances of o and u 
rhyming together, and na the u generally afterwards became 
ou, we are led to believe that o in such casea must have 
been=(uu). Thus in an Anglo-Norman poem on “the 
Conquest of Ireland ” (Michel’s ed.) we have- 

En Yrland, a iceljor 
N’i out rein de tel walur @. 2). 
L a  tere mist en urson 
PUT destruire le felun (p. 29). 

also many such instances as this :- 
Atant den turne li  reis Dermot 
Ven SeineDavid taut cum il pow:, 

which shows that Dermot was= (Dermuut-). 
1 The above, and numerous instances in Early Norman and Enfish p m s !  Beem 

to show that when final c followed a vowel, both in Norman an English, i t  wan 
often not sounded. This view in also maintained b Professor Mussafir of Vienna. 
(See Preface to “ L a  Prim de Pampelune.” k e n ,  1864.) Hie words are 
“atummes e nach einem Vocale f i r  keine Sylbe zXlIt.” See, however, Mr. 
Ellis (E. E. Pron., p. 283), who holds a different o inion. The point will be 
discussed at the end of this paper ; meanwhile i t  wi l l te  assumed in the notation. 

2 Villon in the 15th century haa “e t  puia Ao .’ : le grand ere&” (ed. Jannet, 
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In the camx cited, end many similar ones, the form with u 
may be often found nearly alongside of that with 0. Thus 
jur,  arwn, put,  ms, puvne, criatur, nun, even in the 13th 
century, and more so in the 12th, are quite as common as 
jor,  arson, etc. The conclusion, then, wems to be that not 
only in the rhymes quoted, but wherever the o is an evident 
equivalent to u, and shown to be so by its being frequently 
translated into ou-which, indeed, became almost constant in 
the latter end of the 13th century-it is to be sounded (uu). 
Hence, finding, in the Anglo-Norman ‘I Life of Edward the 
Confessor ” (Luard‘s ed.), prove rhyming with truce (also 
written ttweve), and prove also written proeve (the combination 
oe being, as will be shown=[uu]), we conclude that this 
Norman word, when received into English as preoven (see An- 
cren Riwle), was pronounced in the same way-that is, that 
Norman and English pruv=proew=proce, all had the sound 
(pruuv). The same argument applies to tEesor (Saxon Chron. 
1137)=(tresuur*), font and mmt  (fuunt, muunt) (ib.), 
(Homilies E. E. T. S., Jhrris), moae, Rome,’ and probably 
many others. 

The same argument applies also to some native English 
words, and it is probable that shoo, with its variant shoe 
(though it rhymes with principio), gode, occasionally written 
g o d  (Layamon), goed(Dame Siriz in Wright’s AnecdotnLite- 
raria), guod (Amis and Amiloun, Weber), gude (Sir Perceval), 
rode, which is also roed (Dame Siriz), were, if not generally, 
yet sometimes pronounced (shuu, guud, etc.) ; and there is, at 
least, a doubt whether hoo in the line “An herowd on a 
ekaffold made a hoo ” (Chaucer, C. T. 2534) is not the Nor- 
man hu (hue and cry) and really intended for ~ ~ = ( H u u ) ,  
which would be its proper sound,-a notion which is con- 
firmed by the occurrence, of “ ho and cry,” in “ The Court of 
Love.” If this be the case, then i-doo, which rhymes with 
hoo, must be (iduu.). Nor is it improbable that the sound of 
o=(uu) in modern to, two, do, moue, prove, go&, choose, lose, 

p. 71), and also “quid ne puod-Colss T w t  ” @. 97), which h o w  the general 
quality of long and short o at that time. 

Rome, often written Rum or Rumm in Anglo-Norman texts, rhymes with 
words containing either u or an o which wm = (uu). 
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rood, dome, Rome, and some other worda in the same cate- 
goy,  is a tra.dition of ancient timerr. 

(1) NORMAN AND ENGLISH LONG, TOXIC u= ( ~ 4 4 2 )  NORMAN 
AND ENGLISH SHORT, ATONIC u=(v) or (a). 

(1) Norman and English long, tonic u = (uu) 
The equivalence of the Latin and Norman u is seen in the 

following instances from De Thaun’e “ L i n e  des Creature8 ” 
(Wright’; ed.) :- 

Ii Gnu (Oreeke) dient par num 
Que ad nam udicrculn ; 
En h t i n  1. apdum 
Par reir + n i J m  @. 26) ; 

aa also in Life of Edward the Confessor ” :- 
Gneot le mi dn cicl k nu, 
Cantent, Te Deam laudamw @. 82); 

and in ‘‘ Political Songs” :- 
E a i  nun lejuggium, 
Non ease m-iwn (p. 64). 

The question which first comes for discuseion is, what 
was the sound of the Latin u, which, tie we see, waa the 
equivalent of Norman u, ‘in the 12th and 13th centuries? An 
almost universal tradition assumes that the mediseval Latin 
u was pronounced (uu) as in modern Italian. On this as- 
sumption the above instances would show that the Norman 
long I I  waa also (uu). Very high authorities, however, as 
Arnp&re and Diez, are of opinion that the ancient sound 
wan the mme aa the modern, and that num. for example, 
w a ~  in the earliest times=(nyym). On the other hand, 
Ghnin, ChevaUet, Fallot, Burguy, and Littre, consider both 
tha Latin and old French u as (UU) and would therefore pro- 
Iiouncc num as (nuum). A brief statement of these different 
opiriions may not be out of place here. 

ArqtCrc (Histoire de la formation de la langue franpaiee, 
2rd ~d. 1869) maintains (p. 402) that-‘‘ L’u avait au moyen 
kx(:c: le riot1 pcu xn6lodieux qu’il a de no8 jours.” 

I h x  ((hrimmatik der Romanischen Sprachen, i. 415) mys, 
q”:aking of tho French u :-‘‘ N u r  daa Zeichen entspricht 
d l : r n  p:1ileirimm. u, der Laut ist der dea deutschen ii, den 
l J ~ ~ r i p : l l  rom. ttkhriftsprachen fremd;” and again : “An dem 
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hohen Alter des getrubten franz. u est nicht zu zweifeln.” 
On the other hand, QQnin (“Variations de la langue fran- 
qaise depuis le xiie Sihcle ”), says (p. 166) : “ La premi4re 
valeur de cette lettre u fut le son OU, comme en Latin.” 
Chevallet (“Origine de la langue franqaise,” 1853) says 
(i. 66) : ‘‘ U avait en Latin le son que nous donnons en 
francais B la voyelle ou t’ and in another place (i. 94) : 
“Oun et our ktaient Qgalement reprisenth par un et ur, 
parceque lea Norman& donnaient sans doute B l’u de cea 
halea, un son sourd B peu p r h  semblable a celui que nous 
donnona B ou.” Fallot (p. 27), speaking of the continual 
interchange of u and ou “dans lee textes de Normandie,” 
warns us not to believe that the Norman u had “ bien fixe et 
bien determink, la prononciation de notre u franpaie.” At the 
mme time, he is of opinion (but gives no argument in proof) 
that when the Norman u represents the French eu, it should be 
pronounced as French u. Burguy (i. 30), adopting generally 
the conclusions of Fallot, speaks of the Anglo-Norman ou as a 
“ traduction de l’u normand.” Escallier (“ Remarques sur 
le patois,” Douai, 1856) notes that ‘‘ Selon toute probabilitk, 
autrefok l’u dans la plupart des cas se prononqait ou,” and 
thinks that the French u probably entered the language in 
the 16th century. 

The only one among the authorities for u =  (~JT) who 
really investigates the subject ie Diez. He considers that this 
sound originated in the vowel combjnations left after the loss 
of the medial consonant in such words as maw, meur, from 
??UttWUB, w u  from &us, ruit from rugitwr, riu, m i ,  from 
t*~aue, etc. If, however, it &all be shown hereafter that 
the Normans probably pronounced meur, oeu, and rui, as 
(muur, n u ,  and ruu) his argument, as far as Norman is con- 
cerned, will be deprived of much, if not all, its force. 

I n  the absence then of any authoritative decision on the 
identity of the Latin u with modern French u, I shall at- 
tempt to show that the Norman u was certainly (uu) in the 
13th century. The Norman forms in ur, etc., such a8 

eeignur, labur, honur, grevus, glorius, are found generally in 
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the 12th century. I n  De “haun’s poems, for instance, there 
are scarcely any others. In the 13th century, however, we 
begin to find the u interpreted by ou = (uu) to a very 
large extent, though in numerous cases the u forms re- 
main in U8e as well. Duriug the first half, indeed, of the 
13th century (see “ Edward the Confewr,” dated about 
1345) instances of, our and ous are uncommon. I n  the 
latter half, however, they abound : De Biblesworth scarcely 
ldses an opportunity of employing ou for the older u or 0. 

Within a few pages we have moun, soun, vow, garsoun, 
Pount, grucious, pledour, fount (funt), comun, Roume (Rum), 
boun, M O U ~  (mur), etc., for sun or son, garcun, frunt or front, 
etc., and grue in one place is interpreted grwc in another. 
I n  “Lyric Poetry” (Edward the First’s reign) we have in 
the first twelve pages the following instances :-Soule ( for  
sol or 81.11, mod. seul), amour, moun, mound, bouche, douce, 
tresoun, sount (also aunt), ount (unt or ont), corouce, desoue, 
faucotcn, mout (mut f o r  mult), prisoun, iioun (non or nun), 
resoun, hounte, saheour (salveor), socour, colour, valour, en- 
countre, doicn, honour (also honur), wlour, jour, hubounde, 
graciouse, Zycour, pardoun, wunte (mod. corn pte), baroun, SO~IT-  

mounter, dolour, rancow. These instances will sufice to show, 
what, indeed, can hardly be doubted, that the Norman u 
was represented and interpreted by ou=(uu) in the end of 
the 13th century. It will be observed that honour and honur 
both occur in the above list. Singularly, too, they each 
rhyme with other words : honour with celour, odour, jour, and 
honur withflur, sur, obscur. Why this change of the vowel? 
The answer seems to be that the writer merely humours the 
eye in retaining the older form in the latter instance, the fact 
being that adjectives, like sur and obscur, in which the ter- 
mination formed a part of the radical, seem never to have 
chsnged their form, and he was therefore debarred from 
altering sur and obscur into sour and obecour, though be 
might have written j h r  for $ur. It cannot, however, be 
imagined that this circumstance affected the pronunciation, 
which, in this case, was, most likely, (suur and obskuur.). 
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On similar grounds, when in the same poem we find envey- 
sure, cure, honure, and nature rhyming together, we conclude 
that honure (part of the verb honorer or honurer, and written 
in another passage of  the poem honourt) fixes the sound of 
-ure in the other worde, and that nature therefore was 
(naetuur.). 

Applying these arguments to English, we may conclude 
that prisun, tur, and curt in the 8amn Chronicb-mule 
crune, lechurs, fontzfunt,  mont=munt, liweispun, in OM English 
Homilies (E. E. T. S.)-passiun, icrunet, iszrlet (soiled), salue, 
liun, turn in Seinte Marherete (E. E. T. S.)-vertu, aturn, 
jurs, frut, puisun, mesure, charbucle in Hali Neidenhad (E. 
E. T. S.)-colur, cupe, galun, mesaventur, in King Zorn 
(E .  E. T. S.)-banns, honur, felun, capun, resun, coveitus, 
enuius, angussus, honure (verb), oresun, demure, sucur, due, in 
Fhrk and Blancheflur (E.E.T.S.) were pronounced as Norman 
words-that is, with u = (uu). A s  therefore in King Horn 
( p .  10) mesaventur rhymes with the English bur (bower) and 
dute with English abute; in p. 13, cuppe with Eng. uppe; in 
p .  14, crune with Eng. tune (town) ; in p. 19, aventure with 
Eng. bure ; in p. 20, clroerture also with bure; in p.  38, turn, 
with Eng. murne ; spuse with Eng. huae ; in p .  31, ture with 
English pure (pore), etc., the English words cited must have 
contained the same sound as the Norman. 

Some years later the u, both Norman and English, almost 
simultaneously, received the graphic interpretation 0u.I In 
Havehk (about l280), for instance, such words as bur, tur, 
tun, crune, begin to appear as bur ,  tour, toun, croune, 
while others which appear equally eligible for change 
remain unchanged. The ultimate result was that tho 
the English long u became almost universally ou = (uu), ro- 
taining that exact sound, however, only when ou was accented. 
The corresponding Norman u was not quite so much affected, 
inasmuch as a large number of substantives and adjectives end- 

' Mr. Ellis (Ear. Eng. Pro. p. 471) givea good reasom for making the general 
substitution of ou for u in English words, a teat of the age of the MS. in which 
it occur& Such a MS. could hardly. he thinks, be dated earlicr than 1280. The 
interval between this year and 1310 he calls " the variable period." 
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ing in ure always remained unchanged. It has been argued 
(see Mr. E W s  E. E. Pron. p. 298) that the fact that nature, 
aventure, lire, etc., retained the u, while in the great majority 
of instances it WM changed for ou, shows that the pronun- 
ciation of these words, whatever it might have been before, 
was now, in the 14th century (naa*tyyr, etc.)-that is, that 
the proper French u (yy) is the true sound of long u in 
Chaucer. It has been shown (see p. 25) that nature was, in 
the 13th century, in the same category as Ironure, and that 
it must then have been (natuw). The fact that some un- 
known law stopped euch words as nature, encysure, cure, mr, 
obscur from changing into natoure, obscour, etc., could hardly 
have affected the quality of these vowels. We are not, how- 
ever, left to conjecture on this point. In the AlZiteratim 
Poems (p. 59) nature ia written natwe, and that the writer 
intends his 20 to represent u (uu) is shown by the rhymes 
salue, remwe (Sir Gawayne, E .  E. T. S. p. 47), where ue = we 
= (uu). On the aame grounds, it is preaumed that due, blue, 
sue, of Norman origin, and Englieh true, hue, which are 
found in the Alliteraliw Poems (pp. 13 and 27) rhyming 
together under the forme dwe, blwe, me, trwe, and htce, could 
have had no other pronunciation than (duu, bluu, suu, truu, 
HUU). 

There appears then, on the whole, no place for the modem 
French u in Norman, and therefore not in English, of the 13th 
and 14th centuries. 

If previously to the end of the 13th.century Norman and 
English u had the sound of the Latin u, it is not to be 
imagined (in the entire absence of proof to the contrary) 
that the retention of the ordinary form could have utterly 
changed the phonetic quality of the vowel. 

It can, moreover, be shown that even if nature never a p  
pears as natoure, words of precisely the same form in Norman 
do adopt this form in English. The word creature appears ae 
creafoure in " Seinte Margarete " (E. E. T. 8.) : 

bbo peleoue hit nqt pat hie mijted were 80 rtronge 
Eni 80 holi ercotolwr in hb w o m b  afonge (pp. 169, 170) ; 

Shoreham, too, rhymsrt m r e  (ie., sure) with wloure. 

Creatoure also rhymea with plure in E. E. Poems, p. 14 
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and in “Towneley Mysteries” (Surtees Soc. ed., p. 20) we 
find it again- 

That maide man neh a orsatourt7, 
Farest of fnvonre 
Man mud luf me paramo~rt7. 

There is every reason, then, to believe that nature in Chaucer 
waa (nretuur) and generally that u long waa (uu). 

(2) Norman and English ehort, atonic u = (8) or (.a). 
The method hitherto pursued of comparing h t  Latin and 

Norman and then Norman and English rhymes does not ap- 
pear to be appliwble to the investigation into the nature of 
short Norman u, inasmuch aa no atonic vowel could form the 
final syllable of a Norman vem. The inquiry must be 
carried on from a different point of view. The long and 
short Norman u Wered, not only in quantity but also in 
quality, and thie difference seems to have been immediately 
due to the laws of French accentuation as established from 
a very early date in that language. Bs these laws form a dia- 
tinguishing feature of Norman and early French, generally, 
and exercised a powerful iduence both on the pronunciation 
and the ultimata form of numerous English words of Romance 
origin, it is necB888Tg to give a brief deacription of the system. 

Diez, in his ‘‘ Grammatik,‘‘ appeara to have been the first 
to direct attention to the great importance of theacuteor 
tonic accent in Romance words. He calls it in one place the 
“soul of the word” (die Seele des Wortes), in another its 
“ centre of gravity’’ (Schwerpnnct),’ and in a third, he says : 
“ Der Aceent ist in der romanischen Sprachbildung der Angel- 
punct (pole or a&) urn welche aie aich dreht” (i. 468). 
Littr6, too, illustrating the leading principle thus stated, 
says, with reference to French, ‘‘ L’accent tonique peut &re 
dit l’hme du mot ; c’est Iui qui en subordonne lea parties, qiii 
y cr6e l’unitd et qui fait que les diversee syllabes n’ apparais- 
sent pas cornme un bloc informe de ayllabee indhpendantes.” 
(Preface to his Dictionary, p. xxv.) These quotations will 

1 .“ Die anpriingliche Qaantitiit hat ihre grsR verloren, der decent aber, ia 
welchem recht eigentlich der Schwerpsnct dea Worm Uegt, behauptet dch y 
aeiner Btelle and iibt nun auf die Quantif5t einen frbher angeLannten Einfluss 
(i. 464). 
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serve to show the importance of the subject, which, it b 
believed, has not been previously discussed in reference to 
Early English pronunciation. 

In  the course of his remarka on the tonic accent, Diez thus 
briefly states the principle which has been so ably investi- 
gated and illustrated by Gaston Paris) Brachet? and others, 
in reference to the formation of the French language- 
“ d i e w  (the tonic accent) im allgemeinen mine urspriingliche 
Stelle behauptet.” (i. 468). It may be enunciated as 
follows :- 

1. I n  the formation of the Romance Ianguages generally 
the original tonic accent of the Latin maintained its place, 
the accented syllable of the one determining the stress of the 
voice in the others. Hence French hnCr, G g e ,  amtr, nature, 
curttis, were thus accented because the corresponding syl- 
lables in horibrem, maticum, ama’re, natziram, curttnsem, had 
the tonic accent. 

2. The tendency to emphasize strongly the tonic syllable 
involved naturally, as it were, and of n e c d t y ,  the shortening 
and obscuration of the atonic syllablea. Hence unaccented 
syllables, originally long, were practically shortened by 
taking a less prominent place in the word, as in honordr, 
which represents the Latin hdn&re. 

3. As a consequence of the operation of this natural law, 
the atonice were affected, more or less, in proportion to their 
nearness to the absorbing tonic, 80 that the vowel affected by 
the secondary accent, which was necessary for pronouncing 
words of three or more syllables, would be more definite than 
that immediately preceding the tonic. Thus, the first u in 
curugus (ker-adzhuus-) would be more definite than that in 
curuge (ksraadzh-). 

It is a natural deduction from these p r e h  that the tonic 
syllable would be very strongly accented. This seems to 
have been always especially the case in Normandy, where it 
’ ktude sur le r6le de l’accent latin dans la langue frpnpise, par Gaston Paris, 

a Grammaire Historique de la langue frau+, par Auguate Brachet, 1867. 
1862. 
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is even now a marked characteristic of the patois pronuncia- 
tion. I am, therefore, quite unable to assent to Mr. Ellis’s 
position (Introduction to Morris’s Chaucer) that “ French 
words seem to have been pronounced [in Chaucer’s time] 
with equal stress, as at present.” 

The operation of these principles will be seen in the develop- 
ment of one or two Norman radicals into their derivatives. 
Take, first, cuer (mod. cceur), which was probably pronounced 
(kuur). When, however, by the addition of -age, there re- 
su l t~  curage, both the quantity and quality of the original 
(kuur) are affected, and cur would almost of necessity be- 
c o w  (ker), and the entire word (koraadzh.)’ The force of 
the accent thus not merely shortens the vowel, but trans- 
forms it. That which was principal has now become sub- 
ordinate, and servee to introduce another to the position of 
honour lately occupied by itselt But in the process of de- 
velopment curage next receives the formative syllable -u8 and 
becomes curugzis. The lately long vowel u is now changed, 
both in quantity and quality, while the first vowel t(, by re- 

the reader should throw the full stress ;f 
the voice on the tonic syllable-the “%hwerpunct,” ‘I Angelpuncf” or I’ Seelc 
of the word. The sound of cur is not to be accommodated to that of the modern 
French svllable in murage, in which the stress is almost equal1 divided between 
the syllables. The true sound in the Norman word was progably as nearly as 
possible that which we give to the word to in to-day (tedee.), or to the mr in 
correct, in rapidly utterin? ‘ I  quite corrdct” (ksrect). A similar transformation 
is observable in ronouucing savage and captain as (sswidzh and ksp.ten or 
kaeptin). So wit% regard to Mnorabk, it is obvious that hdnareble, hdnereblc, 
hdnireble or hdnurebk, might almost equally well represent the phonetic value 
of the atonic vowels. The general tendency, indeed, of all atonic vow& is to 
h o m e  (e), a sound nearly resembling the French e muet ; but there are numer- 
ou esceptions. 
As additional instances of the obscuring effect of the law of accentuation on the 

atonics, we may notice that theorebcfairdi becamefmdi, and then Norm. frai ; 
W u r  became ondur, and frequently en6ur and aniur; curinc, mnc (Eng. crown 
maisdun, mesdun; jfnir, fmir; divin, &in; miracle, mmacle (Eng. patois, 2; 
change of accent, mkriclc) ; eapirital, capcrite‘l (Eng. patois, @mt and spbrrity). 
The total Ioss of the atonic syllable (an we ham seen in jrai, mwne) also ex- 
plains glwe for cgliss. cbsaaia for msdu, pitaphe for epitaph#, etc., and illustrates 
the formative law by which the medial short atonic was lost in converting 
circiilore into cercle‘r, caritaten, into chertk, masticare into machkr, a+rarc into 
ssurPr, aimPhre into amnbZ&, etc. The Chaucerian wordspotecary (for apothecaire) 
prentia (for apprentis) and putelZ (for e istle) also c o n h  tbc usage. (The 
nccenta wed above are merely employed For convenience ; there are none in Old 
French.) 

As regards the final s, m n s  will be given at  the end of this paper for believ- 
ing that the final unaccented c in Norman and English was not gencraZZy wunded. 
That assumption is recognized in the notation. 

1 I n  order to do justice to this theo 

(See Gaston Paris, pp. 101, 102.) 
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ceiving a aecondary accent, becomes more definite than it was 
in curage. 

A aecond instance may be adduced in support of this view. 
"he Norman word curt (mod. cour) became curtdie, by theory 
(brtees.), and this again curteisfe (kertesii.). This state- 
ment alone does not advance the argument, but it is pre- 
sumptively confirmed by reference to our own patois, in 
which the word curteisfe, in Chaucer curteefe or curtciafe, and 
subsequently by contraction and change of accent, curhy, 
appeare a1 curtchy or curchy. Now, it is all but certain that 
this sound of the u is traditional, and waa derived originally 
from the lips of the Norman settlers. At all  even&, it con- 
tains no trace of (u). But we have also the word kercher, 
which might be equally well spelt curcher. This would have 
been in Norman cumecMf, or, by a contraction, which is Been 
in the early English cure (cover) (see Gtloesary to Capgrave's 
Chronicle), and, by lose off ,  which was frequent when f waa 
final, czmk (two syllables). This, though a theoretic form, 
is almost certainly correct, and, from its pronunciation, either 
with or without. f, must have been derived the curchde, kyr- 
ckfe ,  kerchief (Chaucer), kerchef, kerchere, kerche, and kerchy, 
which we find in Early English texts and in the mouths of 
modern peasante. The final er is, of course, a rough substi- 
tute for the final Norman e, which is here sounded. The 
only safe conclusion then seems to be that the original CUP 

must have been (kvr) or (kar). But there ie still another word 
which bears a similar testimony. The original form of curfew 
waa cuwtfu, or, aa in a Statute of Edward I., quoted by Way 

' in the Prontptorium Pamulorum, coevrefu. This would become 
curfu, the proper Norman pronunciation of which would be, 
by the theory both for short and long u (ksrfuu.), or when 
the accent waa &hanged (kar-fu). Later, f u  became feu and 
got the modern English pronunciation. 

If these viewa are correct, then the atonic u m the Norman 
w o r b j u r n t e ,  trublk; culur, cumfdrt, curb& or curbtr, custfrme, 
curttne, hurftr, euctir, cuntrte, nurir, j lurfr,  turntr, boutbn, 
mutbn, borjodne, bugttte, buteilZitr, cuteZidr, must have been 
(e), which, when submitted to the English accentuation, and 

The result would probably be (karxdzhuus.). 
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changed into (a), has been transmitted to us as a Norman 
tradition, and accounts for our present pronunciation of jour- 
ney, trouble, joust, nourish, county,  company, colour, comfmt, 
hurt, button, mutton, burgeon, budget, butler, cutler, as well ae 
for the obsolete or obsolescent sound of murtkous, courtesy 
(an abnormal form for curteyse), tournament, and soceretgn. 

"his argument is further confirmed by the ordinary pro- 
nunciation of Monmouth, Montfort, Montgomery, Mont- 
morency, etc., and still more by the fact that when ou, re- 
presenting an original u (uu), is unaccented, in English 
words, it is converted naturally into (a), aa we see in honour 
(on-ar), neijhbour (nee-bar), famous ( feemas), and especially 
in the pat& pronunciation of workhoiise and washhou~e, 
which in some parts of England is quite undistinguishable from 
(warkw, wosheas). On the same principle Nkzc T6wn becomes 
NPwton, where -fw = ( t m  or tan) I t  is, moreover, probable 
that the provincial sounds heard in hritcher, prizaen, padden, 
ciiohion,priah, all words of Norman origin, in which u=(a), are 
traditional. I n  fact, the general law of the obscuration of the 
vowel sound in atonic syllables, expounded in reference to 
Norman, applies equally to English. To the considerations 
already adduced, one more may be added. The frequent inter- 
change of short 24, e, and i in Early English poems, in such 
words aa ccerk, wirk, murk (also work) ; cherche, chirche, 
churche ; cherl, ' chud;  gcrl, girl, grcrb; kertle, kirtle, hurtle, 
kurtel; erthe, urthe, etc., not only in different texta but 
in the same, and sometimea in the same page, seems to 
show that whatever was the sound of ur in these words, 
that of er and ir was identical with it. It is not to be 
supposed that the writer who thus capriciously varies hie 
orthography intended to impose an equally capricious pro- 
nunciation on hie readers. Although, therefore, we might pro- 
nounce cirmche with the e of cherry, chirche with the i of spirit, 
and ch'urck with the u of full, aa well as with the sound 
which we now give it, it is hardly probable that it had more 
than one of these sounds-the real queation being which. On 
the ground, then, of the traditional pronunciation of curchy, 
kercJw, and curfez, as well aa of the theory that the atonic 
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short u was generally (a), it appears probable that churche 
WM (tshartah), and that the varianta cherche and chirehe had 
the same sound. There seems then, to be very little evidence, 
if any, of the existence of the short u of full in the Norman 
or English of the 13th and 14th centuries. 

NORMAN AND ENQLISH DIPBTHONQS. 
I n  introducing a discussion of the difficult question of 

Norman and English diphthongs, and broaching a eome- 
what novel theory with regard to them, it may be im- 
portant to state that the original Norman dialect was dis- 
tinguished by an indisposition to diphthongal combina- 
tions. A single glance at a page of the Norman text of 
the ‘‘ Quatre livres des Rois,” of the 12th century, compared 
with the contemporary Burgundian of the “Choix de Ser- 
mons de Saint Bernard”a will illustrate this assertion. I n  
the one we are struck with the consthnt Occurrence of such 
forms M uvre, veritet, frere, pere, doner, veer, concut, lignee, 
mee, conus, truuer, chanted (past part.), amer, etc., while 
their counterparts in the other are oywe, veriteit, freire, 
peire, veor, conceut, tignieie, asseis, conuie, trueoeir, chanteit, 
aim‘r, etc. It ia fair, then, to presume that there waa a 
like tendency to simplicity of pronunciation in the Nor- 
man, even when, partly by inthence from without, partly 
by an internal spirit of development, the Norman forms be- 
came more complicated. With this preliminary observation, 
it is proposed now to consider the phonetic value of the two 
most important digraphs, with their variants, in the 12th, 
13th, and 14th centuries. 

The above theory reapeding atonic u will perhap account for the origin 
of French cu aa well 88 for that of En lish u i t  but. This notion is confirmed 
by the identification of these munda by %‘allis, (we quotation in Ear. Eng. Ron. 

Uvocalis quando compitur effertur sono obscnro. bt in but Bed, cut wco, bur lappa, burat raptus, curst maledictus, etc. Sonum 
hunc Galli proferunt in ultima syllaba vocir svitnw,” i.e. cur = (or). But this 
theoretic identity suggests the remark that, aa tonic cur = (iiu) is to atonic cur 
=(ar) M) is tonic ure=(uur) to atonic ure=(ar), and hence the present patois, 
but probably original, ,pronunciation of suture, picture, creature, ce92ture, etc., 
(when t h t  made Enghh)  as (na+ar or nectar, pictar, creetar, ven.tar). Hence 
we can we that naturel=(nletsrel.) would become in Enelish (naetwelh a com- 

. 172). His words are, 

. , .  
mon rovincial utterance. ‘ 

l’histoire de France.” 
i o t h  edited by Roux de Limy in the ‘‘ Collection de Documents in6didile aur 
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NORMAN AND ENGLISH ae, ea;  ei, ie; ai, ia; oe, eo; WITH 
THE VARIANTS ey, ye ;  ay, y a ;  AND NORMAN oi = (ee). 

There seem reaeon to believe that both in Norman and 
English the transposition of the vowels of a digraph made no 
difference in the sense or sound of the word. This theory 
may admit of some exceptions, but it appears to be, at least, 
of general application. If  correct, it may prove of con- 
siderable importance in reference to the pronunciation and 
word-formation of both languagea, inmmuch aa the deter- 
mination of one form becomes helpful in ascertaining the 
value of the other. Thus, if Norman o i  sometimea = (uu), 
which appears to be the caae from the rhyming of fusoyn 
with corbeloun (De Biblesworth), and the occurrence of genoil 
for gelaoul, etc., and, by theory, oi = w ,  then Nor. riote 
= roite = route (ruut), while the Scottish forms royt and 
ryot, both theoretically = route, are reconciled, and the 
equivalence of English riot (however now pronounced) to 
Nor. route eatablished.1 Now, we find in Norman texts ceil, 
ciel, cel; feil, $el, feel;  feis, JTes, f e s ;  n e g  nit$ nef; parleir, 
parlier, p a r k  ; muteire, matiere, matere ; puet, p a t ,  pu t  ; doel, 
cieol, dul; joe, jeo, j u ;  oewe, erne,  u w e ;  lui (place), Ziu, lu; 
suir (to follow), siur, awe, etc. Hence we see diamunt, and its 
variant dmmunt, aa theoretically = diaimunt or dacmant, and 
recognize aimant (a loadstone), aa derived from it by low of d. 
Similarly, diable becomes by theory duible, with variants 
actually found, &able and deble; and triacle becomes by 
theory traicZe=traycle of South Lancashire patois. So also 
Eng. carrion = Nor. caroine, and warrior = theoretical 
werroir = weweor = werrour = gumour ,  Nor. €or guerreur. 
M r ,  too, from fieere, fiaire, frere; and guardian from 
gardien, gardein, gardain, show the breaking of e into ai, ei, 
M, ie, and the phonetic equivalence of theae combinations. 
Further, as u is a variant of 0, oe = ue = 616 = (uu) (see 
p. 50), and we see why esfoet (for estout) rhyming with teut 
(Rel. Ant. i. 2361, and=(eatuut.), determines ceut as=(vuut.) 

‘‘ Forth thei ferden with heore roits, 
1y thousend ladies of a ML.” 

Xing Aliraundsr, p,. 13 (Weber). 
where roitr=rouls==(ruut). So (Ch. C. T., Ql)poyl~e=pour:gc=(fluut.ing). 

26 
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This vowel-transposstion appears to be also a characterietic 
of the Teutonic languagea, though to a much smaller extent. 
G r i m  shows in various paasages of his first volume (3rd ed.) 
w), by theory, = ou = u, as e.g., M.H.D. baruon = 0.Fr. 
haroun, barun; and a h  refers to the transposition (um- 
aetzung) in AIt. Sax. of ie, by theory, = ei into 4. In  re- 
ference to M.N.L. (Middle Netherlanhh), he also speaks 
(i. 301, 3rd ed.) of w aa answering to eu in aentx and sound 
(bedeutung und auesprache) and proceeds thus : “Dies M.N.L. 
eu and ue ist eine von den vocalumsetzungen, die den laut 
nicht beeintriichtigen nnd deren das 8.5. ea and ae ein 
andres beispiel ist.” He then refers to the French deux, 
peut, neuf, compared with the older forms duez, puet, nu& as 
another illustration. Again (i. 366, 3rd ed.), while deriving 
A.S. ea from (30th. au, which became ao, then ae, he adds, 
“ so ergibt sich eine ungezwungne umstellung in ea.” 

In  Early English we find the same phenomenon, but before 
the Norman element waa mingled with it its vowel digraphe 
were so few that they do not present much variety in the 
texts. The Normans added ai, ei, au, eu, oi, ou, and ui, with 
transpositions of some of them, to the English vowel store. 
Hence we find as English words prome, presue ; poeple,people ; 
languor, langour ; vertue, vertew ; pais, pa@, peas, peis, pees ; 
also sce, sea, se; m, ear, er; hoe, heo, lr00 (S .  Lan. patoie) ; 
hoe, be0 ; troe, treo ; hoere, huere ; guod, g a d ;  preost, pruest ; 
bod, lued; trewe, true; reub, ruele, rewel, rick; while doet, 
deol, which must have been (duul), suggests the sound of eo in 
chemen, bosen (Layamon), as well as that of oe in goed, roed, 
f a d ,  toen (town), i-shed (A.S. sceo), aa = (uu). The same 
principle explains the rhyme soon, buen (Rel. Ant. i. 260), 
where eo = oe = (uu) and ue also = (uu) (see p. 50). Many 
other instances will occur in the following pages. 

1. Norman and English ae, ea = (ee).-The old Norman 
forms paes, with pais and pes, qua with qw, fae with feie and 
fee, ale0 deable with &bb‘ for diabb, and &amant for diamant, 
with the variant aimant, all show ae, ea = (ee) ; but both 

Ma entre my1 deblea Dieu puet un honme sauver.-Pol. Bong& p. 235. 
Este-wa un deble vint fort corant.-Quol. in Glow. to Conq. of 1rel.p. 74. 
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digraphs are uncommon in Norman, and generally indicate 
the high antiquity of the text in which they are found. 
In English, both these digraphs were common. Their 

equivalence haa been already referred to, and is further con- 
firmed by Layamon’s m, ear, er ; dad, deal, del; d d h ,  death, 
deth; rceden, readen, re&n; etc., in which ar, ea, and e, ap- 
pear to be convertible symbols, and = (ee). 

2. Norman and Englieh ai, e i ;  ia, ie = (ee). The 
position that Norman and English ai, ei = (ee) - which 
contravenes Mr. Ellis’s, so elaborately argued, that ai, ei 
= (ai)-will be first considered from the Norman point of 
view. It is generally acknowledged, and therefore need 
not be shown, that ai, ei, both in Norman and English, had 
in the 13th century the same sound, whatever that may have 
been. The favourite Norman form, however, waa ei, but ai  
frequently occurs, and was in the Anglo-Norman of the 14th 
century (as in Langtoft’s Chronicle, passim) almost constantly 
substituted for it. 

That the long tonic Norman e=(ee) has been shown (p. 20). 
This e we find repeatedly rhyming with ei, ie, or ai, as in- 

J o  hi serrai tot tcns fcel 
De moi aura boo conseil.-Adurn, p. 5.  
Fors de sul un ; cil m’at dej’enu, 
Colui ne tuchcrai de muina.-Id. p. 14. 
&uanque fUbt, quanqne doit cutre 
Sui-jo trestut bien, en 8ui miatre.-Id. p. 28. 
N’i avcz rien que chlmgiet 
Fors isterez 8en remerer.--ld. p. 38. 
Or va avant, jo irrai apes  
Le petit as, a grant relais.-Id. p. 60. 
E de 88 tor que porra ncstre 
Nos te tendrom puis por muidre.-Id. p. 67. 
Chantonent un vers 81 cler bet, 
Sembloit li angle fuissent del cieZ.-Id p. 68.  
Penitence convendroit fere 
Celui qui a Deux voldra pZuire.-Id. 74. 
L’une gittera graignor bruit 
&ui ore ne feroient dis e set.-Id. 75.  
Mes Dermot. li gentil reir 
Od sea guerreis gent cng&u.-Conqueat of Ireland, p. 20. 
A Dermod vindrent a p a  
Pnr la dute des etqleiu.-Id. p. 27. 
De li me (ne ?) voil ici retruire 
Cum il fu pria ne en qnele mawe.-Id.  p. 20. 
Les vaches mistrent a chmtel 
Par Reymund e sun wnseil.-Id. p. 69. 
Co eut trestut le p l u f w m  
K e  neit a secle, montahe nepkin.-Id. p. 79. 
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Vera Leynwtere s’ed tnrna 
Li reb engleh a cele f&.-Id. p. 127. 
Db e wit nimei~, plaa ne wins, 
Sohm le dist M cmeicnr.-Id. p. 127. 
Ore eatsenrs, ore eat aeiae; 
Aeaiaaea fait, p u  unc u p  
Les cuntencuns de an terre.--EdicordtL mf-, p. 12. 
Li seint rob Bdward  apsrt 
A un abbe, ki d m  humme cirt.-Id. p. 21. 
Qmt li reb Bldred co Ja’t 
pr”eat meweile m il li gret.-Id. p. 31. 
8 e i g n m  a p m  VIM roil fcrd 
”ere j a  a VUB wnlraire.-Id. p. 66. 

These instances may suffice to show that ei, ai, were not 
“alway~” meant to indicate the diphthongs (ei, ai) or the 
dinsyllables (e, i) and (a, i), and only occasionally employed 
for simple e (e). The conclusion, indeed, which seems 
forced on the investigator by examining a’ and ai in pure 
Noman texts: such as “ Charlemagne,” “ Adam,” ‘‘ Life 
of Edward the Confessor,” 4 g  Conquest of Ireland,” etc., 
is, that they very rarely indicate the dissyllables (e,i) and 
(a,i), and are very generally equivalent to simple e. This 
is shown not only by rhymes, as above, but by the inter- 
change, apparently impossible on the (ai) hypothesis, of ui, 
6, and e, and also oi. Without discussing the pronunciation 
of oi in other dialects, it seem clear that in Norman texts 
it generally answered to ei, ai; and therefore by hypothe& 
to e = (ee) (seep. lo), as in the following instances :- 

Tu aime lui, e ele m e  Ici, 
Si serez ben ambedui de moi.-Adam, p. 4. 
&cut, Adam, entent a moi, 
J o  te conaeillerai enfm’-Id. p. 17. 
Evesques naveront oia ne roi, 
Ainz rira per els for &-Id. p. 62. 
Ten Ethelred l m  roi, 
Epez de troin ; and dit, ’‘ Par fh.”-JBward tL cbnfiwiw, p. 32. 
S i r e  e rob mi de Dancia, 
E tu es rois dea Engbk-Id. p. 34. 
Men mi sire Jon de Gruy 
Vint a Lundres, ei ne mi qu0i.-Pol. p. 62. 

There can then be Little doubt that Norman oi was (ee), 
“The condusions to which I have been led by an examination of all the 

rhymes in Wace’s Roman du Rou, and several other Norman poems, am that 
ei, ai, when written were always meant to indicate the diphthongs (ei, Bi) or the 
dim llablca (c,i) and (a$), but that they were &onally employed, perhaps by a 
w r i L  error, for simple e (e).” (Ear. En . Ron. p. 463. Diez, however, nap 
(i. 418, 3rd. ed.) “En (i.e. ~4 in den EfankchriRen iiberd anf offcnea e reimt.” 

Re- 
femng to it, Fallot eay~ :-“ Le didecte de Normandie y est melangb en bien dea 
partiea ; il J a de l o n p  fragmenb oh il n’en re& que fort pea de trace,’’ p. 467. 

1 Wace’e Roman de Rou, on which Mr. Ellb mainly relies, is not one. 
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except in the case of a few words, as pais, a'ide, tra'ison (which 
soon, however, became tresoun), k i n e ,  reine (both inter- 
changeable with k i n e ,  reine), etc., and ale0 in the case, very 
frequently occurring, as subsequently shown, where oi=(uu). 

Consistently with this usage, we find joye in Norman of 
the 15th century (Chansons normandes. Ed. (34 .  Caen, 
1866, p. 48), rhyming with donnk, and even spelt as j a y ,  
rhyming with esqurdai (Altfranzosieche Romanzen und Pas- 
tourellen. Ed. Bartsch, 1870, p. 196). 

Hence we find, in the earliest times, a disposition, even 
now quite characteristic of the patois of Normandy, to 
pronounce the words known in the ordinary language a8 

croire, soir, noir, acm'ne, toile, toit, soit, voile, coine, robe ,  
voir (true), etc., as (creer, seer, neer, aveen, teel, teet, deet, 
met, reen, veel, veen, veer, etc.), the pronunciation, in its 
turn, generating the Norman forms were, seir, sair, neir, 
nnir, aceine, ta'le, wile, w i m ,  reine, veir,' etc. The Nor- 
man oil ei, ai = (ee) is thus R traditional sound, which 
appeare to be traceable to the earliest times. Though gene- 
rally confined to Normandy, it invaded the central language, 
not only in such instances as aaeine, reine, e'eine, peine, etc., 
but eubsequently produced a remarkable change in the termi- 
nation of the imperfect tense. I n  the earlier times, the word 
rendoit, for example, was probably pronounced, in Central 
France and Picardy, as (renduet.), while in Normandy, 
where it was written rendeit, it was consistently pronounced 
(rendeet.). By degrees the Norman sound superseded the 
other, while the graphic form remained the same; until 
in the 17th century form and sound were harmonized by 
writing ad,  and sounding (ee). This revolution is, by 
general consent, attributed to Norman influence, and is 
another direct evidence in favour of the tradition that the 
Norman ai, ei, was, from the earliest days, (ee). Returning, 
then, to the interchange of forms-which would appear to 
! The grammarisna of the 16th century (see Livet'8 'I Les grammainens au 

X V I ~  siecle & r e w p e  the Norman ci = c 81) representing the o i  of the standard 
language. as, Dubois says, '' Les Normands prononcent tous ees mob (1.e. +mi, 
toi, etc.) et lee semblables avec un c, et non en oi, e.g. tcli, crtclli, se'i., am, tcct, ucli, 
re', k', ame'i, cto., pour, toile, estoille, wie. soir, toicf voile. roi, loi. amoie. Beza, 
too. writes '' Normanni profoi (fides) scribunt et pronuncinntfai." 
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have been unlikely if oi, ai, k = (a;), but quite intelligible 
if these combinations = (ee)-we notice ceil, ciel, cel; lois, 
ktk, lees; trait, treit, tret; maisun, m&n, mesun; maistre, 
naeistre, m e h e ;  pair, peir, per; palais, paleis, pales ; conrai, 
conrei, conre; foi, fei, fai, fe; hbonaire, deboneye, h b w e ;  
laher,  lesser; reknk, rekes; plein, plain, p k ;  fbk, f&, fes, 
f e e ,  feae,‘ etc. It w d d  be easy to quote similar indances 
by the wore, or by the hundred, to confirm the general con- 
clubion that the recognized sound of the undivided ai, ei, waa 

We have now to observe the behaviour of thie Norman 
element when it became an integral feature of the English 
language, and in order to do 80 aatbfactorily, it may be well 
at firat to take a single word and trace ite variatiom under 
its new circumstances. The Norman word pais occulg in 
Wace’e ‘‘ Brut,” in the 12th century. In  the 13th we find 
it in “Edward the Confessor," aa paes, pais, pks, pea, and 
pees. It first appears as an English word in the Saxon 
Chronicle under A.D. 1135 (Pais he makede men and daer). 
In the 13th century w0 h d  it in Layamon aa paie ; in Awen 
Riwk aa peis; in Genesie and Emdue aa pais; in Owl and 
Nightingale aa pes ;  in Robert of Gboucester aa pays; and 
Lyrical Poetry as pees. I n  the 24th century it was pese and 
payse in Dan Mickel, and pees in Langland and Chaucer; 
yeasse in the Z’mley Mystekes, and pees in the Promyhiurn 
Parvukn-um. It is difficult to EW what other sound than 
(m) could have been given to all them forms, Norman or 

p. 463-466) on “Norman- 
French ci, ai,” which hwe been partly answered in %e text, we may regret (1) 
that he did not work on a better text than Wace’s Roman de Bou; and (2) that 
he has treated the exceptions as tbe mle. Many of the instances which he quotes. 

a%, hair, par, frdison, were undoubtedly, from the earlient times, &men8 of 
the re+~tion of the digra h, bat the were qaite rare, and do not represent the 
w g e  uL any way. ~n 4w.a st. Kieholaa, ai, 6, twe about one to fie of 
undivided ai, ci, even on the shmin of the editor, Dr. Delius, who evidently 
did not understsud the rhythm. In & anxiety to make out the exact number of 
ryllablea, he unscrupdounlj breaka up the compaetcst combinations, often 
entirely destroying the accent of the verse in the prowat. He hes no eonception. 
for insbnce, of w e n  $lablea bein employed to do the work of eight, and 
r o d d  have leanned CO~~IM’S famoun &e th- 

(4. 

Without disctlseing at length Yr. Ellis’s remarks 

Each f6r 1 madub I ruled tbC 1 hou-er, 

ELch / for m&d / neas rClled / the hock. 
i U 8 t . d  of 
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English. Of two hypotheses one must be true: either that 
the English peM, pea, must have been transferred exactly 
from the Norman peea, p, with the Norman pronun- 
ciation; or that ee was the proper phonetic equivalent of 
the English ai. Both suppositions are harmonized by the 
theory that the Norman and English Bounds were precisely 
the same, and that both syatauu equally admitted the identity 
of ai, ei, ee, and e. If, then, English ni, ay, ei, ey = Nor- 
man ee, we see why the Norman contree, j m e ,  tornei, 
churee, noblee, became English contray, contrey, j a y ,  jorney, 
tomtay, churrey, noblay, with ay, ey = (ee), as in Kyng 
Alisaundet. (Weber’s ed.’) :- 

Ac no womman of that emtry 
Ne lyveth no lenger, par mafq. 
And for hir best% par mafey, 
That drowen and ledden hi6 churrey. 
The Kyng forth rideth biajoumay, 
Now hereth no g a t  of grete nobkay. 

Then, with rhymes between Norman and English words :- 
And foughtten with hem, par ma fay, 
For to it were almest day. 
The knightter, loveth the tomay 
Mayd6ne 80 diuncen and t h y  ploy. 

i. 208. 

i. 211. 

i. 217. 

i. 223. 

i. 216. 
The p m g e  I have next to adduce is from the beginning of 

a poem publiihed in ‘‘ Political Songs” (p. 253), which, if the 
aseumption respecting its form L correct, goes far of iteelf to 
settle the question under discussion. It is printed here as pub- 
lished by Mr. Wright, with corrections supplied by Mr. Ellis’s 
readings, which are derived from a recent transcript of the 
MS. made expressly for him.s 
ON THE K I N G S  (EDWARD TEE SECOND’S) BREAKING HIS 

CONFIRMATION O F  MAGNA CHARTA. 
Len pnet fern et defere 

ceo fait il trap sonent 
It n b  nonther wel ne faire 

therfore engelond shent 
Nostre prince de engletere 

par le consail de tm ent 
At weatminster after i e  feim 

maden a p e t  parlement 
Theae instances are all taken from the portion of the text printed from the 

Bodleinn MS. (See k l y  Eng. Pron., p. 451). 
* Printed in Early Eng. h n . ,  p. 449, in ten long lines, an in the o n  iod YS., 

so that the linea apparently rhyme only at their extremitieg-roucnt, r k t ,  gent, 
p a r h t ;  cry,  awy,  triplay, wq;  aarmoun, d u n .  The only liberty taken in 
the above copy is that of redividing the verses and treating the whole w three 
stanzan. C a p i d ,  stops, and separate letters (except the th for j )  are M in the 
origin& but the contractione are not i t a l i c i d  
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La chrrtre fet de c p  
ieo lenteink et bien le my 

It  wm holde to neih the he 
and is molten a1 awey 

Ore ne my mea que dire 
tout i va atri lay ( B  Tripoli) 

hundred. chap&. court an &ire 
al hit goth a deua aey 

dea plueap (plus eagea) de latere (la terre) 
ore edcotez vn -oun 

Of iiij. wise men that ther were, 
whi engelonde is brouht adoun. 

Then the opinions of the wise men are given in English 
alone. It is strongly maintained that the above waa intended 
to rhyme only as regarde the worde souent, shent, gent, park-  
ment; crey, awey, atriplay,  toey;  aarmoun, d u n ;  and that 
defere, faire, engletere, feire, do not and were not intended to 
rhyme, though y r e ,  j r e ,  dke,  shire, and also tere and 
were, do. The eclecticism of the writer, on this theory, in 
refusing chances for Thymes apparently 80 tempting a d @ i e ,  
faire, engletere, and fkire, while he made no scruple of cyre, 
$re, dire, shire, as well a~ of tere and were, is singular, and not 
easily explained. Leaving, however, possible solutions, let 
us mume that the twenty opportunitiea for rhyming are BYE- 

tematically arranged in four sets of four rhymes each, and 
two sets of two rhymes each. We then have-(1) &fee, 
,faire, engletere, f i r e  ; ( 2 )  aouent, shent, gent, parlement; (3 )  
y r e ,  $re, dire, shire ; (4) crey, awey, tripolay, wey ; ( 5 )  tare, 
toere; (6) sarmoun, h u n .  In the first set, the only question 
is that conoerningfaire (English) and feire (Norman) ; for it 
is clear that if pes could rhyme with Engleie we have 
seen (see p. 36), defwe could rhyme with feire, which is also 
frequently written f i r e '  and fere.  But if day c a ~ ~  rhyme with 
Jay, and fay , f ey ,  with contrey, aa we have ale0 j u t  seen, why 
should not faire (English) rhyme with feire (Norman), and 
therefore with clefere ?s Now, it has been abundantly shown 
(see p. 36), that Norman ei, ai = e, and the following rhymes 

In Pol. Song p. 65, we find Ingkticrc, guerc, fmre, and eorrpucrrc rhyming 

It  M clear from the linea (Chaucer, C. T. 6803, 4)- 
together. 

To bringe me gaye thinges fro the faire, 
They were ful glad whan I spak to hem faire.- 

that Normanfire, faire or fwc, must have had the same wand as Engliah faire; 
but the Norman fcire=(feer) therefore, etc. 
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show that ei, ai, also = e in English, though the umge was 
not so common as in Norman. 

For it is soth Alfred hit =lac 
And me hit mai in boke rsde.-Owl and Nightingale, 11. 349, 60. me thu axest me heo uidc 
)if ich con eni other &&.-Id. 707, 8. 
Fonde gif thu miht eft miarch 
Hwether thu wilt wif the modc.--ld. 1063, 4. 
Ac soth hit is ich singe and grch 
Thar lavedies heoth and faire maids.--ld. 1337, 8. 
Ne schal non mon wimman bigrch 
And Benches lustes hue  upbreidc-Id. 1413, 14. 
Of fairnesse and of muchel he& 
Bute thu ert a man and heo a mde.'-F&riz and Blaiuhejur, E.E.T.S., p. 52.  
Amorwe, gif he come ther ugeyn 
A1 away he aha1  finde hit clrr*.-K. dlisaundre, i. 290. 
There can be no reasonable doubt, then, that feire and faire 

could have rhymed together, and that they did. The second 
and third sets of rhymes require no comment, but the fourth 
brings back the question just discussed. Crey is the true 
Norman form for which the other dialects used croi, and is 
established still in the Norman patois, where cruy is (Cree), as 
it was in the 13th century.e 

Tripolrty, under the forms Tyrple and Triple (for Trip[o]le), 
occurs in Joinville; and as the -ay normally represents e, 
Tripolay might well rhyme with crey = (Cree). Again, if 
feire (or fere) is a good rhyme for faire and defere, and maide 
for grede, then wei=(wee) rhymes properly with crey and 
l'ripolay. The rhymes then of this poem, it is submitted, 
support the theory that ei, ai = (ee). 

A final instance, showing ei, ey = e, is furnished by a story 
in TJM Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry (E. E. T. 8. ed., 
p. 2?), where we find a husband saying to his wife " Wiff, 
sele sus table," (wife, salt on table) ; an order which she con- 
strues as " seyle sus table" (leap on table) and accordingly to 
show her prompt obedience, jumps at once upon the table 
and brings it with all its contents, in a crash, to the floor. 
Had seyle been (sail) this accident could hardly have occurred. 
' Mr. EUia believes that this passage is corrupt, but it is quite consistent with 

the uotations from Owl and Nightingale. 
2 \n the reign of Louis XIV. whcn the o i  of the imperfect tense obtained the 

Norman pronunciation, the Norman fashion for a while influenced the eound of 
other words coiitaining oi, and the Parisians used to wnte and pronounce " Je 
craia, quoiqu'il (qwi dil  T) en suit, qu'il fait P a i d  dans cet d r u i f . " - -  
Fournier, '' h i  sur h i s t o i r e  de I'orthographe," quoted in Vasnier's " Petit 
Dietionnaire du Patois normand," p. 10. 
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3. Norman and Engliah ie, ye = ei, ey = (ee). That 
medial ie = ei = e, may be men in Norman f&, &a, fa; 
ceil, cie.!, ceZ; tie.!, teil, tel; as well as in the proper Norman 
forms rivere, manere, matere, bacheler, clreocrler, danger, mest@, 
which we find continually interchangeable with manke,  
matiere, bachelier, dungkr, meetier, but which were probably 
pronounced as if they were maneire, mateire, etc.' That ia, 
maniere = theoreticid maneire = manere a (mseneer), and so 
of, the reat. Similarly infinitives, as parlier, aid&, portah, 
=theoretical park?+, aid&, etc., = p a r b  = (parleer.), 
etc. This is shown by the occurrence of aoeir, acer; Sakr 
(rhyming with v o k ) ,  aavet ; poeir, poer (our Eng. power) ; 
comenceir, rhyming with clreaeir (whence modern a c k ) ,  aa 
well as of bontid, p i t 2  = older bmteit, bontei, pieteit, pitkt, 
pit& = bonk!, pith = (bantee- and pitee-).' In these instances 
the i is merely accidental, or, aa it has been called, parasitic ; 
but when it was a part of the original word, aa in en& from 
inmdia, aatucie from astucia, eatudie from studium, etc., the e 
was probably otiose, and the i only was eonnded, 80 that is in 
thb case would be = (ii). The cases, however, in which i 
was parasitic, and those in which it waa essential, would tend 
to be confounded together, especially in English, whence 
probably we may account for euch accidental forms as majestic 
rhyming with dignyte, libertie with dkgree, crueltie with pyte, 
etc., in a MS. of Chaucer's Court of Love, cited by I&. 

But if e is written as ie, ie may be written as e, and hence 
Audehfs curious forms cumpane, reme& for mpanie, remedie, 
and also hole, wordle, openle, lade, for hvlie, workiZie, openlie, 
krdie. At last ie- (ee) began to be considered aa identical 
with ie = (29, and obtained in thie one claae of words the 
Bame sound. Hence we find in the Townley Mysteries 
trynyty, as well as trinite, cliaritie, 39 well as char&?, h t y  

Ellis (Ear. Eng. Prom p. 283), in which is = ei = e = (4 
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for the earlier beute, etc., and probably from the end of the 
15th century all the words originally ending in te ended 
in tie or ty. Them considerations eerve to show how, in 
modem Enghh, y represents both the ie of envie, curlesie, 
etc., and the C of bet&, adverhtk, etc., and justify the theory 
that ie, ye = ei, ey.' 

That 
Norman iu might be = ai haa been suggested (see p. 35) in 
the case of diubk (theoretical daible), &able and deble, though 
originally diubk waa a trieyllable, rhyming normally with 
adjectives ending in -able. Deamant (for diumnt), however, 
ie to be aocounted for in a Werent way. Adamantem gave, 
by lorn of the initial a, a theoretical form, damunt or demant 
= (dvmaant-). Resolving or breaking e into ai, iu, we get 
daimant and diamunt, of which the firat became, by lose of d, 
aimad (loadstone), and the other diamant = theoretical 
&imunt or duemad = (dsmaant-).' Very early, however, 
it seem to have been used aa a trisyllable, though by ite 
formation only a diesyllable. Triaculum, again, became 
normally triaeb = theoretical truicle, truecle = (treekl), of 
S. Lancaahire. In a similar way Gduouw became AS. diacon 
or deacon = theoretical &icon, and actual hkenn = (deeksen) 
of the Ormulum. The analogy suggested by theae examples 
wi l l  perhapa explain, without the aseumption of any dialectic 
peculiarity, Dan Michel's exceptional spelling (in the 
Ayenbite) of dyad, bryad, bynm, hyap, for &ad, bread, beam, 
heap. The h t  occura in a p m g e  from Dan Michel quoted 
and notated in Ear. Eng. Pron., p. 412. The final words of 
four consecutive linea are ywd, bread, red, dyad, which are 
considered by Mr. Ellis aa alternate rhymea, and notated by 
him ( i - d ,  breaad, reed, haad) ; but might they not be in- 

* It uuy be worth noticing that the Poitevin patoia exhibib a similar phe- 
nomenon. IIm +C, ebb!, and bacrutC. appear an vobnti, aouty, and M y ,  
(dc) and the p a r h  lea jltC, gar&, and quittd, an ietty, gartiy and witty.- 
~fwirs Pntmtiaction pp. x i ,  uiii. 

* Cf. (from K p g  Ahnnder, W e e ,  i. 17), 

4. Norman and English ai, uy = ia, ya = (ee). 

The0 mone, in a mpre natme, 
Of the0 drcrnranf !nu the wloure. 
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tended for (i-zed., breed, reed, deed)? This, at all events, 
would be consistent with the theory that ya = ay = (ee).’ 

The analogy between Norman 
and English fails in regard to this digraph. No instances 
have been found in Norman texts of either eo or oe =(ee). 
Anglicised Norman words are, however, not unfrequently 
found in Chaucer and other writers, as beef, poepk, peupk, 
reprmA reproeve, etc., in which oe, eo = (ee), but as Norman 
words they would hare been (buuf, puple, repruuf-, repruuv.). 
Layamon’s variants, however, b p ,  heap, hep, heop; mode, 
nede ; rcede, reade, re&, reode, re&, red ; sax, secke, seoc ; beo, 
be; as well aa Chaucer’s usage, show that eo = (ee), and this 
opinion appears to be Mr. Ellis’s also (Ear. Eng. Pron. 
p. 262). Hence it is somewhat difficult to account for his 
notation of beo, beoth, beon, horn, found in the Proclamation 
of Henry 111. (Ear. Eng. Pron. p. 501), as (beo, beoth, beon, 
heom). There can be little doubt that they were (bee, beeth, 
been, heem), though it is possible, aa will appear eubsequently, 
that they might sometimes have been (buu, buuth, buun, 
huum). 

6. Norman oi = (=).-This position has been sufficiently 
illustrated, but a few instances showing the introduction of the 
element into Englieh may be cited. The usage was not 
uniform, and, on account, probably, of its frequent confusion 
with oi= (uu), waa soon discontinued. It perhaps explains the 
anomalous rhymespynte, queynte ; also, in Kyng Alisaunder, 
y-eaid, anoyed; taile, spoik; pays (peace), noise; and in the 
Hunterian MS. of the Romaunt of the Rose (quoted by Mr. 

5. English eo, oe =(ee). 

1 A further examination of Dan Michel’s orthography Beems to confirm the 
notice that his io,ya, is, ye, meant nothingmore than oi, oy, ei, ey. He employs, 
for instance, the usual form dcads plural, as well as dyad, and clme aa well as 
el*, ckpeth as well an clicpcth, etc. ; while in respect to Norman Mords, of which 
we h o w  the usual form and pronunciation, it is acarcely credible that his sound 
for them could have been different from that of all other writers. The words clerkc 
and c l i u k  he usea indifferently, but could hardly have meant to vary the utter- 
ance. Then the word elm, c&ir, he changes into elin; elyet, but Bnrely must 
have meant (cleer). So his chierc=Norman chere, mast have been meant for 
chtir8=(taheer Much similar evidence could be p e n ,  but two instances more 
m a s t s d c e .  h e French piccc wan generally pccc in Norman, and hence pyece 
( U t .  Poems, p. 6) was probably (pees). In the Moral Ode (132, 3) tcachc 
(teeth) rh mea with liache, which is varied i n  another text by Zechc, and there- 
fore could gardly have been anything else but laiche = (leetab). 
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Ellis, Early Eng. Pron., p. 269),joynt, qwynt ; annoy, away; 
joye, conueye. 

7. Norman patois.-The Norman ai, ei, which waa used for 
the o i  of the other dialects, and which WM, 88 we have shown, 
= (ee), seems to have persisted from age to age down 
to the present time. In  the Chansons nmande.9 du X P .  
Sibck (GtaStB’s ed., ‘1866), we find moy (the earlier mi) 
rhyming with May (the month), foy (earlier fei) with trwoait, 
joye, with donnke, etc., and in M w e  N ~ m n d e  (date 1621) we 
have baire for boire, crottay for wottk, truk for trois, endrait 
for endroit, faire for fbire, pouaite for pokte, ueizen for u&in, 
etc. In Jeraey, too, vel is found for m’r, f r d  for f r d ,  dat for 
bit, b&re for boire, eteik for &toile, oeehin for vaiOi ; and in the 
Poiteven patoh, even more markedly, cruy, or orb, paye, for 
crois,pois, and cere, ser, dret, m e n ,  det, fret, ner, tele, tet, f e ,  
for Old Norman vair, ueir, dreit, o&n, dat, freid, neir, teik, 
teit, fei ,  now, in modern French, m’r, soir, droit, etc. 

8. Enghh patois.-Here there are many traces of the =me 
usage, The A.S. atan, or etan (to eat) = aetan = theoretic 
aitun, is (eet) in S.E. Lanwhire ; so fader is (feether), m t e ,  
m t e ,  is (meet), water is (weet-er), h c a n  (teach) is (teetsh), 
bread is (breed), spacan h (speek), etc., in all of which e = ae 
= ea = ai  = (ee). Here, too, aa already remarked, triack = 
traicle = (treekl). The same usage may be traced in Devon- 
&ire, where raisn (reezn),.fair (feer), trait (treet),relnke (rel-.) 
payce (pees), aise (eez), aisy (wzi), represent the Old Norman 
raisun, resun ; foire, feire, fere ; traiter, treter ; relais, relees ; 
psis, peee ; aim, em, aid, etc. : and where say (me), ait (eet), 
mait (meet), spaik (@peek), ad (eel), w i k  (week) for modern 
sea, eat, meat, speak, eel, weak, agree with the midland 
patois, and the probable Old English pronunciation. The 
Northern word aigre, too, is the Norman aigre, eigre, egre, 
and the Midland aistre (Boucher), emter (Ray), ester 
(Evans), the chimney-back or fire-place, h, the Norman 
aistre, with the same signification.’ The Wiltahire featish 

1 The W O ~ ,  88 cstsr, with a somewhat extended meaning, k found in Chaucer, 

See in p. 38, joye = (dzhee). 

De B m e ,  and Lydpb. 
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is the Norman faitis, fetis (“beau, bien fait, agrdable,” 
etc., Burguy). The Devonshire payse, and Gloucestershire 
pace, to raise with a lever, or to poise in the hand, is 
the Norman peiser, peaer. Maiatre, mahtresse, we find in 
provincial speech mister and mistress.1 Bever, too (“often pro- 
nounced bayver,” Miss Baker) is the Norman baivre, beiwe, 
h e ,  and means, strictly, drinking-time. Al l  these patois 
examples, then, whether in Normandy and England-and 
they are only a few out of many-confirm the theory that 
the sound (ee) was, in the English of the 13th and 14th cen- 
turies, variously represented in writing by ae, e a ;  ai, ia ;  ei, 
ie, and by the Norman digraph oi. 

The main, and to me the only, difficulty in the way 
of this theory lies in the undoubted fact that in some 
parts of the south-western district-certainly in Dorset and 
Somerset though not in Devonshire - as also to some 
extent in East Anglia, ai, ay  is pronounced (ai). Barnes, in 
his charming Anglo-Doric Eongs-too little known and ap- 
preciated-gives us r&in= (rain), mbid=(maid), pl&y-(plai), 
titit!= (tail), ndi l=  (nail), fd ir  = (fair), tm well as the 
Romance words dir, ad2, pliil, N d y ,  gdy = (air, vail, etc.), 
and, at the same time, inconsistently, pair (peer), chair 
(tsheer). I am not competent to offer an explanation of 
these apparent anomalies, but trust that in the much- 
desiderated investigation of our English patois, which Mr. 
Ellis has promised to supply, they will receive an adequate 
solution. 

NORMAN AND ENGLISH au = (au) (aa) or (am). 
It seems probable that au in Latin was (au), as in modern 

Italian ; and there is little doubt that this was also the early 
sound of the Norman au. The digraph was, however, in the 
18th century, uncommon. I t  represents, when met with, 
two results-either the softening of I into u, as in autre from 
alter, or a juxtaposition occasioned by the loss of a consonant 
that originally separated a and u, as in auner from cldunare. 

Xaister may, of course, be derived also from A S .  mrrter, but there is no 
mairtrease in AS. to explain miatrar. 
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I n  both caws the u, as being an organic feature of the word, 
probably retained for some time its independent sound. The 
old form must, from augustus, seems to show the same pheno- 
menon. The Norman auner, therefore, was most likely 
(auneer'), and autant (autaant.). W e  are confirmed in this 
notion by the information of Beza, who, writing in the 16th 
century (De Francicae linguse rectii pronunciatione. Berolini, 
1868, p. 48), says :-'< Normanni sic illa sonore pronunciant, 
ut a et 0, audiantur, ut qui dicant autant, perinde acsi 
ecriptum esset a-0-tant." He adds : - " Fitque fortasse 
antiqua et Vera hujus diphthong tum prolatio tum scrip- 
tura." This usage has been preserved in the Norman patois, 
and caud for chaud, and some other words, are still heard aa 
caou, eta. ; while in Poitou autre is aotre, chauffer, chaofer, 
etc. That the English au of the 13th century was, under 
similar circumstances, the same, is in the highest degree 
probable ; but instances of its use in purely English words 
are seldom met with; almost every au is Norman.' The 
fact that (au) became at  last, by regular development (AA), 
so that c a d 1  (kaudel.) of the 13th century was caudle ( l u ~ d l )  
of the 17th, is an argument in favour of this notion. There 
was, however, a third au in which the u was not, as it was in 
the other cams, organic, but appears to have been merely 
auxiliary to the pronunciation. This is the au which appears 
in the place of simple a, especially before m or n, in the 14th 
century, and which governed the form in which many 
Norman words ultimately took their place in our language. 
Instead of being rare, like the au mentioned before, it is, 
in the 14th century, excessively common; but it does not 
appear to come under the same category. 

In the 12th 
century we find persistently, and perhaps without exception, 
such forms as mander, avant, grant, vaillant, cmtant (pres.part.1, 
sun, sans; in the 13th these are occasionally interchanged 
with maunder, acaunt, graunz, eaunz; but in the 14th (see 

A few examples will illustrate this point. 

The instances dccwstin for riuatin, fawts for fautc, hawtc for haute, 
haumteync for hau9Iteyne,pawtrnrre for pautonicr (from p a k m i w ) ,  beem to Confirm 
the hypothenis, yet if aw means nothing more than au, which IE probable, they 
leave it a8 it is. 
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Langtoft, passim), the exceptional form hae become normal, 
and graunt, pUThU?U%, chunce, B a u m ,  chuumbre, okunde, 
gerktunde, uaykunt, etc., etc., occur in every page, with 
occasional introduction of the old an in eonpuerant, greaance 
(rhyming with Baunce, etc). The question is whether this 
change in form involved a change in eound. The presump- 
tion certainly is that it did not, and that the epenthetic u was 
a simple link or glide between the lengthened sound of the 
a and the n which followed. This notion ie confirmed by an 
example from Langtoft (Pol. Songs, p. 292) :- 

Perrez du b r a d  
Northumberkd. 

Now, although the English land varied in form (as in Zond), 
yet there seems no reason to believe that it was ever pro- 
nounced (laund), and the presumption is that it had, above, 
its usual sound (laand), and brand, which is apparently both 
Norman and English, would therefore have been in both 
languages (braand). "he conclusion, then, is that au, when 
the tc was organic, was sounded (au), when inorganic (aas), 
both in Norman and English, that Chaucer's allinunce and 
chaume were therefore (alhvns. or aliaans. and tshaams or 
tshaane)', and that those who in modern times pronounce 
.jaunt, haunt, launch, haunch, paunch, jaundke, aa (dzhaant, 
aaant, laantsh), etc., retain very nearly the old Norman pro- 
nucciation. 
NORMAN m v  ENGLISE ou, uo; ui, iu ; ue, ac ; oe, eo ; oi, w ; 

WITH THE VARIANTS ow, owe, iw, iwe, ku, zkw, ew, ewe, me, 
euwe, eou, eouw, e m ,  m e ,  we, ?we = (nu). 

Assuming the correctness of the theory of vowel-trans- 
p&tion stated in p. 34, I have to show its value in solving 
some of the di5cult problems presented in the above as- 
Wrtion ; and in doing so I hope to be pardoned for failing 
sometimes to produce proofs from Norman texts. They may 
still be found, but I have not always been able to find them. 

1. Norman and English ou=uo=(uu).-It is unnecessary 
to show that ou= (uu), as this is generally acknowledged. 

1 In Minot'a poems we h d  as rhymes France, daunce (p. 18), France, &nee 
( . 28), pmruknce, &unw @. 32), distance, lanea, daunee, miselrancc. acanec, 
%+ow @. 39),aud in the Smyn Sage8 (Weber) ; aocmunt, cownrant (p. 66). 
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Instances, however, of uo = ou are rare, and can only be 
found in very early French. I n  the C a n t i h  de Sainte 
EuhZie of the 9th century, the earliest literary composition 
in the language, we find buona, s u m ,  ruovet-which forms 
afterwards became bun,’ soun, and rower (to h h ) .  Duol, 
too, afterwards doul, and ultimately duel, is found, and may be 
presumed=(duul) ; and languor (13th century), and its con- 
temporary, langur = (languur.), interpret each other.8 h o p  
for loup ~ also found (Pol. Songs, p. 138.) Instances 
of uo=ou are also uncommon in English, but tuoche, from 
Norman t u c k ,  or toucher, in Early Eng. Poems, p. 75, 
and guode (the common form of go& in Dan Michel) rhyming 
with blode, knd presumptively showing the sound of both 
words as (guud) and (bluud), may be cited. We also find 
goud in Layamon, and tuo, the numeral, presumptively = tou 
= (tuu) repeatedly in Robt. of Gloucester. 

2. Norman ui, iu, iw, yw = (uu). In  the Prisoner’s Prayer 
(Ear. Eng. Pron. p. 434) we find- 

and in the Conquest of Ireland we have the following instancee 
of ui = u. 

Sanz decerta en p m  cui 
Car maydez trespw iheau. 

Demorirent iloc la nuit, 
A grant jae e a Wmt, p. 39, 
Remistrerent icele nuit 
Od 
E &-ice de Prepdergastjut 
Od Mac Donked icele nuit, p. 102. 
Vindrint a1 rei icele nuit 
Sur la Barue u il i wl, p. 38. 

ant joie e od grant h t ,  p. 63. 

Theee instances not only show uit = ut, but the last 
proves that the sound waa (uut). In an Anglo-Norman 
drinking song, also, “written early in the 13th century” 
(Rel. Ant. ii. 168), occur the rhymes brut, deduit; j u t ,  fmt, 
nuit, as well aa the form fute for fuite. Anut, destrure, nure, 
pusant, rusel, pwr, Zusalzt, and numerous similar forms are 
found, moreover, in varioue Norman texts for afiuit (to 
night), destmire, mire, pisant, missel, puU, ZuUant. 

1 It would not be diflicnlt to show by many other instances that (bum), or 
perhags (bun), was the original soundof the modem French bon, written variously 
m 01 French as bum, boen, boin. 

The retention of thin form in Engliih, so long after ita Iw in French-where 
it neema to have died almost as soon as it was born-in a curious fact. 

27 
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But by the theory of vowel-tranpition ui = iu = (uu), 
accordingly we meet with mir, 8iur; atui.de, estiurle, estude, 
and we conclude therefore that in the rhyme riule, tiilk, 
(Rutebeuf, 13th cent.,Parisian French) iu=ui=(uu), and that 
suite, siute, wte,  porsuite, eschiu, had iu = ui =(uu). Chaucer’s’ 
eschieu, eschew, eschue, achiewe, eschewe, rhyming respectively 
with coitu, due, dewe, dwe, due, and theomtically = (estchuu.), 
for Norman eschiu and his valieu for Norman value, show hie 
appreciation of &eu = ue = iu. Eng. oiew, or m e  aa origin- 
ally written, moreover repmenta Norman o m ,  geu, or oue, 
and is bj theory = (vuu). The Norman triwe, trzcwe (whence 
our truce, originally a plural word, tritoes or truwm) and 
dtywetr’e (“Tote bunt4 e drywepie,” ReL Ant. ii. 2!20), for 
the common forma d&, drunk, BLSO illustrate the point 
in question, aa doea the rhyme newe, &we (Rel. Ant. i. 263). 

In Early Norman we 
have many instances of the interchange of them combinatione, 
as eoer, suer, seur (sister) = (suur) ; p e t ,  peut, put, pout = 
(puut) ; duel, deul, duil, doel, deol, dul = (dud) ; boef, buef, hf, 
= (bud), lichm, kchoer, lechwr, lechur = (ietahuur-). We 
h d a h  ue rhyming with eu1 and eu with u asin:  

3. Norman ue, eu ; oe, eo = (uu). 

E li enter qui dedenz fu 
Qui out le cor tendre e m.-Waca’e 6t. hWo&a, p. 7. 
Li blez wt a nontre +ur 
An I gustin 1 li em I perm, ed. p. 12. 
A la mwure l’ont rsndu 
Qne I primes I l‘eurent I reuu, id. p. 12. 

Therhymes estoet, oeut (Rel. Ant. i. 236) where oe = eu= 
(uu) and pe-cheur, pour (Groweteste. Chasteeu d’Amour p. 53), 
also illustrate the point. 

&ow wa of referring 
to the extant texta of his worka. Which of them, I?&. wan Ciaucer‘B own, 
or wonld have been authorised by him, it ie clearly impoaaible to say. The 
Chaucer Society’s noble Si-Text Edition given an opportunity, not before 
enjoyed, of c o m ~ a r i n ~ a r i e t i e n  of form, which, in the abeence of authority, 
mar all be d l  In the caw of the word w h i m  it is worth 
nohce (I), that the proper Norman form wan robably eachiu, eachui, or cschw = 
(estshuw) ; (2), that eachicu and d W U  for mclw and odus are forms not found in 
Norman texts, yet possible, innsmuch an lieu, hi ,  lu, lou (place), are all inter- 
changeable, and (3), that bu), MS, CW, appear to he distinctly illtended an English 
phonetic equivdenta of the Norman iu, ui, w, icu, and thetefore = (uu). The 
theory a m m e d  seemq therefore, b explain all the facb. 

a ‘: On trouve trPa wuvent d a  mob en w et en cy qlli riment ensemble.” Bur- 
guy, 1. 26. 

I‘ Chaucer’s ” no and so, iq of c o r n ,  only a com 

‘ I  C uce?s.” 
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4. Norman oi, io = (uu). Norman noit, nuit, nut = (nuut) 
croM, cruw = (cruua) ; poi, poll (mod. peu) ; angoisse, anguisse, 
angwrse ; orgoil, orguel ; conoistre, conuistre, conustre ; poin, 
puin; roige = rouge (Roquefort) ; also fmoyn rhyming with 
corbehn  (De Biblesworth, p. 158,), and point with mound 
(Pol. Songs, p. 137), seem to prove oi = (uu). Then doil, d id ,  
doul, dul= (dud) ; riote = route = (ruut) (aa before shown) ; 
mansion (from mansion-em) mansiun, maisun, mestm, inesoun 
= (mvsuun-), aeem also to show io = o i  = ut = tu = ut? = 
u = ou = (uu). 

5. English u, w, iw, iwe, ieu, iew=Norman u ui, iu, iw, 
y w ;  English to, eu, eue, a w e ,  ew, ewe, eou, e w ,  e w e ,  eouwe, 
ue, we, ucoe = Norman eu, ue ; English ou, ow, owe, owwe = 
Norman a, u, and therefore all = (uu). 

(It is here aeeumed that generally English paraaitic e = 
Norman paraaitic i, that English to =Norman u or ozc = 
(uu), and that e hal ia dent.) 

That English u or w repreaented Norman ui is seen in these 
rhymes : 

. .  

There is mmer fnrte; 
Al in miss and dsduts--Imnd of Cbhaygtw, U. 49, GO. 
That hadde bowes and$-& ; 
"her-under wan dl his &&t.--lrscyn &gu, p. 23. 

The mud Norman forms of j h t s  and &dute are fruit and 
deduit and we see in t h w  h e a  how the Englieh pronounced 
them. Hence we may infer that bruit or brute; *it, frute 
or f m t e  ; euit or sute ; pursuit, pursute, anguese, anguis or 
angus, all early Engliah forma, were pronounced with ui = 
u = (uu). 

The varietiea of the remaining combinations are Been below : 
= Nor. Y = (uu), an in #mtk (Lay. 2nd text, Horn, P. PI.). 
= do. = do. ,, t h  (Caat. off Lore). 
= Nor. ue = do. ,, ltus (Sir Gawape). 
= do. = do. ,, tm (E E. Poems., Pr. Pam., -8 (Gen. 

and Ex.). 
= do. = do, ,, tnrca (Occlere).cmuwu (Am. Riwle). 
= Nor. 6y = do. ,, treuth (Chan.) rculc (Chu.). 
= do. = do. ,, frcuc (Chau., Audelay). 
= do. = do. ,, trmwdk (Lay. 2nd text). 
= do. = do. ,, trmtk (Gen. and Ex., Horn, P. Pl.) ruolr 

(Chau. Land. MS.). 
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Eng. wx = Nor. cu = (uR), 88 in tvaoc (Lay. 2nd text, Chae) wewe (Rel. 
ant.). 

,, mu = do. = do. ,, treolrtk (Lapmon). 
,, cow = do. = do. ,, irsorcrthe(Layarnon). 
,, cotw = do. = do. ,, t r m  (Layamon). 
,, eouwe = do. = do. i r m w s  (Layamon). 
,, iw, yw = Nor. iu = do. riwk (Anc. Riwle) w, mod. Jew (Ly.Po.). 
,, iwe = do. = do. ,, triwe (Gen. and Ex., Allit. Po., B. of 01.). 
,, icy,/6(Q= do. = do. ,, ualimc, sschinr, h h  (d CBau.). 
,, ou = Nor. ou = do. ,, froutk (Anc. Riwle, P. Pl., Cheu.). 
,, 010 = do. = do. ,, ftowth (Chau.). 
,, owe = do. = do. ,,  owe (Pr. Parv.). 
,, -6 = do. = do. ,, fYocow6(0rlUdIUll). 

,, 

I n  view of these remarkable variations in the spelling it 
muet be constantly remembered that the word intended 
wae, after all, only one, and, therefore, preaumably kept one 
eound throughout. It is not to be imagined that the vagaries 
of the spelling represented corresponding vagaries in the 
pronunciation.' The confusion which had begun to arise be- 
tween the Norman and English digraphs wae no doubt one 
of the causes which led to these orthographic eccentricities. 
Knowing, for instance, the word which is now truth, (A.S. 
trewth, trewth,z, or trewthe), and hearing it pronounced ae 
(truuth-8) or perhaps (truuth), Layamon writes it sometimes 

treouthe, then as treothe, again as treowthe, and laetly 
as treuzaethe, being well aware that the reader would under- 
stand what he meant and give the right sound. Then the 
scribe of the later text, intending to repreeent the eame 
sound, and aware that the Normans around him wrote eu 
for the sound of u, simplified the notation and gave us treut7ie 
and truthe, but both scribes in common discourse agreed no 
doubt in pronouncing the word ae above. The clustering 
of vowel upon vowel, ae in treowthe and treuwethe, wae pro- 
bably only intended to leave no doubt aa to the quantity and 

It should be remembered in connectionwith this snb'ect that thee l h g  
eccentricities of all times present the same d i 5 c d  Archbishop Trencrtel le  
ua that he had himself met with fifteen spellings of g e  word addsn (O.Fr. a h i n ,  
audain = (Bodeen.) or with English accent ( d s n ) ,  viz. : aodain, rodnine, aodan, 
Boaayne, a&, aodein, aodcinc, rodrm, aodcyn. aua%iti, acadaine, arddein, acd&ne, 
a u d h f ,  a d c y f l ;  yet all the time the En lish sound WBB most robably nothhg 
else but ( sdsn) .  So with regard to the dirty-four spellings of ihakspere's name, 
Riven by Halliwell in his Life of Shakapme, does any one believe in thirty-four 
dflerent pronunciations P Halliwell himself is of oplnion that the proper sound 
of the family name was (Shaekqar). 
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quality of the utterance required, and to make, as it were, 
aasurance doubly sure. It is quite impossible that euwe in the 
latter instance could have been meant to reprcaent four arti- 
culations, e, u, 20, e. To assume, on the other hand, that the 
t r u t h  of the later scribe interprets all the other forms is 
consistent with the theory here adopted, and with good 
Benee. 

Time and space are wanting to &ow the deb& involved 
in the position that so many different combinations all = 
(uu). The following rhymes are, however, left for consider- 
ation. Taken altogether it is dificult to resist the conclusion 
to which they point. 

ui = oi = (uu) aa in bruyl, doyl, Norman text, De Bibles- 
~ o ~ t h ,  (Wright), p. 147; duyk, Belsabuk, King Alk., (Weber), 
p. 114; anoied, destruyed, King Alis., p. 6 5 ;  mu& (for 
mouse), huis (for house) , Pol. Songs, p:142 ; showing ui = oi 

iue = iwe = ywe = ewe = (uu) as in newe, siwe, Rel. 
Ant., i. 263 ; mywe, trewe, Shoreham, p. 20. 
ue = ewe = u = (uu) as in issue, uewe, Norman text, 

Pod. Songs, p. 142 ; fewe, ihm, trewe, new, €3. E. Poems, p. 
139 ; sewe, mtu,’ E. E. Poems, p. 143 ; fygure, creature, 
ensuer, feture, E. E. P o e m ,  p. 141; enduer, cure, ensuer, 
E. E. Poems, p. 145. 

The Norman words are in italica. 

= (uu). 

eo = oy = (uu) aa in deol, spoyl, King Alis., p. 109. 
eu = ew = (uu) as in crew, hceu, Norman test, see 

E. E. Pron, p. 464; reuthe, trewthe, King Alis., p. 169. 
eco = otc = ow = eow = (uu) 88 in trewthe, rowthe, E. E. 

Poem,  p. 143 ; trewe, cnowe, Matxner, Alt. Prob., i. 107 ; 
schowe, thewe, Xatxner, Alt. Prob., i. 106 ; Tholomew, threow, 
King Alb., p. 95 ; Tholomeus, vertwus, King A&., p. 101. 

oe = otc = (uu) aa in ooqf (for oef), bouf, De Bibleworth, 

or vertuus.). 
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p. 152; m e ,  descume, quoted by GBnin, '' Pariatione," etc., 
p. 179. 

These views are confhed by the rhymes trwe, blwe, grewe, 
remwe, (Norman remue) (Allit. Poems, p. 13), knme, S w e  

(Norman siu or d), due, h e ,  u n t m ,  remwe (Allit. Poem, 
p. 27), heroe, salut?, remwe (Sir Gawayne, p. 47) eschuwe (Nor- 
man eachiu), duwe (Norman due), suwe (Norman siu or sU;) 
untrwe, k m e ,  rewe (E. E. Poem, p. 122.) On a due con- 
eideration of all these instances there wil l  appear much 
reaeon for demurring to Mr. Ellis's (9) for etc, etc., in 
Norman words, and (eu) for eu, etc., in English ones, and a 
strong presumption for the the0 ry that the Norman and Eng- 
lish pronunciations coincided, and that in all Chaucer's words 
treated in Ear. Eng. Pron. pp. 302, 3, blew, due, eSCherCe, 
fm, glezo, b e ,  knew, mewe, w e ,  remew, tetoe, reule, reutk ,  
rcherce, ehrewe, sewe, shewe, sfewe, threwe, trecoe, treuth, CM&?~ 

the sound of us, eu, ew, ewe, ieu, waa (uu). The hypothesis 
then, that eu, etc., had one sound in words of Norman 
origin, and another in those of native growth is unn~ceseary, 
and indeed inconsistent with the fact that though Chaucer 
may not have rhymed together words of Merent origin other 
writers do. The rhymes just cited furnish a cam in p i n t  
where we find trtoe (Eng.) grewe (Eng.) remwe (Nor.), me 
(Nor.) due (Nor.3 hwe (Eng. the heou, h, Inme, heu, hewe, 
hiwe of other texts), untrwe (Eng.), all rhyming together, and 
apparently interpretable only as (truu, gruu, remuu-, BUU, 

duu, HUU, untruw or entruu-). The. Anglo-Saxon neowe, 
nitce (mud. new) confirm0 the theory. It appears generally 
in early English aa m e ,  but it is ale0 mow (Om.) m m e ,  
(Ancren Riwle) neuwe (Layamon, !2d. text) niwe, nkw, (Rob. 
of Gl.) nowe (Owl and Night.) and all these forms seem to 
be interpreted by awe, and ww = (nuu) in AXt. Poems, (pp. 
33 and 16). On the whole, then, there is some came for 
believing that our common pronunciation of rue, true, blue, 
blero, grew, m&, bruit, f ru i t ,  aa well aa the vulgar dooty, 
wosance, nooz, two, hose, and even two (view), and bootijul, 
as well as Dou for Dieu in Guernsey patois, are all tradition0 
of the old Norman apeech. 
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NORDUN AND ENGLIBH oi, oe = (UU) m D  (ee). 
It hae already been shown (pp. 30 and 57) that Norman 

oi repreeents (uu), aa in noit, nuit, nut ;  poi, pou;  ungoisee, 
ungusee ; f’oyn, f w u n ,  etc., and also (ee) aa in nwa‘, roi, froid, 
roid, etc. Be the digraph o i  waa unknown in early English 
its introduction with a double sound would of course occaaion 
much difficulty to the English scribes. This difEculty would 
be increased by the fact that Norman oe waa ale0 = (uu), 
88 in poeple, puple; eoen, soun; lichoer, lic:lour; doel, doul; 
bo& bouf; o& ouf, though it might perhaps be difficult to 
prove that Norman eo, which waa a h ,  aa has been shown 
(p. 50) = (uu) was ever = (ee). On the other hand 
English eo seem to have been both, aa we see in the forms 
heorte, h e h ,  huerh, hurts; d&p, dep, dup; &me, h e ,  d w e ;  
heme, here, huere; leod, lede, lued; leof, ltf, Zutf; beon, ben, 
buen ; beoth, bdh, bueth, buth ; p e o n ,  preen, proin, prune ; heo, 
he, hoe, hue. English oe seems to have been rare, though we 
find g o d  with goud, go& ; roed, rode ; toen, toun ; and Borne 
others. H e  ie need for he0 by Rob. of Glo., while hoe and 
hue = (mu) remain in the modern patois, hoo, of S. Lan- 
caahire. In  view of theee perplexing varieties of form and 
sound, we see how unoy might be either (unuu) aa where 
(Chaucer, C. T., 11187) umyeth rhymes with &etroyeth, i.e., 
(unuueth with destruu-eth), or (unee-), aa where it rhymes with 
away = (awee-), in the Romaunt of the Rose, as quoted by 
Mr. Ellis (Ear. Eng. Pron., p. 269). In the other rhymes 
quoted in the same page, joye, monoie (also Written moneie); 
Tr&, mMzoie ; joynt, queynt ; joye, coneeye ; the Norman in- 
fluence is very perceptible. It seems then pretty clear that 
oi was either (uu) or (ee). Loi and coi, rhyming together in 
Chaucer’s Prologue, were probably (Luu, cuu), while boi, 
boy, originally (buu), appeara ale0 from King Alisaunder 
(U. 4376,7), where it is written bui and rhymes with bewye  
(which we may correct into betmaye), and h m  bei (Prompt. 
Parvul.), where it is given aa a variant of boy, to have been 
occasionally (bee). Cm& (earlier croisade) shews u for oi, 
but cressct from croiaette indicates the tendency to appreciate 
o i  &o aa e. T h e  Norman prove, pruve, proew = (PNUV) 
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appeara (w p. 22) in English as p e m e  (Ancren Riwle) and 
reproeoe (Oh) both, by theory, = (PNUV) but as English eo 
(see p. 45) generally = (ee), oe would tend to become (ee) also 
and hence Chaucer’s reproeve and repreve may both= 
(repreev.). Yet there is every reaaon to believe that Norman 
mueoe, muve, move, which similarly became meve (meev) in 
English, was also fzequently (muuv). Norman puple, m k ,  
poeple, wae no doubt originally (puupl), but when people 
h a m e  a frequent variant in English texta (though not found 
in Norman onee) and was appreciated ae an English word, it 
began to be generally (peepl), though puple (see William of 
Pdeme) was also often met with. On the other hand, it 
seeme probable that the appreciation of Norman eo, 08 ae 
(uu) may have had ita effect in producing Borne of the 
changes above enumerated as taking place in Engliah 
words. If A.S. kod, for instance, in Alfred’s time wae 
(leod or l e a )  aa Ghimm, Rapp, and Ellie would mark the 
Bound (see Ear. Eng. Pron., p. 534), and in Orrmin’e time was 
(leod or leed) how could it have become Zwd (luud), as it did 
in the 14th century (Pol. Songs, p. 135), unless the English 
appreciation of eo had become, at least in some caaes, the 
same as the Norman? The connection between Layamon’s 
beorn, a warrior, and burn, the form in Wm. of Palerne and in 
P. Pl., as well aa between cheose, chese, and choose; hf, hue, 
and Zuve, lope; leose, h e ,  and loose, etc ; may probably be traced 
to the confusion between the Norman oi = (uu) or (ee), Nor- 
man eo, oe = (uu) but not (-), and Englbh eo, oe = (ee) but 
not originally (?) = (uu). It may be further remarked, that 
though the Nor& oi = (ee), as in roi = (we), and also oi 
= (uu) as in boiste = (buust), fusoin = (huun.), were pro- 
bably well understood and never confounded, inasmuch 88 

their Merent origin, the one from e or i (as mi from reg-em, 
foie from vicem, etc.), the other from u or o = u (as eois 
from cmc-em, etc.), was appreciated, yet the distinction would 
not be at once seen by the English scribea, especially aa there 
waa a further s o m e  of confusion in the simultaneous use of 
Englieh eo, oe, as eometimes (ee), and eometimee (uu), aa we 
have pointed out. l o ,  aa the transposition of oi = (uu), has 
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been treated (p. 34) and riot, shown to be = roit = (ruut), 
but no instance has been found in which io ale0 = (ee). 

NORMAN ENGLISH Ammc oi, ou, ei, eu = (s or e). 

In caees where the above diphthongs, with their variants, 
are atonic, the rules of accentuation already laid down 
(p. 29) come into force, and, therefore, as curt = (kuurt) 
became curt& = (ksrtees.), 80 beu = (buu) would become, 
when atonic, (be) aa in b a t s  = (bstee.) or ( b a t e e m ) .  We 
are confirmed in this conclusion by the fact that the word 
bemond, found in Mr. Furnivall’s edition of Hymns to the 
Virgin and Christ (E. E. T. S.), (“and be to bemond a good 
quyer ”) haa been shown by Mr. Aldis Wright (Notes and 
Queries, Dec. 4, 1869) to be the same aa Beumond, or Beau- 
mont, and was probably pronounced nearly as our English 
word bsmoaned, or perhaps aa bemound = (bsmuund.). 
If so, the words f m t e  and kmte rhyming together in an 
English poem of the 14th century (Rel. Ant. ii, 120) would 
most likely be (fstee.) and Istee.). The modern Beachy 
(Head), Beever (Caatle), and Beachamp (Chapel), seem to 
point in the same direction. The Norman forms would be 
Beuchef, Beuveer, and Beuchamp, pronounced (Bschee., 
Bsveer., and Bstahaam.), which by change of accentuation 
and modernisation of the first e into ea or ee would become 
Beachy, Beever, and Beecham, aa they are now pronounced.’ 

It may be remarked further that, on the same principle, 
the tonic oi, ou, eu, being = (uu), and this becoming when 
atonic = (s), as shown in the notes to pp. 30 and 33, any 
combination which when tonic = (UU) would become when 
atonic = (8). Hence courage, which if the syllables formed 
separate worda would be (kuur) (aadzh), becomes, under the 
dominant power of the tonic, (ksraadzh.). So f o h n  and 
heute become (fssuun.) and (bstee.). Similarly &un, muisun, 
becomea (mssuun-). I f  these obeervations are correct, then 
Mr. Ellis’s notation of curteyaie, aileynie, companye, rewerewe, 

1 It may also be noted that B e h ,  (hi &we = Drinkwater, or perhaps 
bch ewe, fine rater, Ccrraa ( m e  E charme), d f a h ,  and Bohun, preaerve the 
tonic (uu) of the N)ormpn times. See ‘‘Notea and Queries,” fourthaerieu, No. 34, 
p. 186. 
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resoun, bocler, 8s (kurtaieii-e, vii.lainii-e, kum panice, rev- 
erens-e, repnm- ,  bukleer.), must be declined. It will be seen 
that the tonic syllables curt, eys, ie, are here pronounced exactly 
aa if no subordinating accent existed. Our theory, however, 
,requires that the first syllable shall be (kart), the second (s), 
and the third, the tonic, (i i) .  The (a), which as taking a 
secondary accent de6nee the obscure (v), appears to be jmt 
the sound naturally adopted when such a word aa curt& = 
('kvrteea) becomes English not only in form but also in 
accent, as in k u r h  of William of Paleme, or aa curtesse, 
in Minot's poems, both = (kartes). It is assumed then 
that curteysie is (kar*ts&i*), and both the subsequent spelling 
aa curtesie and the contraction into curtsy, are considered aa 
justifying the assumption. A reference to vileynie, which 
ale0 appears in both Norman and English texts, as cilainie, 
celonie, vilonie, m'lanis, gehni, and mlenie, shows the uncer- 
tainty of the atonic vowels under the influence of the tonic. 
I n  consistency, then, with this theo y, I should suggest 8~ the 
probable Norman sound of the above words, (kartssii., vilmii- 
or vekwii-, kam*pmii., rev*sren~', m u m - ,  bvkleer.). In 
giving the three-syllable worde the English accent, the vowel- 
sound of the first and second syllables would probably remain 
nearly unaltered, while that of the third, aa being atonic, 
would tend to become (81, though a modification of the original 
sound is always possible. When resoun and bocler got the 
English accent they would probably become, as adopted 
English words, (re-san or ree'san, and bak-lar), and curteysie, 
cileynie, and recerence would= (kwtvsi, vtlwi, and rev-sms). 

One or two additional illustrations of the same prin- 
ciple may be found in English patois. The Norman word 
foison (from Latin fusion-em), also written fuison, foeson, 
and fuson, abundance, waa probably pronounced (fwsuun.) 
or with the English accent (fas-en). In Porkshire 
and Cumberland it is fuzzen (Brockett and Dickinmn's 
Glossaries), showing the changed quality of the vowebof 
both syllables under the change of accent. Potkon (from Lat. 
potion-em) also written p i s o n ,  puision, and puson (Langtoft), 
waa probably pronounced (pvsuun.), and by adoption of the 
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English accent (passen). In the patois of Yorkshire and 
Cumberland generally it ia pueeen (Brockett and Dickinson,) 
in the Craven district it ispueeum, and in the Cleveland 
(Atkinson) pu&som. 

No- AND ENGLISH CONSONANIS. 

The general principle of the near approximation, if not 
identity, of the main elements of Norman and English pro- 
nunciation in the 13th and 14th centuries, wi l l  be further 
illustrated by showing that some of the characteristic features 
of modern French-its nasal m and n, its liquid gn and 22, and 
its mute medial and final consonants-were then unknown. 
In these particulars Norman and English seem to have 
agreed-as they did generally in their vowel articulations. 
These points will be taken up separately. 

NASAL m ANU n UNKNOWN ni NORMAN AND ENGLISE. 
It b remarkable that none of the investigators into the 

nssaliGy of am, an, em, en, ain, in old French, seem to have 
thought of illustrating the point by reference to old 
English of the same period-which, as will be wen, throws 
a direct light on the subject. Diez, the most illustrious of 
them-Rapp, and Natalh de Wailly, in hie interesting 
“MQmoire sur la langue de Joinville,” (Paris, lSSS), maintain 
the nasality of am, an, ain, etc., the first and last mainly on 
the ground of the interchange of en and an in such examples 
as endroit, androit.’ Mr. Ellis has shown (Ear. Eng. Pron. 

1 Since the above was in e, M Paul Meyer has contributed to the “Journal 
de la So&$ Lin@stique? e Pam” ‘ -  (3rd fascicule , an elaborate and very 
interesting dlssertabon on “An et en toniquea,” in which he arguen that when 
MI and en, which at Grst represented different sounds, began to be confounded in 
usage, by symbolisinLthe eame sound, nasality became a feature of the French 
language. He remar , however, that “ E n  Normandie, et =Ion toute probabilitd, 
dam les pays romans situL sou8 la mCme latitude, bn 6tait encore distinctde an 
au moment de la conquete de l’dngleterre (1066), mak l’asaimilation etait com- 
plete environ nu sible plw tad” This “wimilation,” he aenerts, never took 
place in the French of England. His words are “ E n  anglo-normand en et an 
sont toujours rest& dintineta, et ils le mnt encore aujourd’hui dans les mo! 
romans qui ont paesi511 dans l’anglais.” The argument drawn from “assimilation 
doen not, however, appear very conclueive when we consider that the dialectic 
changes in the Norman, as seen in wmbkr, oneanfur, antrmttre ,  pndre ,  #xznsiL 
ucmdrc,jantw (for gentils), and which gave to the English anamwre, cmchonfeur, 
anhautwe, aaaumpk, panry, jaunty, Mnpmour, amnpery, etc., and to the standard 
French awunger, awcmbbr (for ensembler), etc., do not appear to have involved 
n d i t y .  (See pp. 13-15 of this paper.) 
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p. 316, note 1) the irrelevancy of Diea’e arguments, and a 
reference to p. 13 of this paper, will ehow that am and an 
were generally only dialectic variatione of em and en, and 
cannot therefore settle the question. With regard to English, 
Yr. Ellie maintains, in various parte of his treatise, that 
thie naeal did not exist in early Englieh-and I propoee to 
ehow that therefore it did not exist in early French-at leaet 
not in the Norman dialect. 

In  a pasage quoted (p. 19) it was seen that Norman 
Normant, and Latin f m n t  rhymed together, and this from 
the tame poem,- 

Bruma tandem rerertenta 
Tost nat our Is chap ente (i 6. entb)-PoZ. &my#, p. 63. 

ae well IW that quoted (p. 40) in which the rhymes are 
p a r h e n t ,  gent, and sk id ,  ehow that u d w  both Latin and 
English confained the nasal, it could not have been heard 
in the Norman. Again, if K m t  wae pronounced then as it 
ie now, of which there ie no doubt, the fact that in Lengtoft 
(Wright’e ed. ii., 254) twenty-nine consecutive Norman 
 word^, ae gent, reprent, eemnent, pre.att?ment, parent, etc., 
rhyme with Kent, and that in an Englieh poem (Ear. Eng. 
Poems, p. 138) Kmt also rhhymee with sent, went, and 
ferment, goes far towards settling the queetion. Still further, 
if the Norman terminations ayn, eyn, in, yn, were naeal, how 
could the rhymes chamberlayn, fayn; vayn, m y n ;  cheventyn, 
aweyn; q n ,  Jin (end), in which the aesumed nasal echoes to 
the unnaeal English syllables, have been admitted ? Let ue 
examine, however, more closely, one of these c a w  ae a 
sample of the rest. In Lyrical Poetry @. 58) occura the 
couple& 

Undo mvn herb ant liht fliayrc 
And witk me from fenden win. 

is thus found rhyming with tirerinne:- 
Engin waa emn ehortened into gin and written ginne, and 

He ne honnderstod nont of the ginw 
Ac nom that boket and lop thwinm, Bd. Ad. ii. 273. 

In Pol. Songs (p. 212), we also eee gynne rhyming with 
bigynnu, blynne, and ynne. Afterwarde the word being fully 
established as gyn or gin is found rhyming with coyn ( h e )  
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yn and pyn in Chaucer’s Squire’s Tale. Then medecyn, 
q n ,  Dyuelyn (Dublin) fyn ( h e )  rhyme together (Lyrical 
Poetry, p. 89), also wine with pine, fym with schryne, 
and gardyne (gardin in Norman) Kateryne, myne, andpyne 
(Ear. Eng. Poems, p. 141), crune with motune (Norman 
motun or muton), etc. The only possible inference from these 
instances ie that no nasal n was heard in uttering any of 
thae  words, whether Norman or English. The supposition 
that the Norman naaal was forced to echo with the English 
unnasal will hardly be entertained. 

LIQUID gn AND II UNKNOWN IN NORMAN AND ENGLISH. 
1. Liquid gn.-There are two classes of Norman words 

which contain gn-one in which the g is radical, and the other 
in which it is apparently only graphic or intrusive. Seigner 
(from signare) enseigner, signger, deigner, puign (from pugnus), 
are instances of the former class, and champaigne (from Lat. 
campania, campanus), montaigne, compaignon (from Low 
Lat. cumpanium), seignur (from senior) of the latter. It 
doea not, however, appear to have been more persistent in 
the one w e  than in the other. The worde cited above are 
found tw seiner, enseiner, senefier,‘ puin, champaine, montaine, 
compainun, senor, continually interchangeable in the mme 
poem with the other forms. I n  these latter instances there 
can of course be no question about the liquid sound. 

We find, moreover, words containing simple n, rhyming 
with others containing gn, as :- 

Quar chanoynges* pur grant pynu 
Mnngent en la rynygnc.--Pd. ~Songr, p. 140. 

A qup remeindra cele @s, 
Que ]a n’arera roy ne rygnc. 

Then the variants barainne, meinne, soinne, moinne, occur 
at the same time with baraigne, enseigne, soigne, moigne. 
It is also noticeable that the proper name Charhagne 

And in the =me work, p. 184:- 

1 It is worth notice that a m f y  or &qy M the received pronunciation 
among the peawmts of the North of England. 

2 Two linen before, ehnoyncd is found- 
8ee Craven Glossary. 

De C7ramynea ont un point prig, 
qu’eu l’ordre ert bien assis. 
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occurs in the Norman poem so entitled only once with 
9, and thirty-two timw, at least, without it. In  English 
there seems even less reason, as iS shown by Mr. Ellis’s 
discussion of the point (Ear. Eng. Pron. p. 308, 9) to 
suspect a liquid gn. The Norman seiner appears thoroughly 
Anglicised in Meined (signed) in the Proclamation of 
Henry 111. (See Ear. Eng. Pron. p. 503), and meets us 
again in Syr Perceval (Weber v. 28). “ So criste mote me 
sayne,” i.e. here, blew, a common meaning of the Norman 
compound enseiner. In  Chaucer too we find Bretuigne 
rhyming with Seine (11533) and (quoted by Mr. Ellis also) 
unconstreigned with deyned. Seine, a banner (Layamon’s 
2nd text), for Norman seigne; dehyn (Robt. (31.) and dayned, 
dayneth (Dan Michel) from Norman deigner, dbiper,  also illus- 
trate the same point. The argument, moreover, from the tra- 
ditional pronunciation of proper names applies to this case. 
The noble family of d’duvergne of France claim always to 
be called it8 of old (oveern.) and Racine’s name was fanci- 
fully referred by himself to the rat and the cine (cygne) 
which he found or feigned in the escutcheon of his family. 
We remember too the adventures of the Chvalier au cyne. 
On the whole then there seems no reason to believe in a 
liquid gn in the Norman and English of the 13th and 14th 
centuries. 

2. Liquid 11.-The eimplicity of the Norman dialect was 
seen in its avoidance of double letters a8 a general rule. 
Such forms therefore aa abatre, apeler, comencer, comnder; 
feme, fame, hmne, om, bele, etc., for abattre, appeler, commencer, 
etc., may be considered as characteristic. It is important 
then to ascertain whether the ZZ, which not unfrequently 
occurs, was an exception from this general rule, and if so 
whether it indicated the liquid sound, which in modern 
French modifies the diphthong preceding it. It has indeed 
been assumed that it did, and therefore supposed (Ear. 
Eng. Pron., p. 264) that citaille, fa&, and naervaiaillp, which 
rhyme together in Chaucer (4919, etc.), had ai = (ai). 
There seems, however, no reason to believe that aille was 
sounded differently from aile (eel). In  fact, the simple 
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character of the Norman dialect is seen in the interchange 
of 11 and 1, in witai?e and dtaille, bele and belle, entailer and 
entailler, merceile and merveille, fai le  and faille, vile and mlle, 
vaihnt and uaiaillunt, etc., so that in the whole poem of 
Charlemagne, there appear to be only three instances in which 
12 wodd be liquid if the words were modern. In the next 
place these words with 11 generally rhymed with English 
words having 1, and again when the former became English 
words, they usually dropped the double, and adopted the 
single letter. Thus we we 

By threo, by foure, with his laic% 
To the ground he smut, mun faik,-Eing Alya. 1. 549. 

He hido, Sire Kying, mun fairs 
Here is y-falle a gret msruai[S,--id. 1. 590. 

and in Early English Poem, p. 137, we find fayle,  assayle, 
coumuyle, batayle, and elsewhere uayle, fayle,  etc., rhyming 
together and preserving throughout single 1, while in the 
English words battel, counsel, mameil, vittle, apparel, etc., no 
trace of the liquid I1 is found. I t  is fair then to conclude 
that the liquid 11 existed neither in the Norman nor the 
English of the 13th and 14th centuries, and this conclusion 
is confirmed by the fact that the Rouchi patois of Hainault, 
which is akin to Norman in many respech, is distinctly 
characterised both by its rejection of double consonants 
generally, and of the liquid lI especially.' 

CONSOFANTS GENERALLY PRONOUNCED BOTH IN NORMAN AND 

ENGLISH. 
It is truly surprising that the French writers on the 

history of their own language should apparently never have 
sought information on the above point-any more than on the 
phonetic value of their ancient vowels-from the English 
verse writers of the 13th and 14th centuries. 

Adopting still the method hitherto pursued I shall bring the 
Norman and English consonantal sounds into contact, and 
show that what waa true of the one waa also true of the other. 
And here we may, of course, take the English aa the test, for 

ue absolnrnent lea doubles consonnea la (the 
liquid U) change en un I ffl~e.'*-fjchrmkenburg. The Hainhaultensay 
batde, pak, kdw for bataillc, p i & ,  bwiuir, p. 66. 

" Le Ronchi, rCpugnant pr 
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it is scarcely, if at all, doubtful that as a rule the consonants, 
throughout its entire history, have preserved what we call 
their alphabetic sound, though there are some exceptional 
instances of silent letters. It will be unnecessary to quote 
proofs for each consonant. A few only of the principal will 
be adduced, reserving ch, g, j, and 8, x, s, for more detailed 
consideration. 

The instances found in the extract (p. 40), eovent, park- 
mcnt, and shent, which are typical, not exceptional, prove 
that ent waa sounded alike in both languages. There is 
little doubt then that in the Norman word0 preaknt, pkint, 
grant, errant, bahint, errcint, comant (command), mnt, funt, 
vendrent, mount, mond, mound, etc., the nt, nd, were die- 
tinctly enunciated. It may also be noticed in this connec- 
tion that the Norman verbal termination of the present tense 
-ent, and of the preterite, -erent were sounded and accounted 
for in the verse, as in these examples :- 

Pnr co dotermt les Engleis 
La gent yresehe a cele feiz, 
Que ela lur curusant sum 
Ban delai, a cel hore-hqucst of I r e W ,  . 32. 
Que pur la peen, m l o p  apm, 88 Isassrent !etrere.-Z'd. 8 q 8 ,  p. 125. 
Tres malement, J srrrmf, de le espie forbie.-Id. 

Les faus ribauu, tant fwmt maw, e ceux qe le twmf,-Id.  p. 126. 
Prea de son con, f '  e bon trmn, une h e p  fmsrmt 

But it may be questioned whether the final single t was 
sounded in Norman. If, however, it was sounded in the 
Irish name D e m t - a n d  no doubt it was-the point ie 
eettled by the continual occurrence in the Conquest of 
Ireland of such rhymes as Demnot, menout; Dermot, pout ; 
Dennot, ripelout; Dermot, vout ; with the variations Dermocl 
amout, Dermot volt, where colt = vout = (vuut). The force 
of these examples, which appears tolerably conclusive, is, 
however, much c o n h e d  by reference to the remarkable 
song usually called La pais a m  Englois, and printed in 
Pol. Songs, pp. 63-68.' We here find the following stanza : 

'' Qoi dika vow, Symon ? 
Bien tenez-vow la rai por Enart et por ~t ? 
Fout insi hardouin que voua none plw mot, 
Ne te pot besoner por vostre mileu cot." 

na Rogier SQof ; 

This singular composition (attributed to A.D. 1263), in which ordinary 
npelling. gmmmnr, and decenc are alike Bet at defiance, is nevertheless extremely 
interesting in reference to tie positiona maintained in thin paper respecting 
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Bigot pronounced here (Big&) is the key to the other 
Norman words. If, however, there were any doubt on this 
point, it is diseipated by the occurrence of Bigot rhyming 
in the next poem, which is English, with scot (share, quota) 
and pot (to tramp). It is noticeable too that in Poitevin, the 
h a 1  t is always sounded, and esprit and petit are written 
esp ’ t t ,  petitt. These critical instances, it is submitted, 
prove the point at issue in a general way. There is, however, 
evidence-but it would take too long to adduce it in full- 
that the tendency to drop certain letters in speaking had 
already begun. The combination ns was evidently dis- 
tasteful-and therefore en fans became em f e s  and transpasser 
trespasser, and later still trepmser, and even when written, 
n waa evidently sometimes not pronounced, aa we see in the 
rhyme pas, j m n z  (Conquest of Ireland), reis, neim ; tramis, 
mechins. Fs too was accounted displeasing, and the f was 
evidently silent in the rhyme arives, m$s; as well as in 
cmercheis, the plural of coperehef, a form employed by Chaucer 
(C.T. 453, Cam. MS.). The I in Es also followed the same fate 
in the rhyme pis, gentih (Conquest of Ireland). dlmteb = 
mortence = (mortuus.), therefore, makes a good rhyme with 
Jeswr in the Prisoner’s Prayer. Rs, too, in some words lost the 
r, aa in the rhyme descon$z, pin, a tendency which is also 
Men in Englieh patois in hoss or OM, fust, zoust, etc. The 
8 in st also showed symptoms of yielding in some caws. The 
early forms fist (fecit), dist (h i t ) ,  were interchanged with 
j i t  and dit, and Jew Crist, perhaps only in vulgar mouths, was 
heard a~ Jesoucrkt, thus Written in Le Chartre a% la pais aux 
EngZoois, a prose composition of the eamo date and character 

28 
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as the poem before referred to (Notes to Pol. Songs, p. 360). 
Finalf and I in some words, it may be remarked, had 
probably only a faint sound, if any, which accounts for 
Beachy from beauchef, for kercht! or k m c h  in our English 
patois,’ and also for the existence of genue and genti as variants 
of  genoul, (mod. genou) and gentil. In  geperal, however, the 
rule of distinct articulation, no doubt, prevailed-and we are 
borne out in the position that the consonants in Norman and 
English were almost universally sounded. 

NORMAN AND ENGLISH FINAL -s, -s8, -sse, -ce =(a). 
2 = (s). NORMAN FINAL s=(s) AND SOMETIMES (b). 

1. Norman and English -8, -ss, -me, -ce = (a). In a stanza 
already quoted (p. 21), we have Latin tabulis, Norman Paris, 
aud English is or ya rhyming together. The s in these 
rhymes probably had the same quality. By fixing the 
sound of one, therefore, we determine the rest. That Paris 
was in the 14th century (Paris.) or perhaps (Pariis-), seems 
probable from this line in Yiuot’s poems (p. 9). 

At ParMu take thai thaire counsaile 
and that our is, now (iz), was (is or iis), is shown by a couplet 
in p. 38 of Ritson’s Ancient Songs (date 1308). 

A thouand yer hit Mse, 
Thre hundred ful iwiare. 

NORMAN 

If then Paris waa Pariss the rhyme (Pol. Songs, p. 190) 
Paris, $our de Zis, interprets Zis as l&s = Zice=(lis or lib), 
and accordingly we find this last form in Minot, (p. 91.) 

Than the riehe floure de Z k ,  
Wan there ful litill p t iae .  

Prise, then, (which has become modernprice and prige) or 
pris, which is the more usual form, must apparently have been 
(priis); and therefore when it  rhymw, as it frequently does in 
Chaucer, with such forme aafiur-de-lys, surplys, anys, and with 

1 This word, already referred to (p. 31), may be W h e r  illustrated here. I n  
the atois diuee Norman& of the 17th century we nee that the original cuvreckf 
= (!sv.mtshe. or kav-rutshe.), haa become quevrechk = kevrechd = Chaucer’e 
kevmchf (C. T: 463, Harl. 7334) = Eng. patois kmcG or kercher. By the 
theory ere maintained (p. 68) the atonic u of cuure, uwre, cotlure (probably the 
imperative mood) ought to become (s) or (a), and hence we have in English--with 
changed accentuation-both kmer (kevsr) and met ( k a v ~ )  ; kiver is simply a 
variant of ktver, corresponding with eenefy, anefv,  ete. Xcvere rhymes with 
mere UI Shoreham’s Poems, p. 32. 
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the English r y s  (a hedge) and wyq (mod. &e), it establishes 
the similarity of Norman and English usage. It is obvious, 
then, that the Norman words service, seruiae, device, devise, 
ended also in the same sharp sound, which was therefore that 
of English aryse, rhyming with deoyse, and also with servyse 
in Chaucer’s Prologue. But is = iscre and blis generally = 
blisse show s = sse, so that is=&, isse, ice. It is hardly neces- 
sary to go through the same reasoning for final as, but it may 
be stated briefly that the contemporary use of cas, case ; pas ,  
pace ; s o h ,  solace ; trespas, trespass, as English words in E a r .  
Eng. Poems and elsewhere, proves exactly the same analogy as 
that between devise, detice, ek., and therefore shows, gene- 
rally, final s = ss = sse = ce = (a). It appears then doubtful 
whether the g sound of s between two vowels, which is heard 
in modern French, and was evidently known by Palsgrave, 
Meigret, and Beza, in the 16th century, was in use in the 
13th and 14th. Diez indeed asserts that this usage was 
ancient, but he gives no proof. We are so accustomed to 
rose and chose, with the x sound, that to pronounce them as 
rbse and CMSS, with the o short and the e silent seems 
rather startling. There is, however, little doubt of the 
fact. The words occur as ros and chos in the slang Nor- 
man poem mentioned before, and might therefore be (rm) 
and (hhas), and this is the sound they still bear in the Picard 
and Rouchi patois, where they are written ross and clross.’ 
It is noticeable, also, that in a Norman poem of the 13th 
century (Archaeologia, xxii., 315), ROSB, the town, rhymes 
with clos, and the occurrence of nosse (Ear. Xng. Poems. 
p. 1) for nose, renders it probable that Chaucer pronounced 
rose and nose (ns) and (ma).% But I must for a moment 
refer to the medial s, which was, with the exceptione already 

a Norc occurs in Chaucer, in the Prologue (162). All the Six Texts (ed. 
Chau. Soc.) give m8e 86 a monosyllable, the Harleian MS. 7334, makw it a dis- 
syllable ; “Hire nose streight,” which in notated by Mr. Ellis (Hiir nooz’e 
straikht). The reading of three of the Six Texts is “Elire no6e tretis ‘‘which 
may have been pronounced (Iiar nm tretiis.) Tretis, well-made, well-turned, is 
used by Chaucer’e contemporary, Eustache Dewhampa, in a “Viehi,” in which ht 
introd~~ee a girl singing- 

The Latin original has the o short,--riisu. 

J’ay vain yeulx, petit sourcis, 
Le chief blont, le MI traifis. 
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noted, almoat certainly sounded. It i not so eaq to show 
this from Norman usage BB it might at firat sight appear. 
When, for instance, in Norman poems, fenestre rhymes with 
estre, and &st, test, best, and honest,’ together, it may of 
coum be said that the silence of the s would have made no 
difference in the rhyme. These patmigee, however, from 
English poems, show that the s muet have been sounded:- 

We1 feor icome bi uk 
For to h e n  at thifutr.-Xiflg Em, 1136, 6. 
And aid,  ilc man that makes ferta 
Gifea first forthe the win rh.angrrt.--dlit. Em., 47. 
For Cadace wag a ferly beat, 
Thriea set teth wan in his tute.J-K. dZiwundur, 7111,2. 

The sound of the medial 5 is also distinctly proved by our 
English words of the m e  period-now written tester, custom, 
waste1 (gateau), roast, hoetelry, master, coat, epistle, a~ ale0 
esquire, escutcheon, escape, eschalot (shalot), esm’toire, espoeure, 
espy, estate, scarlet, dcour, scarce, scum, scroll, seafold, 8chaol, 
study, stuf, scald, scar, stencil, etc., in all of which we have 
retained the s which the French have lost, but which wm 
sounded in the 13th and 14th centuriee. 

2. Norman x = s  = (s).3 In  early French, x was not BB, 

apparently, in Latin = CB or gs, except perhaps in a very few 
words. Thus pax became in Norman p a u  =pais, p&, p, 
etc., which latter forma are found in English texts, rhyming 
with words which had the sharp English 8. So vox and cmx 
became in Norman v o k ,  vois; cruiz, croia, croisse, and in 
Engliah @oh, croia, mois, eroice, and then voice and mods. In  
like manner, we find interchanged solux and ao~as,  p h n c e  
and pohance, auxi and aussi, tex and teue (such), rozinol 
and roasignol, exemple and essemple, examplaire and essamplaire 
(whence English oample and sampler) ; and hence, too, we see 
why dew, dous, faux, fau8, become douce = douse, fausse = 
fause in the feminine. 

1 Pssqnier, who died in 1616, at the age of eighty-seven, tells M that the 8 
haurts wm sounded in French when he wan a young man, hut had g d d y  
become silent. 

322), the N O ~ M  rhyme gate, Icstr, whioh h 1 We also find in Pol. Songa 
intereating an ahowing two wor (t equally treated, one of which ha# 8h0e 
while the other has retained, the original 8. 

si6iement Iort et 6gal ir pn doable r.”--Burguy, i !NO. 
3 ‘‘X 6 oiralait (in the 13th and 14th wnturied), h 8 pl’OnonC6 SWC Ul 
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That the 
Norman s waa generally sounded as 8, is clear from the 
innumerable instances in which they are interchanged, or 
rhymed with each other, 

3. Norman a = 8 = (a), and occasionally (ta). 

Thus we h d -  
Mea Meiler le fie EmriZ 
Le jor enporta le p . w . - ~ u u t  of Irckmd, p. 96. 

Mea nant O’Bian eeteit oceia, IJ rreia ne aunt portis.-(id.). 
A Chastel-Knoc, a eelefai 
De Connoth i out li riche r&.-p. 84. 

while the participles ending in ea are written with es, and 
the adjectivea ending in w with us. The numeral duae, 
d ~ a e ,  douse, in which the e is constant in Norman, to dis- 
tinguish it from doux, dowr (two), waa converted in Eng- 
lish into dou88e, as we eee (Pol. Songs, p. 190). 

Tho the K p g  of Framce y-herde this, anon 
Anaemblede he ia dourrs pen everuchon. 

In Robert of Gloucester (ed. Hearne, i. 188), we find the 
word changed into dosse, written dwee in the Arundel MS. 

Lygpr of Colonye and a1 M) the dow ere 
Of France were there echoa, that 80 n h e  were and fern. 

The two words dossepers are frequently found in the com- 
pound form hasrpers, apparently showing that s, sz, were 
considered aa =ss (a), and that the final e in duoe was 
sounded. 

But e, also, occasionally ta = (tB) in Korman. The peculiar 
word fitz for fils, which is nearly as difficult to explain ;t8 the 
English watj for was, is founded apparently on a fahe analogy. 
In  very early French it had become usual in forming, by 
addition of 8, the subject-case of nouns whom last radical 
letter waa t, to leave out the t, and to write a in the place of t s ;  
80 that, for instance, from mot (a word) waa formed mots, writ- 
ten moe. ‘ I X e  wage extended itself by an erroneous analogy 
to other ca8e~, and even to that of h, so thatfifils (a son) waa 
written $2, aa well as $jib. As .#is waa interpreted, in the 
13th century by fits (see Lyr. Po. p. 55) “le fitz Marie,” 
“ le fitz Dieu Jhesu,” it is not impossible that in moz and 
other words of similar formation the e = (ta) ; a conjecture 
which is confirmed by our finding gents, frounta, and the 
abnormal gauntli, for gens, frouna and 8auna. 
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NORMAN AND ENGLISH ch = (tan). 
There is much reason to believe that the Norman ch, 

unlike the modern French ch, was (tsh) like the English 
ch of the same date (Ear. Eng. Pron., pp. 314, 5) .  This 
appears to be also the opinion of Diez (i. 448), though Rapp 
(quoted in Ear. Eng. Pron., p. 509) dissents. Proofs from 
ancient texta are very rare. We have, however, in L f e  of 
Edward the Confessor, p. 29, the following- 

varying with enteechez in another place. But there are 
marked traces in the Norman patois. In  the department of 
La Manche, it is so common to pronounce ch as tch, that 
Le HQricher (i. 20) tells us that the district might be called 
le Pays de Chenna, from the tendency to pronounce chenna 
(that) as tchenna, and he also cites tchien (for chien), Tchid- 
bourg (for Cherbourg), etchineus (for kchineux), as ordinary 
pronunciations (i. 32). In Jersey, too, depatchi (d&p&cher), 
tchean (chean, that), etchelk (kchelle), tcherrue (charrue), 
tchique (chaque), point in the same direction, as well as tchiel 
(ciel), itchi (ici), t c h  (cela), in Poitou. There is then the 
strongest probability that in this respect also the Norman 
and English pronunciation was the same. 

Une fille avoit mut bele, 
Ben mtetclrcc damnkele. 

NORMAN AND ENGLISH j = (dzh). 
The authority of Diez (i. 400, 402) and Mr. Ellis (Ear. 

Eng. Pron., p. 314) supports the above hypotheis as regards 
Norman, though Rspp dissents. The p&nt Norman patois 
(Le Hkricher, i. 30) testifies to the same conclusion. Gwce 
(brebis), gipoutrer (foutrer), jangZer (mentir), joster (plaisan- 
ter), are heard among the peasantry aa dgerce, dgipoutrer, 
@angler, dgbster. On them authorities and evidences, then, 
we claim the right here, too, once more, and lastly, to identify 
Norman and English pronunciation. 

Dr. Weymouth, too, in his excellent edition of !I% Cart& of h e  (p. 87). in 
referring to the rh mee mgge and j iqge ,  remarks, ‘ I  that the French soft g (=j) 
wan not in the middle ages sounded as at present, but rather an we sound it, and 
like the gg in Italian, is shown by the Greek form of hwyium-itaelf only the 
Latin form of a French WOrd-dpmfiov.” Montfaucon Pal. Gr., p. 424. Cf. also 
English jelly andjmnet with gel& and genet. 
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ENGLISH MEDIAL 3 ,  h, gi.-Without attempting to contest 
the strong body of evidence adduced by Mr. Ellis (Ear, Eng. 
Pron., pp. 209-214), to show that gh in the 16th century had 
a decided guttural sound, or his natural conclusion that this 
sound wm a tradition of that of j or h of the 13th and 14th 
centuries, we are led by a careful examination of the actual 
usage of those centuries to doubt whether the guttural was then 
generally heard as the representative of the 3, h, or gh, in 
the South of England. I n  the North it most probably was. 
This doubt arises from the fact that words theoretically con- 
taining the guttural frequently rhyme with others in which it is 
certainly absent, and that the same word is frequently written 
by the =me author either with or without it. Now, we find 
in early texts, as in the Debate of the Body a i d  Soul, of the 
13th century (Matzner Alteng. Sprachproben, i., pp. 92-103), 
these rhymes-nyt, syt, knyjt, Zyjt ; seyje, b e ,  tceyje, ey3e ; 
out, woujt ,  noujt, thou$ ; schroud, proud, cbujt, oujt; envije 
(i.e., envie), spie, cumpanije, folye ; crije (i.e., crie), dlarie, 
cumpainye, abye; in which, and especially in the Norman 
forms, it is difficult to believe that any guttural could have 
been heard. The same mixture of Norman and English 
rhymes is seen in AlZit. Poema-ply#, delyt ; byje, cortaysye ; 
quyt, ty j t  ; a h ,  innogh ; and in Sir Gawayne, dkcrye, syje ; 
yje, studie; hyje, corteysye, wyfe; also in King AZkaunder- 
maid&, Asyghe; spye, dqyghe; cryghe (i.e., crie), Darie; 
eyghe, eontreye. In Voz and Wolf (Matzner, i., pp. 132-136), 
we find the same ignoring of the guttural in the rhymes hey, 
m y  (mod. high, nigh); bi-thout, i-brout (written also bro- 
hute, rhyming with sohute); mut, i-brout ; i-mu, h u  (Le., 203 or 
byh, laughed). In Rob. of Gloucester, too, we have yizov, 
drow; ynou, drou; ynowe, sbwe; ney, hey; as well as nej, 
skj; zoithdroj, ynoj. Finally, we have in Chaucer ynowe, 
mtce (mod. rough) ; ynough, avow ; ynough, now ; you, y-?iow ; 
also retenue, HugJM; mebdie, yhe. In the presence of ynouyh, 
a m  (inuu., avuu-), who shall say that where ynougfi rhymed 
with h g h  (which we have just seen is found as Zou) and with 
many other words in -ough, it had not the same sound, and if so, 
where shall we stop ? I t  is clear that when out rhymes with 
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noujt, this latter word must be (nuut), and that when &lit, 
which we -know was (ddiit.), rhymea with ply#, this must 
have been (pliit). Against these facts, and it would be easy 
to multiply them, there is nothing but later usage to be 
opposed. The the0 ry ia plausible, certainly, but hardly SUE- 
cient to induce us to believe that doghter, which we find in 
Dame &rig (Matzner, i. 112), of the 13th century, as douter 
(just aa we find in the wme poem be-thwte, nout, wrout, thout, 
abut, i-bout,  etc.), was anything else than (duu-tar) in 
Chaucer’e mouth, though it might be (daukh-ter) in Gill’s; 
or that the noutt, no$, nout of the 13th century, and the nouht 
of Chaucer, was (nooukht), as Gill has it (Ear. Eng. Pron., 
p. 313), in those earlier times. Is it poasible that the influence 
of the Norman, in which no suspicion even of a guttural, 
scarcely even of an aspirate, was, as far as we can judge, 
known, may have had an influence in silencing, in the 12th, 
13th, and 14th centuries, the original Enghh 3 ,  h, or gh, 
which the Normans would have found it particularly diilicult to 
pronounce ? It seems impossible to imagine them pronouncing 
crie and delit (criikh and deliikht), as they must have done if 
the 3 or gh in crije or cryghe was intended to be sounded. 
Hugh they certainly pronounced Hue = (HUU), as we see in 
“ Sire Hue de Bigot ” (Pol. Songs, p. 70). 
ENGLISH th. This combination was probably both graphic- 

ally and phonetically unknown in Old Norman, though the 
Bound may still be heard (see p. 18) within a very limited 
area in Jersey, in a few instances. It- is ale0 found in the 
Poitevin of La Rochelle, and Schnakenburg tells UE that in 
Courtieols, a village of Champagne, chapeau is pronounced 
tha$ and c h u d ,  thau, ‘ L  un son tout semblable au th anglais.” 
It is curious to see how the Norman poeta shirk the th when 
it mum in proper names. Benolt, in his Chrmique de Nor- 
mzndio, generally quotes Northampton as Nwhamtune, 
Southampton as Suhamtune or Sudhantune, and Marie de 
France spells South Wales as Suhtwules. Benoft, has also the 
forms but more rarely, Northamtun and Suthamtun, as well 
as Norfwke, Northfolke and Sufolk. 
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SPECIAL WORDS PROBABLY DERIVING THEIR PRONUNCIATION 
FROM NORMAN INFLUENCE. 

These provincial utter- 
ances’ are probably echoes, or nearly such, of the original 
Norman sound, and have a plausible explanation in the 
doctrine of accents, expounded p. 29. The Latin spirit-us 
became, by exceptional displacement of the accent, and 
addition of e, espirit, esperit, both, probably, by vitiation of 
the atonic syllables (es’p8riit.). Hence, by throwing off the 
intrusive initial, and accenting in the English fashion, we 
get sperrit, or spurrit, the word constantly employed in the 
South Lancashire patois. So mircicul-urn became French 
(maraacl-), then English merracle or murrucle. Low Lat. 
squireLw, French esquerel (a-qwerel.), became in English 
aquerrel or sqruurrel, and low Lat. sirupp-us, first, French 
ysserop (ismuup.), and then English serrzy or sump (sarap). 
Sir. This common word, one of the oldest in the language, 

waa probably pronounced in the 13th century very nearly 
or quite aa it is now. The Norman sinor, senor, is in the 
subject-case sire, and sir. It is found several times in a 
sort of slang poem published by Jubinal in his ‘‘ Jongleurs 
et TrovBres,” and entitled “ Le privikge aux BrBtons,” 
as “ Biaus Sir,” also ‘‘ Sir Hariot,” etc. I t  also occum under 
the form of ser (sar) with seres and serys (8ar‘BB or ears) in 
the plural, in the “ Coventry Mysteries.” 

Bzltcher, plidden, c2iSAimz.-By the theory here adopted, 
these worda, coming from Norman boucher (bstaheer.), boudin 
(bediin-), couasin (kssiin.), would be, after English change 
of accentuation (batsh-er, pad-rm, kas-sn or kash~n), and 
thus the patois of the North, where these sounds occur, 
would be accounted for. 

Quereater, puirister. This now obsolete word wae well 
known aa late as the 17th century, and its history aptly 
illustratee the general theory. The Norman primitive was 
pueor (from Lat. chor-us), which k found literatim in ‘‘ Ear. 

Them were once the received sounds. ‘‘ Spirit nnd miracle were once pro- 
nounced a#r-tif and mkr-racle. Sir-up, still pronounced mr-rup, may be 
munded regularly without pedantry.” 

Sperrit, merracle, sqtcerrel, surrup. 

Smart’s Dictionary, Introd., p. xxii. 
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Eng. Poems,” p. 82 (“alle the canouns of the queor”), and 
again (p. 124) as qwer (kweer), rhyming with neer ( “ d e  
the queristres in that qwer.”) The Noman form of the 
derivative is querestere (kwer.ssteer.) or (kwarwsteer’), and 
hence its English pronunciation with changed accent ewer*- 
atsr) or (kwar-istsr). 

Colo7lel= curnel. (Smart).--This word, of which various 
fantastic derivations have been given by Wedgewood and 
others, is deduced, on the authority of Scheler and LittrB,’ 
from colonelle, the leading column of the regiment. Colonells 
=(kal.snel-) becomes by a dialectic interchange of E and r, 
coronet = (kar-snel.). Coronel is the form exhibited in the 
Rouchi patois, and also, when it first appeared as an English 
word, in Holinshed. By loss of the short atonic it then 
became cornel= (karnel-), and with English accentuation 
(kar ad). 

The Norman cinc (mod. cinque) is also written 
sink (Kelham’s Norman Dict.), just aa we find it in Shakspere’s 
sink puce (siqk paas), the dance so called, and as we now pm 
nounce it in “Cinque Porta.” Other Norman numerals as (888) 
now (ees) for un, d4us (duw), trei (tree), quuter (kaster), eis 
(siis), set (set), oit, wit (uut), noef (nuuf), dis (diis), unee (uuna), 
dusze (duus or duufss), are found in English literature or in 
common speech, aa card-playing terms, though the vowels 
have in some instances changed with the timea. 

Lastly, we notice that the 0 yea ! 0 yes ! 
of modern times, is probably a traditional echo of the Oie8 = 
(OJW) hear ye ! of the old crier of the Court in the days 
of the Conqueror. 

Though it is no part of my plan to trace the connection 
between Norman and English pronunciation further, yet a 
brief reference must be made to the pronunciation, both 
French and English, of the 16th century, which Mr. Ellis 
has 80 ably and ingeniously treated, and which he considers 
aa a normal development or continuation of the old pronun- 
ciation. Howevcr this may have been (and the subject is too 
wide to open), it would appear that in the 16th century the 

M i m h  derives the word in the same way. 

Numerals. 

0 yea? 0 yea ! 
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French u= (yy), &=(a;), eu= (eu) sometimes, at others=@), 
the Liquid ZZ and gn, the nasal m and n, the silence of numerous 
consonants, and the sounding of final e-characteristics which 
we failed to detect in the 14th century-were all known at  
Paris. In England at  the same time there were prevalent, if not 
universal, a = (a or aa), ai, ei = (ai) and also (ee), eu = (eu) 
and perhaps (yy), u long = (yy), oi = (ui), the sound of gh 
as (kh), and e final mute. Some of these points are doubtful, 
but Mr. Ellis’s arguments for most of them are certainly very 
strong, though, especially in the case of long a and long u, 
not altogether conclusive. It is, however, no part of my 
programme to discuss them, except in reference to a general 
principle which it is important to state and illustrate, especi- 
ally in the case of French. The French language of the 
16th century seems to have di%’ered from that of the 14th 
mainly in this r e spec t tha t  the phenomena of the latter 
were the results of an instinctive internal impulse, uncon- 
trolled by any dictation from without, occupied in the work 
of creating a language, while those of the 16th century were 
the results of the native, spontaneous development, working 
under the interference and control of the spirit of criticism. 
The language was, indeed, virtually complete in the 14th 
century, but now critics, both grammatical and ortho- 
epical, had arisen who thought that they could mend it. 
Hence, not satisfied with observing and recording what 
was, they assumed the function of ordaining what ought to 
be. Spontaneity and natural impulse had, for instance, made 
Lat. fmt-um, diet-um, aZt-us, deb-ere, debit-um, regalim-en, 
into fait or fet, dit, haut, dever, dete, royaume, but the critical 
purists condemned these forms as not indicating the etymo- 
logy, and, therefore, they did the work over again by writing 
faict, dict, hault, debcoir, debte, royaulme. 

On the same principle the orthoepists seem to have acted. 
“hey, too, aimed at  setting things right. To them, as purists, 
it was intolerable that ai, or eu, or oi, should represent a 
single sound. Then, of 
course, together they ought to be (ai), and so with the other 
diphthongs, which, according to Mr. Ellis’s analysis of the 

Was not a = (a), and i =  (ii) ? 
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French 16th-century sounds, were au = (au), 8u = (eu), etc. 
Then there was final e. If it was there, why should it not be 
sounded, especially as it had always been usual to sound it, 
whenever necessary, in verse ? Accordingly, e final was at this 
time commonly articulated,l and though in the 17th century it 
fell away in prose and common speech, it became thenceforward 
de rigueur to muid it in verse. The French long u, a h ,  
arising probably from a refinement in the pronunciation of 
long eu or iu-both, by theory, in the 14th century = (uu)- 
aa e, u, or i, u, had become established in the 16th century as 
(yy). All thew modifications (and more which could be 
adduced) bem upon them the stamp of the critical purist- 
the artificial improver of nature. 

In some such way we moy, perhaps, account for certain of 
the special pronunciations of English in the 16th century. 
The critical spirit of the Renaissance united with the imitative 
instinct in bringing in, for a time, the French u = (m), the ai 
= (ai), the eu=(eu), etc.; as well aa in restoring the ancient 
articulation of gh, 80 that we may amme, in accordance with 
Mr. Ellis’s views, that fair in Shakspere’s mouth was (fair), 
$Ute (flyyt), f i  (feu), and night (nikht) ; though some people 
still said (feer, h u t ,  niit). Whether age was then generally 
(aadzh-e), is another question, which can hardly be considered 
as definitively settled by Mr. Ellis’s investigations. 

THE FINAL e IN CHATJCER. 
No perfectly satisfactory conclusioh with regard to the 

h a 1  e in Chaucer can be arrived at until we know more 
accurately than we do at present what the original text of 
Chaucer was. The texts, aa we have them, though dieplaying 
on the whole a remarkable agreement in the spirit, present 
an equally noticeable diversity in the letter; and as this 
question is altogether one of the letter rather than of the 
spirit, it cannot be set at rest until we are able to my, with 
some show of authority, what Chaucer actually wrote. One 

A curious passage in a fragment on French pronunciation, found in Lambeth 
Palace Librar and quoted by bfr. Ellis, shows very clearly the difference 
between Frenct and h g h h  ““ge at the date (1528) of the MS. f’.h.” says 
the writer,..‘.‘ou lengloia dit, goode breade, le fraucois diroit go o de, m. deben, 
et breade, u1. allebca. ’ 
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thing is sufficiently obvious on the most cursory examination 
of the six texts, so admirably set before us at one view in the 
Chaucer Society’s edition ; and that is, that the Lansdowne 
MS., which contains a t  least twice as many instances of 
final e as the Harleian 7334, could not have represented the 
original text, if this latter does.’ I f  the one is “Chaucer,” the 
other, apparently, is not. No authoritative canon, then, for 
the pronunciation of final e, can be laid down until some ap- 
proach has been made to the determination of the true original 
text. Without, however, waiting for this decision, speculation 
on the point in question is both allowable and desirable. Two 
theories at least are admissible. The one is that apparently 
entertained by the majority of the authorities,-Tyrwhitt, 
Guest, Geaenius, Child, Ellis, Morris, etc.,-namely, that 
in the English of Chaucer’s time the final e was aa a rule 
pronounced, and that its quiescence in verse under certain 
circumstances was due to poetical licence. The second, 
supported by Nott, Price, and others, is, that as a general 
rule, and in common parlance, the final e was silent, but in 
verse composition might be sounded whenever the metre re- 
quired it. According to the former theory, such words as 
mete,  veyne, eke, name, place, were dissyllables ; manere, vertue, 
corage, envie, hethene, trisyllables ; and melodie, curtesie, 
auenture, hethenesse, nightingale, words of four syllables ; and 
any curtailment was an accommodation, licence, or corruption, 
aa the case might be. According to the latter, the words in 
question were generally pronounced, as far aa the final e is 

1 The fact would aeem to be that the Laoadowne scribe triea to be vcry correct, 
and hence his conscientious addition of the e in cases where it was needed by 
grammar, t h q +  not by orthocpy. Not content 
with uniformly appending the e to the dative cnse of nouns, he adds it, 88 if by 
analogy, to which and at& also. The writer of the Harleian, 7334, on the other 
hand, very often omits the dative 6, M unnecessary. A few instances will illustrate 
the difference between the two- 

in  suche lycoure--iS the floure in swkh licour-is the flour. 
of whiche vertue- of which vcrtue 
with swete brethe-holte and hethe with awete breeth-holte and heeth 
in the Ramme in the Ram 
of Ingelonde of Engelond 
It is probable that the former wnbe never intended the c in these cmes to he 

sounded (except, perhups, in mete)  and that the latter by his spelling in- 
tended to indicate that it wan not. 

H e  even goes to extremes. 

Lamdown. 861. Harleian, 7334. 
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concerned, very nearly aa they are at present-though the 
utterance of the final e waa perfectly allowable in verse 
whenever required by the exigenciea of the composition. In  
the one caae, the utterance of final e was the rule, or law; in 
the other, the exception, or licence. Each of these theories 
ie camistent with itself, and each of them covers the whole of 
the question at issue. 

In supporting-though not without heaitation-the latter 
hypothesis, mainly on the ground of the apparent usage of 
both Norman and English writers of the end of the 13th and 
throughout the 14th century, it may be aa well to give, in 
the hat place, a brief account of Dr. Nott’e and Mr. Richard 
Price’s Views on the subject. 

Dr. Nott’s theory, aa expounded in the Introduction to his 
edition of Surrey’s works, ie that neither Chaucer’s vmtm 
nor those of the authors who preceded him were intended to 
be read with metrical precision, but with what he calla 
m r a l ,  rhythmical cadence.” This theo ry he maintains,-and 
very ingeniously,-on the ground that each verse waa divided 
into sections (such as we see ipdicated by bars in the Ellea- 
mere and other MSS.), and that theee sections were severally 
complete in themselves and were to be read as such; the 
second hemistich being, he asserts, often begun with a capital 
letter, as if to indicate its independence of the first. On thie 
hypothesh the first verse of the Prologue would read thw 
(BB marked by himeelf) : 

And the eighth : 
Whh th&t iprll 11 wrth hYa w h 6 h  I d t e .  

HSth Yn thi! BBm his halt c o h  Irbnne. 
He further remarks, “ It remains yet to be proved that the 

use of the feminine e, such as i here (ie., by Tyrwhitt) con- 
tended for, waa then established in French poetry. It seem to 
me that it waa not ;” and in concluding hie discussion, aeeerta 
that, “ with a single exception (in Occleve), he had nowhere 
met with a single rhyme to justify the notion that the fhal e 
(which we properly call e mute) was ever pronounced.” 
These last assertions are somewhat daring, no doubt, but 
nevertheleee there is much that ia ingenious and probably 
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true in his general theury-the result of which would be to 
dispose of a large mmber of the cases in which the e is 
sounded by Tyrwhitt, etc. Mr. Richard Price (Preface to 
Warton) ale0 opposes Tyrwhitt by assuming a totally differ- 
ent the0 y. He contende that when the accent which, in A.S. 
words, denoted the long vowel, waa disueed, “the Norman 
scribes, or, at least, the disciples of the Norman school of 
writing,” added an e, which was not intended to be pro- 
nounced, to denote the original sound of the word, or, to use 
his own expression, “attached, aa it were, an accent, instead of 
superscribing it.” “From hence,” he adds, “has emanated an 
extensive list of t e r n  having final e’s and duplicate consonants, 
which were no more the representatives of additional syllables 
than the acute or pave accent in the Cheek language is a 
mark of metrical quantity.” In these words he indicates 
his conviction that generally the formative e waa mute both 
in Norman and English. He illustrates hie position by 
showing that A.S. har, sar, bbt, stdra, etc. (in which he con- 
siders the a = (oo)), became b e ,  sore, bote, stone, etc ; that, 
aimhrly, rkc, Zu, gbd, schr, became reke, Iqe, go&, shhure, (mod. 
shower), and c c  hence the majority of the e’s mute on which 
Mr. Tyrwhitt has expended 80 much unfounded speculation.” 
This ingenious hypothesis, it is at once seen, while it may 
account for the e in words which in A.S. had the radical 
vowel long, does not explain those in which it was short, as 
gra3 or grave from A.S. grcef, &l from &I, blade from bhd, 
etc. ; still it covers a large number of ca8es.l “he eminent 
Hickes, it may be added, and Rask after him, had no clear 
notion how or when the “ feminine e ” was sounded in A.S. 
words. Dr. Weymouth, too, in the “Foreword” to his 
edition of the CmteU of Love, says, ‘ I  I have nowhere, either 

1 Some light may perhaps be thrown on this sub‘& by investigations into 
Platt Deuhh dialects, (LB for instance into that of keoklenburg. of which rn 
account is giveu in b‘Orammatik des rnecklenburgischen Dialektea iilterer und 
neuerer Zeit,” b Karl Nerger, Leipig, 1869. In another book (Veranch einer 
plattdeutschen gprachlehre mit besonderer Verilclrsichti~g der mecklenbur- 
gischen Mundart) on the same Platt Dentsch dialect, b J. w u s ,  the following 
paasage occurs.showing aremarkable rnalogybetween decklenburgish and English, 
-“ l)a das Platte wenigsylbige Worter liebt, und daher nie verliingert sondern 

ewohnlich verkilnet so w i d  das e gerne ausgestoasen : Hase (i.c. in High 
%utcb) = Has (in Platt Deutsch), EO auch allemal das 96 dea Particip.; getrunken 
= drunken.” p. 8. 
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added or cut off a final e :  or even by any kind of accent 
marked such an e as necessary. My theory is, that wherever 
the final e represents a final syllable in A.S., it may-not 
m u s t b e  sounded." 
On a review of the whole subject, as so learnedly and 

elaborately discussed by Professor Child and Mr. Ellis, it 
may, perhaps, be thought that they have treated what is 
assumed to be Chaucer’s usage too much as if he were the 
inventor of his own method of writing, and without sufficient 
regard to what was established by the example of previous 
writers. We must, however, presume his thorough acquaint- 
ance with the literature of his age-both French and English, 
and hie adoption, for the most part, of established usages. 
The iambic measure in which he wrote was that commonly 
employed by all the writers of the age in both languages. 
Their rules and their licenses were his also. A brief ex- 
amination, then, into the treatment of final e, both by Norman 
and English poets who preceded Chaucer, may help to throw 
some light upon this difficult subject, and possibly lead to 
the inference that neither in Norman nor in Xnglish of the 
14th century, was it necessary or perhaps even customary to 
pronounce it, though it may be allowed that previous to 
the reign of Edward I. the practice of both was tolerably 
uniform in requiring it to be sounded. 

It appears to have been rather too hastily assumed by 
Professor Child,’ that “the unaccented final e of nouns of 
French origin is sounded in Chaucer as it is in French 
verse ;” though he adds, ‘‘ exceptions are, however, frequent.” 
In  these words he evidently intends it to be understood that 
the laws of French versification in the 13th and 14th 
centuries were the same as those of our own time ; yet 
the reference to “frequent exceptions ” destroys the value of 
his rule: for the modern French versification admits of no 

1 Quoted in “Early English Pronunciation,” p. 348. 
2 Mr. Ellis and Dr. Morris also consider the argument from modern 

French versification valid ; and the former hrther maintaina “ that 88 the French 
u final, which haa now disappeared, waa pronounced in general conversation 
BB late as the 16th century,” “it  must have formed part of the rhythm of 
the French veme~ with which he [Chaucer] was well acquainted.”-Ear. w. 
Pron., p. 329. See, however, p. 76 of this paper. 
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exceptions, as may be seen below,’ but those which it has in 
common with the ancient. That the Norman poet, while at 
perfect liberty to sound the final e whenever hie verse re- 
quired, had the alternative of not sounding it, may be seen 
from the following examples, taken from “ The Conquest of 
Ireland,” and from “Lyrical Poetry,” both of the end of 
the 13th centtlry :-- 

(1) La &ms I l o re  od sei I menout-Conq. of Irelond. @. 6.)  
(2) En & I manere Dermot I li reis 

(3) Par I mtme I tute I sa gent.-ib. (p. 4.) 
(4) E I la &me I mande I ad.-ib. (p. 5. 
(5 )  La hmfc I que cil I firent 1 ‘ndi~.-ib. [p. 5.)  
(6 F’ur I saf2mme I que per I du out.-& (p. 6.) 
(7{ Cum I li reis I de hey I mstcre 

Sur hi I vint en I tele I cMnere.-ib. (p. 7.) 
(8) Vera En I gle tae  I p m t  I la mer.-ib. (p. 15.) 
(9) De li 1 me (ne ?) voil I ici I retraire 

Cum el I fu pris I ne en qucls I manere.-id. @. 20.) 
(10) Quy a I la dam I de a I rays.-Lyr. Poetry. @. 1.) 
(11 Certes I quejmrns 1 Zwit.-ib. 
(121 Qefstnma I mespreyse 1 en sulk I manere.--id. (p. 3.) 
(13) De tie le chosc I tenir I grant pns.-ib. 

La da 1 me prist I n ce I le fek-ib. (p. 6). 

De cw 1 teyaie I soit for 1 banp-ib. 
Qy ui  I 9 n i d  I de fern I me dLst.-ib. (p. 4.) 
Avnnt I dmoi I oupa I rob aweve.--ib. @. 5 . )  

To these instances, a few from Langtoft’s Chronicle, of the 
14th century, may here be added, with the remark that the 
versification of this author is of the same type as Chaucer’s, 
though each verse contains two syllables more than thotje of 
the Canterbury Tales. 

(17) Dew le tot w!aunt, ke ceel e W e  crea.-(Wright’s ed., i. 2.) 
Ke homme %e t a r e  venuz en tnrc revertua-id. 
La nzce dome Lavine enchanntn lareenus.-(p. 4.) 
Emint est Engleterrc ke avannt fu Brettanye.-(p. 233.) 

In all these instances we have a mute final e, which would 
be inadmissible in modern French poetry, where the recog- 
nition of the final e b a law of the metre. No modern 
French poet, I believe, could have written, ‘‘ En cele manere 
Dermot li reis,” (2) as an iambic verse of four accents, 
making “ en cele )’ the first foot, and “ manere )’ the second ; 
nor have employed “quele” (9) as a monosyllable. Com- 

1 ‘4Tout.e syllabo compte dans le co du vers, m8mc Ye muet final, B moina 
n’il ne soit suivie immddintement ? une voyelle ou d’une h non aspi rk”  

tuichernt, “ TraifP de uaailfcation frmpisc,” p. 3. The only word that I have 
been able to find in which h a 1  e is d e n t  in modem French verse is m w r e  
and this ia 8ometimes written emor. 

29 
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pare, for instance, the usage of IA Fontaine ((‘La Maison 
de Socrate.”) :- 

QwZb maison pour Iui ! l’on y tomait B peke. 

Te’euc qa’elle est,” dit-il, elb pat 6tre pleine.” 
where quelle, telle, and elk, are dieayllables. There is little 
doubt, indeed. that the exactneae and formality of modern 
French veme is not a tradition of the middle agea (though 
the sounding of hal e is a characteristic of the oldeat French 
verse), and, therefore, that no deduction respecting Chaucer’s 
versification can be safely grounded on mch an assumption. 
We rather conclude that Chaucer worked after the Norman, 
or rather Anglo-Norman, pattern of hie day, which, how- 
ever, was much less strict than that of the “French of Parh,” 
and accordingly we recognize in his v e m  the same kind 
and degree of freedom which we find in theirs. The instancea 
given above, and they are by no meam exceptional, show 
that there was no b e d  and positive rule for sounding 
final e in Norman vem. D a m ,  for example, which in ‘( E 
la dame” (4), and generally throughout this poem, is a 
monosyllable, in (2) is evidently a dieapllable. Cek, a h ,  
aa appears from the instances in (2,) is one syllable or two, 
at the will of the writer. Without, however, dimussing 
minutely every significant word in the above pafmges, let UB 
select, for more ‘especial illustration, dame and numere, both 
of which are frequently found in Chaucer. AS has been 
already said, &me appesre generally in Norman veree aa 
one syllable ; and we are therefore prepared to expect that 
Chaucer uses it in the =me way. h d  such is the case, e.g. 

I‘ Plat au ciel que de vrais amie 

Of themperouridougbter dcrms C U E ~ U O C ~  (C. T., 4671). 
Hudame, quod he. ye may be glad and blithe (C. T., 6162). 
Fur, madame, we1 ye woot what ye han hight (C. T., 11636). 

These are only a few out of many instances which in their 
turn confirm the Norman usage, and warrant UB therefore in 
assuming that the hal e in &me was only very exceptionally 
eoundcd, and under stress. We are warranted therefore in 
assuming that it would be silent at the end of a line both 
in Norman and English ; and, consequently, in pronouncing 
the Norman words mtame, blame, and fame, which rhyme 
with it (in Lyric. Poetry, p. 2),l as (entaam’, blaam, faam), 

See the text in Append& p. 97. 
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and the Englieh words blame, same, and shdme, which rhyme 
with mudam (in C. T. 377, 3953, and 16377), as (blaam, 
mam, shaam).' One step more leads us to the conclusion 
that in common apeech, and independently of the exigencies 
of the verae, thew worda were pronounced as monosyllables. 
I f  this conclusion be once admitted, it is difficult to say 
where we are to stop, and why all other words in -me, as 
well as those in -be, -ce, -le, -ne, -pe, etc., should not be 
comprehended in the uaage. Without, Lowever, for the 
present, preaaing this conclusion, let us proceed to some 
illuatrations of the use of the second word, m u w e .  This 
word in (2) is evidently a diasyllable, and therefore may be 
such in (7), where it rhymea with Leynestere, a word of 
the aame form aa Engletere, which nearly always appears as 
a trisyllable, while the simple word tere is scarcely, if ever, 
anything but (teer). In (3), Leynestere has most probably 
the h a 1  e silent, through the caesura1 pause; if, however, thia 
is sounded, then tute must be a monosyllable. Uheatere (i.e. 
'Ulster), alao, it may be remarked by the way, rhymes (p. 105 
of the poem), with frere, which is sometimes a monosyllable 
in Chaucer. The extreme probability then is, that manere in 
(7)  was a dissyllable, and also that fere (or faire), guerre, 
banere, with which Leynestere rhymes in this poem, were (feer, 
geer, beer . ) .  The probability that manere was (maneera), is 
almost increased to certainty, when we further observe ita 
behaviour as an English word, which may be seen in the 
following instances :- 

(1) "her ir mani m a w  fmta 

(2) And of un? msdtere 

(3) .Four manere joyen hy hadde here 

(4) Al oncknowinge tha) hy were 

(6) Tlarf or a clerk made on this manare 

Al is solas and d e d u t a . - M  of Cbknypo, M. p. 149.' 

So is the natwre.-King Em, Y. p. 217. 

Of hyre mne 80 lef an dere.-Shoreham'apoeas, M. p. 261. 

H mnkede joye in hare manm.-Shoreham, M. p. 263. 

"his Vera of metre that is writen here.-Eampotc, M.  p. 289. 
In  all these instancea, there can then be little doubt that 

1 8 h w  appears 88 #hum in Havelok, 1. 66 :- 

f Thin referema and the othenr marked Y. are to Miitzner'e Altenglische 

In gode bnrwea, sod Jwr-jrulm 
Ne funden he non pat dede hem ahum. 

Sprachproben. 
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manere was (maneer.) in two syllables. In (1) the spelling 
decides the question. I n  (2 )  mestere is only another spehg 
for mester (the proper Norman form), which we find in 
Chaucer (610), and therefore allows m u w e  to be (maneer.). 
In  (3) the metre excludes a third syllable. I n  (4) and 
(5) ,  as were and here were generally monosyllables (see 
Chaucer, passim), manere probably was a &syllable. We 
cannot) therefore, but infer that in (138, 139)- 

And peped hue to counterfete c h m  
Of court, and ben eatatlich of 

munere was (maneer.), and chere (tsheer). On the whole, 
it is doubtful whether a single instance can be found in any 
English verse (there is not, apparently, one in Chaucer,) in 
which munere is required to be a trisyllable. It may be ques- 
tioned, then, whether Mr. Child’s emphatic w r t i o n  (quoted 
in Ear. Eng. Pron., p. 365), that the “hal e of cheere waa 
most distinctly pronounced” (that is, in general), can be main- 
tained. The A.nglo-Norman worb, especially, with which 
it rhymes in Chaucer, as frere, matere, cleere, repeire, almost 
certainly had the h a 1  e silent. This argument, if valid, 
must also be decisive against the similar case of the English 
&ere, on which Mr. Child also relies aa a teet word, but which 
rhymes with frere, manere, matiere, cheere, cleere, appeere, and 
is therefore most probably (deer). As a subsidiary argument, 
it may be noted that manere, matere, together with banere, 
riuere, an well ae the English words mllere, h e r e ,  etc., were 
very early spelt without the e, showing- that it had not been 
generally considered necessary to express the sound. Space 
will not allow of the examination of the c88e8 in which other 
vowels precede the termination -re, but it would not be difiicult 
to show that they were included in the =me category; and 
the general conclusion therefore seems to be the opposite of 
Mr. Child‘s, and, that “ e h a 1  was generally (not) pronounced 
after r.” 

It will be impossible to go through all the letters of the 
alpbaht that preceded the final e, but one special instance of 
-& mu& be mentioned. The word crede, as an unaltered 
Latin word, changed from a verb into a noun, might cer- 
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hbly  have been expected to retain its diesyllabic pronun- 
ciation. It occurs in ‘‘ St. Dunstan” (Ear. Eng. Poetry, p. 35) : 

To teche him eke his bileve, pater noeter and crude, 
pe ehild wax and we1 ipej, for hit moate ncda ; 

and seemed at h t  a decisive instance, settling ilea the pro- 
nunciation of ne& as a diesyllable. In  ‘‘ Audelay’s Poems,” 
however (p. 70), it is found distinctly rhyming with dred, 
showing that the conclusion WBB hasty, and that it was ueed 
88 a monosjllable, as also, not unfrequently, wae nede, even in 
the form ned. 

The final e preceded by a vowel or diphthong requires a 
brief discussion-and the more because the question of 
“ bad ” or ‘‘ false ” rhymes in Chaucer, at3 referred to by 
Mr. Furnivall (“Temporary Preface to the Six-Text 
Edition,” p. 108-9)) ia very much connected with it. Mr. 
Furnivall, in stating the diiEculty hypothetically, wishes to 
know, “ if in Chaucer’s undoubted worke mal-a-dy-e or cur- 
te i - ie  ia four syllables,” how ‘‘ y-e or i-e, proved by deriva- 
tion to be a two-syllable termination, cazl rhyme with y or the 
pronoun I?” All  here dependa on the if, and the question 
admits of being put in another way. ‘( If ye or ie are mono- 
syhbic terminations, why should they not rhyme with -y or  
the pronoun I? ” Consistently with the argument adopted 
above, it will now be assumed that the latter hypothesis ie the 
true one, and an attempt, at least, made to prove it. On 
the queetion of “false rhymes” generally, a remark may 
not be inappropriate in thb place. A rhyme is addressed 
eaaentially to the ear, not to the eye, and cannot with pro- 
priety be d e d  ‘‘false,” because the symbole which repre- 
sent it to the eye are not literally identical. If the rhyming 
combinations clearly echo to each other, we get a proper 
ear-rhyme, even if, through ignorance, bad taste, or care- 
leaenesa on the part d the scribe, there is no satisfactory 
eye-rhyme. I f  the ear-rhyme ia good, he meane right at all 
events, and the rest resolveti itself into the vexed queation of 
spelling. The eesential point, however, is the sound, not the 
spelling. The general position, then, here 8ssumed, is, that a 
Pnal e preceded by a long .amel or diphthong is absorbed and 
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not goun&d, though whenever the metre is stringent, it may 
be sounded.‘ This rule will be illustrated first by Norman, 
and then by English usage. 

1) De cor I t y s i e  I soit for I banys--(“ Lyrical Poetry,” p. 1). 
2) Desons 1 la j o i e  I de pa I rafs-@. 4). 

(3) Douce 1 amie, I wiez I certeigne*-(p. 11). 
4) Quar I ele est I de j o i e  I fonteyn-(p. 12). 
5) Mult le I ralw I curteis I ement-(“ Conquest of Ireland,” . 14). 1“) Lc duk I de Nor I mendye, I William I le Con I querour-rhngtojl. i. 410). 
7) Cel houre I en Nor I mendye I du se 1 cle quant I p a r t a e ( i d .  p. 434). 

t 

These instances, the number of which it would be easy 
to increase, will serve to illustrate the usage ;3 and the argu- 
ment is, that if the final e was not sounded in the middle of 
the verse, where it might be needed, much less likely is it 
that it would be sounded at  the end, where it would be 
super0uous. W e  may conclude, then, that in Langtoft 
(i, 434), the rhymes Normendye, abbye, mestrye, clergye, mye, 
cyc, navye, barouuye, etc., would have -ye = (ii). 

The 
instances in which, for example, Murie waa = (Marii-) are 
numerous in our early poetry. The 13th cqntury rhymes 
cri, Mari (“ Fifteen Signs before Judgment,” Matzner, p. 29), 
tnaistri, N a r i  (“Fall and Passion.” &I. p. 126), accredit the 
usage, and show the probability that Harie was two syllables in 

and 

which is further confirmed by our finding cri, merci, and crie, 
mercie, indifferently employed as rhymea in “Fifteen Sips,” 
etc., M. p. 124 and 121. We also findjoye as one syllable in 
St. Margarete (ed. Cockape, p. 27), tholie as two (p. 23), 

This Norman usage was also current in English. 

Seinte Marie, levedi briht, ( I ‘  Five Gaudia,” M. p. 51) 

Seinte Nu&, moder milde, (ib.) 

1 This assertion bas been previously made in the note to p. 21, and the opinion 
of Professor Muasafia cited in e o n h a t i o n .  

2 In this and other similar cases, it  may of course be objected that the division 
in conformity with the t 

but i t  must be remembered that such an arrangement would complete1 disturb 
the accentuation, making for instance m i  a short and 6 a long syllable. The 
first syllable, too, of amie=(amii.) would be f o r d  to bear a stress which does 
not belong to it. 

3 On the other hand, in the following instances, the e appem to have been 
pronounced- 

En VOB I tre ga I ranti I e w e t ( “  Edw. tAa Confessor," p. 26). 
En Nor I mmdi I e par I 88 g u e r e ( “  Cotzpwt of Irelund,” p. 13). 

though in the last instance the caesura1 pause would warrant our treating Nor- 
mandie as three syllables. 

e of the verse, ought to be 
D O ~ W  aTmie I seiez I certeipe, 
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and envye as two (p. 30) ; and many other such cases may be 
found in Ear. Eng. Poems. Similarly, crie, thi, by; thi, Ermo- 
nie, by, are found respectively rhyming in (( Tristrem” (M. pp. 
235, 236), merci, inwardlye, licheri, gautelye, in “ Metrical 
H~milies” (M. pp. 281, 283), and Barbarie, hardy, in “Alis- 
aunder ” (M. p. 244). 

The numerous instances of words ending in -we, as morzce, 
sorwe, faltce, arwe, galwe, halwe, which also appear as rnorowe, 
morewe, sorowe, sorewe, halowe, halewe, etc., are probably to be 
brought under the aame category, and pronoun& accord- 
ingly, with we = 20 = (uu). Professor Child speaks (Ear. 
Eng. Pron., p. 344) of the final e having been ‘( absorbed by y 
or W ”  in play, M y ,  herberto, widow, widfo; and thus indirectly 
testifies to the validity of the pripciple here maintained. 

But we now turn to Chaucer-and on an examination of 
the Prologue and Knight’s Tale in the Six-text Edition, I 
have not been able to find aix instances which fairly contradict 
the position assumed. The following certainly confirm it. 
To ferne Aalwea (Corp., Pet , Lam., hlowes) kowthe in sondry londes-EMes., 14. 
To take owre waie (other MSS. w y )  )are as I towe devise--Lnnsdowne, 34. 
And eke in ahatte araie (other NSS. array) pat pci were inne-Lmzsdotone, 41. 
He nevere yet no wileynya (Cam. and Lana., welany) ne sayde-Ellemere, 70. 
A sheef of pecok arwes (Pet. arewed bright and kene-&’lle8wrc, 104. 
I n  curteaye waa sette ful moche hire Iste-Cbrpus, 132. 
ffor jough a widewe (Elles. wydwe, Laos. widowe) hndde nought a seho-&p., 253. 
His etudie (Lana., study) was but litel on the Bible-Ma., 438. 
To seeken him a chaunterie for soules-Xarleian. 510. 
A whit cote and [a] blewe (Elles. and Cam., blew) hood wered he-Barleian, 564. 
And he began m t h  right a merie (Cam. and Laus., mery) chere-Harleion, 857. 
And in his hoost of cltivalrie the flour-Ellcsmere, 982. 
That Emelie, that fairer waa to seene-Harleian, 1035. 
Bot in prison he most dwe! a2wm.e (other MSS. alway)-Lansdowne, 1360. 
Of muladie the which he hath endured-Barleian, 1406. 
An egle tame, as eny Zylie whyt--Iiarlckn, 2118. 

These instances fairly represent the case. In  no one of 
them is the e after a vowel or diphthong phonetically signi- 
ficant. W e  may then safely conclude that melodie, hostelrie, 
companye, chyvalrie, curtesie, were all words of three, not of 
four syllables. Curtesie, for instancc, appears to have been 
= (kar-tssii.), and was probably the aame (46) where it closes 
the verse as it is (132)‘. 

The reading of (132) in the Six Texts is as follows :- 
In nrrteiaie was set ful muchel hir list-EZicrwe. 
In curtekye was set ful muchel hir 1 i s t B m g w r t .  
In  curtcyrie WBB set ful meche here lyst,-Combrulge. 
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If, however, these conclusions are admitted, it seems difficult 
to see the force of some of the arguments which have been 
adduced on’the score of l1 false rhymes” against the authen- 
ticity of the Romaunt of the Rose. The instancea quoted ae 
such are reducible to four typical c h s  : (l), worthy, curteak ; 
(2) be, nycetie; (3)  joye, concey; (4) a w e ,  d e b m i r e ;  (5)  
manaee, m. 

The first caae has jut been disposed of; the second hm 
be+n referred to by Mr. Ellis (Early Eng. Pron., p. 262), 
and in this paper it haa been shown, by the application of the 
rule of the equivalen3e of transposed diphthongs (p 52), that 
ie may, if required, be treated as equal to ei (= ee); the 
third is accounted for by the fact that the Norman oi = 
(ee) ; the fourth by aesuming Norman ai= (ee); and the 
fifth by the constant interchange, aa has been shown (p. 67), 
of 8, sse, ce, and se, all = (a). The scribe of the Romaunt 
then had reason as well aa rhyme an his side, though it 
might be proved, perhaps, that he waa not an adept in 
spelling-a fault with which a11 the scribes of the exieting 
texta of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, are, if not equally, at 
all events considerably, chargeable. It should, however, be 
remembered that canons of ‘‘good spelling” for the 14th 
century have not yet even been formulated. 

The w e  of 8, -me, iw, ce = (8) require to be further con- 
sidered and generalized. I t  has been shown (p. 20) that 
grace and space were written, not unfrquently, gram, 
grae, grasse, spaas. Wm, too, and grm, appear as w m e ,  wace, 
grmse, while we also find busines interchanged with besynesse, 
goodm with goodnesse, goddes with galdesse, blis with blbe,‘ 

In curtcsys wan Bette fnl moche hire leate--cbrpus. 
In curfeuye wan set fa1 mochel hire l€8te--~0tWWfh.  
In curfedis was llette ful muchel her late-hna-. 

In curtme was eett al hire lest 
while the Harlcian 7334 alone has 

where the final 6 requires to be eounded, with the effect of improperly empha- 
sizing wm. 

BIU and b l i w  are constantly interchangeable. Such as the following, 
from a y m  in Atwodah Liferaria, p. 90,are by no means uncommon: ‘‘On worlds 
bliuc, t at nout ne last ;” and four lines a h r ,  “ On worldea biir” Biir occurs 
also once besidea in the poem u the acc. caw, and bl im four times more o the 
nom. ; and in all five lnstancea the 0 is mute. In AUit. pocmS,p. 2, we have 
“ wyth-outen apotta ” rhyming with nof, and a dozen lines onward, wyth-outen 
spot ” rhyming withfit. 
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iwis With iwisse, etc., showing s = esse. The -sse then of 
hethenesse and worthinesse, as well aa that of preaae and gesse, 
etc., may be taken ae = (a). But observing further a 
similar interchange of spot, p o t t e ;  in, inne; gin, ginne; pyn, 
pynne;  it, itt, itte; wit, witt, witte; eat, eatte; toil, wille; wel, 
wek, we&; chyn, chynne; blin, blinne; than, thanne; whan, 
whanne, etc. ; also ramme rhyming with cam (Lansdowne MS., 
v. 548) ; we may venture to enlarge the observation, and to 
w u m e  that, in general, when a double consonant is follozced by 
e, the e may be mute, and hence that wwre, sonne, ironne,’ 
nonne, cappe, telle, ha&, bledde, fedde, may be often sounded 
aa if h t t e n  wer, son, iron, non, cap, tel, had, bled, fed. Many 
exceptions may, no doubt, be found, but the rule seems to 
be very extensively applicable. 
In farther illustration of tmme of the points of this argu- 

ment the following rhymes deserve consideration. They 
are mostly derived from Southern writers antecedent to 
Chaucer :-HG, iw&se (“ Sarmun,” Matzner, p. 117) ; his, 
bliaee (ib.) ; a-cuntis, i-wisse (ib.) ; beste, lest (“ 15 Signs,” 
etc., M. p. 122) ; tak, quake (ib.) ; none, ston (p .  123) ; riche, 
ilich (ib.) ; spech, zareche (p. 124) ; Austin,  f ine  (ib.) ; rise, 
agria (ib.) ; wae, grace (“ Fall and Passion,” M. p. 125) ; snowe, 
ithrow (ib.) ; Lucifer, were (ib.) ; hore, ilor (ib.) ; forbede, red 
(ib) ; app-l, wille ( p .  126) ; Arimathie, honuh (p .  127) ; face, 
waa (ib.); none, Jon  (p. 128); i-wisse, blis (ib.); over-cam, 
name (ib.); preche, tech (ib.); clere, sopper (“Land of 
Cokaygne,” M. p. 148) ; gote, wot (p. 149) ; pure,  odur (p. 
150); therbi, nunnerze (p. 152) ; ricer, stere (ib.); danger, 
yere (ib.) ; m t e ,  abbot (ib.) ; milke, silk (ib.) ; kynedom, 
come (Fbbt. of Gloucester, M. p. 162) com, nome (p. 
163) ; Eond, understonde (p.  168) ; lond, honde (ib.) ; here, 
power (“ Shoreham’s Poems,” M. p. 260) ; bost, goste (ib.) ; 
londe, fond (p. 261) ; manyour, creature (p. 263) ; seet, ete 

1 The cases of m e ,  ircnnc, are perhaps the moat doubtful :,f these instances. 
Sonw in Chaucer ie generally a dim llable, but in “ A Sormun (v. 198), we find 

where it i13 an emuance, not a rhyme, with m. Ircnne may be paralleled by 
inows (Kmght’B Tde, 274), 

where the inflexional e is silent. We ale0 find in “ Fall and Pawion,” w. 89,91, 
y-cm end for-br for ymren and forlorem. Cf. also from above, hare, itor. 

Hevesith in %ri$ir than the m m  ; 

1-e ful deepe and ech of u8 to other ; 
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(“ Metrical Homilies,” M. p. 279) ; manhed, dede (ib.) (cf. 
the next couplet nede, goddhede); bridale, schal (ib.); balde, 
CUM (ib.) ; feste, strangest (ib.) ; dede, godhed (p. 280) ; 
Adam, ham (ib.); forsake, tac @. 281); merci, inwardlye 
(p. 282) ; time, him (ib.) ; and in the same page him, tirn. 
To these instances of rhymes which, according to the 
hypothesis already discussed, must, if fizllrl e was sounded, 
undoubtedly be faulty, may be added a few single words of 
two contemporary forms, one with and one without the final 
e. Thus $n, $ne; frut, f ru te ;  red, r&; ned, nede; holi, 
holie; Zevedi, Zevedie; joi, jo ie ;  mani, m a d ;  Rert, herte; 
muri, murk; dred, drede; ten, tm; wend, ccende; hir (hear), 
hire; ben (to be), bene; mak, make; maistri, ntaistrie; angus, 
angusse; lac, hkke;  s o h ,  s o h a ;  p h ,  p k ;  cas, c a w ;  
gin, ginne ; degre, degree ; bisines, busynesse ; nkhes, richesae ; 
curteisi, curteisie; etc., etc., are forms which are found, not 
only in Werent texts, but often in the same page of the 
same text. 

It appears then from these various considerations, (l), that 
the French versification of the 13th, and especially of the 14th, 
century manifested the kind of licence which we find in the 
contemporary English ; (2), that this licence consisted in the 
option of making final e a separate syllable or not at the w i l l  
of the writer ; (3), that this uncertain practice of the earlier 
Norman and English writers would probably be the pat- 
tern of Chaucer’s ; (4), that, therefore, we should expect to 
find dame, bbme, gram, cheere, frers, dere, neb, etc.; inne, 
had&, wille, witte, joye, crie, aa monosyllables ; manere, matere, 
mestere, appeere, pegree, Hank, mercie, richese, as diasyllables ; 
and curteisie, vili?ynie, enemye, hethenme, etc., as trisyllables ; 
which appears, with but few exceptions, to be the case. 

But it may be fairly objected that this interpretation of 
final e L only possible by overriding all considerations of 
grammar-by treating the inflexional e, however arising, as 
of no phonetic value. If, however, we do this, it is because 
the 13th and 14th century writers furnish the reason. The 
dative e, for instance, is very often suppressed in the Ormulum. 
We find ‘‘ i hus,” unnderr had and lif,” “ bi word,” “ bi b d , ”  
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i f l~mm,”  ‘ ( 0  boc,” ‘(off stan,” aa the usage, and cc withth 
worde,” ( ‘ 0  boke,” etc., as exceptions. We assume, there- 
fore, that the dative e in thew words was often neglected, 
and therefore that, grammatidy, word = ccorde and boc = 
boke. Without dwelling on these or numeroua other in- 
stancesin the Ormulum, Glen. and Ex., eto, we take “A 
Sarmun’’ (Ear. Eng. Poem, pp. 1, etc.), a poem desig- 
nated by Dr. Stunen-Becker (on English dialects) as (( pure 
muthem, though,” he adds, “exhibiting mme orthographi- 
cal singularities,” as a specimen of the later part of the 13th 
century. In IT. 165, 7, we find the rhymes ‘‘he sal wend,” 
“to jur end,” in which, by rule, wend should have the 
e of the infinitive mood and end the e of the dative case. 
Compare these verses, however, with vv. 10, 12-“ ther 
commith ende,” (( we schulleth wende.” Ende is here the 
nom. case, and the e is formative, not inflexional ; therefore, 
ende may = end and wende = wend, as in the former 
example; which is the more probable, inasmuch aa wend 
is twice found as infinitive in other parts of the poem. 
Again, in w. 6, 8, we have ‘(in boke-to loh.” But if 
Orrmin’s boke = boc, the probability is that conversely 
boke = bok, and loke= lok in this place. Then there is 
“that nie nojt his-lif in blisse,” showing that if blisse 
waa meant for a dative case, (though it is often used 
aa a nominative) the e waa mute, and that s8e = s, as 
before made out. Then aa to the plural e of adjectives, we 
have (w. 41,43) (( saltou (shalt thou) se thar-we ajt be ware,” 
which last word is the plural of war, but the rhyme shows UE 
that it was = war. In v. 8, we see (( The Czsde beth so lolich to 
loke;” where the (‘inflexional e” is evidently silent in dede and 
wanting in lolich. The inflexional e, kLerefore, was not neces- 
sarily sounded, though, of course, it might be, on occasion. 
In  the northern writers it waa almost uniformly neglected. 
An instance or two may here be quoted from one of them. 

Mr. Elli~, in his quotation from Hampole (Ear. Eng. Pron. 
p. 415), thus marks the notation of the passages cited;- 
‘‘ than a beate-es sene Zeste,” (dhan a bee& ea Been leest), 
“stand ne crepe (infin.)-cry and wepe (infin.),” (stand ne kreep, 
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krii and weep), ((on this manere-is writen here ” (on dhis 
maneer’ is rwee’ten Heer), “ of owe birth-and na midhe,’’ 
(of uur birth, and naa mirth), “naked and bare-eal we 
hethen fure ” (naaked and baar, sal wee Hedh-en faar). 
aS this question of the inflexional e is the most important 

point of the argument, it may be well to supply a few ad- 
ditional instances, in which it does not appear to have been 
sounded. 

Plw‘al a@. The dcdc beth BO lolich to 1oke.-Sannun, v. 8. 
IA$ a4 .  Tbroj prier of ure m e t e  levedi.-A@m Sym, etc., 2. 

,, Margarete his ymge doulter.--St. Margarete, 6. 
Comparatiue. An hqere name ic nom.-Id. 70. 
Superlative. H e  waa J a c o b  gunkeste sune.-ffm. and Ez., 1909. 
Dat. ease. In to the b l k  that was on hei.-&mnun, 92. 

,, Of a1 the time fram jer to jere.-Id. 100. ,, Quane he waa in to Eggipte sold.-ffcn. a d  Ez., 1906. 
1~1. mood. Sal crie, tak wrech of sinful man.-Sarmun, 124. 

And helle sal &me, thou salt &.-Id. 134. 
G&. I f .  To pne that WBB ibudded here.-Id. 48. 
Bed. Tense. For as i etyge, 60 hit sal be.-Zd. 168. 
Post Tenae. He 

,, A n K n  the made the kinges bred.-Id. 2048. ,, He makede for hie deol ynou).-St. Margarete, 16. 
That ibore were of Marie.-Id. 62. 

et and Mia2 that wilde der.-Gcn. and Ez., 1976. 

P. Part. 
Aa the omission, aa well as the ineertion, of the inflexional 

e is a part of the argument, the following instances deserve 
notice. 

Plural dj. Tho wex her bertes nithful and bold.-Gm. and Ez., 1917. 
The dede beth 80 lolich to 1oke.-Sannun, 8.  

Dcf. &. The w i M  wede that waa abuk.-Id. 49. 
Dat. aing. The Jacob hadde mad im in pd.-Gen. and Ez., 1966. 

,, At here drink and at here me1.-Id. 2062. 
Taketb p d e  hede, men, to jur md.-Sarmwz, 167. 

In$ k. And to the devil he sul wendTId. 84. 
,, Ther nis no htnge that hit mm tc2.-Id. 191. 

These instances from poets of the 13th and earlier part of 
the 14th century will s&m to show-may we not say wn- 
clusively ?-that neither the stringent nil- of modern French 
versification, nor the assumed necessity of sounding the in- 
flexional -e, apply, as a k e d  rule, to ante-Chsucerian 
English poetry. Unless, then, it can be shown-which has 
not been shown-that Chsucer departed from established 
usage, and adopted a scheme of his own, there Beems every 
reason to believe that he would work on the pattern mpplied 
him. A brief examination of the fimt eighteen lines of the 
Prologue will illustrate the general argument. 

Employing then the testa afforded by-(1) the usage of 
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Norman poets in the 14th century,-(2) the rhyming in 
English poetry between words with, and others without final 
e,-(3) the interchmge of forms of the same word with or 
without the e,-(4) the “ cmaural or rhythmical cadence,” we 
may endeavour to interpret the usage of one of the Chaucerian 
scribes, without, of course, identifying him with Chaucer 
himself. The text employed, as easily accessible, is that 
given by Dr. Morris, from the Harleian MS., 7334, in his 
edition of the Prologue, etc., in the Clarendon Press Series. 
(See the text in Appendix, p. 98.) 
(l)-ApriZle. By the theory in p. 90, ille = il, and therefore 

Aprilh is = (Apritl-), or we may read, “Wh% that 
tiprille ” as an independent hemistich. 
(2)-Swoote, roote. Ignoring the inflexional e, whether plural 

or dative, swoote, roote = (swoot, root). 
(3) -Xarek ,  veyne, vertue, holte, nature, koutk .  The e by 

general usage is elided before a vowel, and before huth. 
(4)-Swete. This must either be admitted as an exception and 

read (sweetw) or the whole verse read by Nott’s theory, 

The bracketed letters are not in 
the text and we may read therefore (breeth, Heeth). 

As -re and -er are frequently interchanged in 
Norman poetry, where we find for instance Octobre and 
October, we may read tendre as tender. 

“ Whh ZSphYrhs I ezk-wYth his swete breEth 
(B)--Breeth[e], heeth[e]. 

(6)-l’endre. 

(7)-jonge. 
(8)-Sonne, ironne. By theory (p. 9 0 )  these words may be = 

son, iron = (sun, irun.). 
(9)-Halfe. The e, though probably inflexional here, may be 

sounded or silent at pleasure. It is found neither 
in the Ellesmere nor Lansdowne M6S. We may read it 
without the e thus- 

This must be read ( J U ~ )  aa an exception. 

Hith in thi? Ram I hls hdf cCiirse lrdnne. 
(lO)-Smuk. The e is probably, but not necessarily, to be 

sounded here. The word is etnal in the Lansdowne MS., 
usually so profuse in e’s. If the e is neglected it may be 
read thus- 

And--smZle foFlL I mSki?n mi9WMle. 
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(Il)--dielodie, $he. By the theory stated (p. 86) the e is 
absorbed in the long accented i of ie. The f h t  word 
then v?ould be =(mel*sdii-) or (mel*di?) and the second, 
(ignoring the h) = (iQ. 

(12)-Hcre. This word is by general coneent a monosyllable 
in Chauccr. 

(13)-T/iaaize. By theory (p. 90) this word = than = (dhan.) 
(14)--Struitnge. This word seems to be exceptional and to 

be read (straasndzh*s). The Lanedowne MS. hae 
strrinrigere with the final e silent. 

(15)-Fer1ie. An exceptional instance. Norman ussge would, 
however, allow of its being read with the e elided 
before h, but Dr. Morris’s conjecture thatferne =ferrene 
(cf. “of ferrene londe,” Luy. 5328), enables us to read 
the line thus :- 

(Ts feren or fern xa1uu.w huth  in m d r i  londw). 

(16)-EnrIe, coende. See p. 92, for the reason why ende, wende, 
may = (end, wend). 

(17)-Seeke, seeke. Neither word is entitled to exceptional 
treatment. 

(18)-Vere.  This word, like here (No. 12), is scarcely ever 
a dissyllable in Chaucer. 

W e  have here in all 26 instances, excluding those in 
brackets, of final e, of which six are silent by elision before a 
vowcl, or huth; and of the remaining 20 all except swete, jonge, 
smale, struuiige, and perhaps feriie, are accounted for, more 
or less satisfactorily, by applying the testa adopted. It would 
hence appear that, taking these 18 lines as a sample of the 
whole of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, 4 large majority of 
the final e’s wcre not necessarily sounded by the readers 
of the IIarlcian MS. 7331. This conclusion, foundcd on ex- 
tcrnal arguments, might, however, be modificd whcn h t e d  
further by Chaucer’s o m  practice, should wc ever be able to 
distinguish it from that of thc various Chancerian scribes. 

Thcrc sccms thcn some rcmm to bclieve that the utterance 
of final e was in Chaucer’s vcrse tho cxccption, its silence 

Each may therefore be = (seek). 
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the rule, and that u. ~h.;vi;ical superseded, when thought ne- 
cesaa y or advisable, even grammatical considerations. 

On the whole, then, it appears that, unless when required 
by the exigencies of the composition-and then exceptional 
usage was freely allowed-the evidence before us fails to 
show that the final e was ordinarily pronounced in English 
verse of the 14th century, while on the other hand there is 
a strong presumption that in the majority of instances it may 
have been silent. 

Finally, it may be observed, that the uniformity of Nor- 
man pronunciation all over England in the 14th century, as 
attested by Trevisa,l and the growing tendency at that time 
among Anglo-Norman writers to treat their final e a8 
phonetically insignificant, may have had a considerable in- 
0uence (as Mr. Skeat2 has suggested) in reducing the English 
final e to silence. 

The principle which it was intended to maintain through- 
out this paper, namely, that the Norman and English pro- 
nunciation of the 13th and 14tb centuries w~ substantially 
the same, and that they illustrate each other, has now, it is 
submitted, been in a general way made good. 

The apologies which I owe my fellow members for the 
numerous errors which I am afraid may be found in the 
details of this long dissertation, I beg, in conclusion, to 
present in the words of an old Anglo-Norman poet :- 

Ore pri chescun qni lit e ot 
Ciste treite, Ben aumn mot 
Mesprein, kil lamender voile ; 
Km nest horn ki ne sumoile. 

1 “Hyt semeg a gret wondur bong Englysch pat y~ pe burp-tonge of 
Englyschemen, and here oune longige and tnnge J S  so dyvers of soon (mmd)  in 
pis ylond, and pe longnge of Normandy p comlymg (a stronger) of anopcr loud 
and hap ova mature awn pmotig all I R ~  gat aprkej hyt ntyjf in &ngehd.” 
Zhisa. (Morris’s ‘‘ Specmens, p. 339). 

2 See his intereatin Fmy on Chancer’s versification (prcfixed to the Aldine 
edition of Chaucer, ”3. I.), in which he confirms Price’s theory respeeting the 
6‘ orthoepic ” character of the final e in such words 88 bore, bonr, lyre ,  etc., and 
also contends for the quiescence of the 6nal e in a majority of the words derived 
from the Norman. 
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APPENDIX. 

SPECIYWE OF CONJECTURED PEONUNCIATION OF N o w  AND ENQLIEE IN THE 
1 3 ~ ~  AND 1 4 ~ ~  CBNTUBIEB. 

I. NORMAN-FRENCH OF THE 1 3 ~ ~  CENTURY. 
From " Specimens of Lyric Poetry," collated with Harleian MS. 2253. 

Amour de femme moun cuer entame, 
de fere un poy enveysure, 

Pur eauver femme de tote blame, 
chescun devereit mettre cure ; 

Pur lamour dc une dame, 
que tot le mound en terre honure, 

Que femme esclaundre e met en fame 
ne vint unqe de bone nature ; 

a veyr dyre, 
Qui de femme dit vilepie, 

certes ea bouche empyre. 

Beaute de femme passe rose, 
qi le vodera bien iuger 

En momde n'i a si douce chpose, 
en leaute pur bien amer. 

Mea j e  certes bien dire le ose, 
e ei meatier soit prover, 

Qe maveate e en faun reppose, 
fet soventlemme des o h  lemer, 

Qy femme dampne par trmm 
certa ea noreture dort. 

a tort, 

amuur dn feem muun kuur entaam 
d8 feer uun puu en'vesuur 

puur sauver' feem ds tuut.n blaam 
taheakun. devreet metrs  kuur 

puur lamuur duun.8 daam 
ke tuut In mound en teer onuur 

ke feem esklaardre met en faam 
U 8  viint umkn d8 bun n&EtUW 

a veer diir 
ki d8 feem diit vzlenii 

sem-  ea bnutsh empiir. 

bstee. de feem.8 par8 r38 
ki 1s vudra. ben dzhsdzheer. 

en muund ni a ei duus.8 taws 
en lrrtee- puur ben mneer' 

mees dzh8 seertea. beri diirn hs 
e si mesteer wet praveer 

ke muveatee. keen faus r s p w  
feet mvent. feem dees uuls l emeer  

a tart 
ki  feemu daamma par t m u w  

sertea 8 ( ~  n a r k  dart. 

11. NORMAN-FRENCH OF THE 14m CENTURY. 
(The beginning of Pierre de Laugtoft's Chronicle,' from Cottonian MS., 

Juliun A. v.) 
Dew le tot pussaunt, 

Ire ceel e terre crea, 
Adam nostre pere 

homme de terre fourma, 
Naturaument purvyst 

quant il o r b  
Ke h o m e  de terre venuz 
en terre revertira, 

Cil Deu ly beneye 
ke ben motera 

Coment Eugleterre 
pnmea comenza, 

E urq~aipr imea  
tretaygue homme Iapela. 

duun 1s h u t  peaaa8nt 
ke see1 e teer crea* 

admrnostr.8 eer 
om de teer &mw 

nataraument. parviist' 
kaasnt id ord ine  

kom dn teer vwnuun' 
en teer rsvertira. 

ciil duu lii bnoee. 
ke ben eskwterw 

koment Erglstaer 
pritmea kame- 

e puur kee primes. 
Brsteen. om lwpela. 

The original text is in long Lines of eleven or twelve syllables. It ia here 
divided at  the p a w  for convenience of printing. 
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111. ENQLISH OF THE 1 3 ~ ~  CENTURY. SOUTHERN DIALE~X. 
(The beginning of the " Owl and the Nightingale," from Cottonian MS. 

Calig. A. ix.) 
Ich waa in one numere dale 
In one suthe disele hale 
Iherde ich holde Fete tale 
An hule and one nittingale 
That plait WBB stif and starc and strong 
Sum wile s o b  and lad a mong 
And aither a)en other iwal 
And let that wole mod ut al 
And either wide of otheree cunte 
That alre wmte that hi wunte 
And hare aod hare of othere eonge 
Hi holde phi  mthe stronge. 

The nijtingsle 9 igon the speche, elc. 

iitah waa in oore  suumw daal 
in ooEe 8uudh.s &.el ~ s a l  
iherd iitsh hold8 greehi t a d  
aan uul and w n ~  niitingaal. 
dhat pleet WBB stif and stark and sttoq. 
sum w i i h  so& and luad am0 
and eedher aven uu-dher ( I W ~  
and let dhat wuul-e mnud uut aal 
and ee-dher seed of u u d h  knunt 
dhat &ru W a r s t 8  dhat hii wuuat 
and E U ~  and mur of uudher soq 
ii mold- pleed 

D h s n i i + q a a i ? b $ & ~ t a h ,  &.c 

IV. ENGLISH OF THE 1 h  CENTURY. STANDARD ENGLISH. 
(The beginning of the P r o l ~  to Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, from 

Har eiPn Y8. 7334.) 

Whan that ApriUe with his sehowrea 
swoote 

The drowht of Yarche hath pereed to 
the roo-& 

liwur, 
And bathnd every veyne in swich 

Of which vertae engaudred ia the flow ; 

eek with hi8 mete 

in every holte and 

The h""h[2 ten e croppea, and the jonge _ _  
sonne 

Hath in the Ram hin halfe coura i- 
ronne, 

And emale fowles maken melodie, 
That slepen al the night with open yhe, 
So priketh hem nature in here eoragw : 

Thanne longen folk to gon on pilgri- 

And palmers for to seeken atraange 

To ferne halwea, kouthe in aondry 

mag% 

atrondea, 

londea ; 
ially, &om every mhiren ende tFd T uploud, to Cantarbury they 

wend& 
The holy bligfnl martir for to aeeke, 
That hem hath holpen whan that they 

were reeke. - 

whan dhat apriil I with -m shuuren 

dha drnat of martnh I a s h  perad ts 

and baadhgd e r r i  veen I in nwhh 

of whibh v & u r  I endzhen*dred ir dha 

whan 2efiruuS.j eek with -is sweet-s 

enspiired Hath I in evri ao l t  and 

dhe terder knpss  I and dhe Juqr am 

Hath in dhe Ram I -k d kuura im. 

and smaate f u u h  I maakan mekodri 
dhat deepw al dha niit 1 with 0op.w ii 
moo prikwth -em nretwr I 1n har 

dhan 1 en folk I ts goon an pilgrC 

and palmera 1 for tu weken 

to fern mzluuas I kuuth in sundri 

and spen ialii. I from ev-ri shiirss end 
of En. loud. I to Kanhrbs-ri I dhee 

dhu awli blk-ful m u h r  I for tu seek 
dhat Hem Hath aolprn I whan dhat 

moot 

dhe root 

1 i ~ W  

f l U W  

breeth 

Heeth 

keraadzhw 

m*l*ss. 

atraaandshv strondsa 

londse 

w e n f  

dhee wer leek. 

30 




